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Endless length.
Shapely curves.
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FULL EXTENSION CURVING MASCARA
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up to 30% more length, with an eye-opening 30* curve* The 
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Tiffany Steel

Tiffany & Co.







FINALS GETTING INTO A PRE OWNED CAR 
DOESN'T INVOLVE A LEAP OE FAITLL

While everylhing in life doesn’t come with a guarantee, at least the Lexus Certified 

Pre-Owned Program can help reduce the uncertainty’ of buying a previously owned car. For 

starters, every vehicle includes the Lexus of warranties* — three years from your purchase 

date or 100,000 total vehicle miles. Our rates and terms rival those of new cars! And you 

even get a complimentary loaner car’ during service visits. So 

see your Lexus dealer. And save your leaps of faith for bungee 

jumping and also, the occasional high-altitude marriage vows.

CERTIFIEP

ONLY AT YOUR LEXUS DEALER 

lexus.com

*S«e tour iMUt Certifitd IVv-OwnW daelir tvanunfy drtaiU. 'Only Titr I and 2 cuMlomart will qualify for tha loweit /inane* rstat.
■Strvic* /acinar can availaM* on tjuali/iad warrantable refrain onh. O2CI0J l^xue, a Drvaion of Toyola MuJur Sci/ei, U.S.A., Inc. Lekua remirtda you to wear 

teatheltM, tecure childrert in rear teal, obey all ipeed lawi and drive reaporuibh.
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The CaJuix Sofa bv Bernhardt Its more tlian a piece of furniture. It*8 a part of you. 
Find out about our eollections or locate a dealer near 
you. Call 1.866.660.8066 or visit ww>v. bernhardt.com.

The Bernhardt family has been crafting finefurniture since 18B9.

BERNHARDT



Perpetual Spirit
Rolex Oyster Perpstual Yscht^asCer in stainless steel end platinum. OffiaaHy Certified Swiss Chronometer.
Rolex, w, OyKer Perpetual. YachtAlester and Perpetual Spirit are trademarks.
FOR THE NAME AND LOCATION OF AN OFROAL ROLEX XWELER NEAR YOU, PLEASE CAU 1-8CX]-3BROLEX/1-8DO-3e7-6539.

ROLEX New Yorkwww.ralex.com
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on the cover
The luxury of small things: blue 
opaline box, ca. 1900, $3,000, Kentshire 
Galleries at Bergdorf Goodman. NYC. 
2I2-B72-8652. Gold bowl, $200, Calvin 
Klein Home. 877-256-7373. Plaid Uni 
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Therg's a point to life.
And no, it's not the decimal.

We may be a bank,

but we believe

money is

at its best,

a tool.

Free, ongoing

financial check-ups.

Online banking.

Credit cards

with

budgeting tools.

All to help make

the most

of your money.

More importantly,

your life.

crfi
Visit us at citi.com.

Live rlchlyr
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WClCQI^C garden

NE DAY THIS SUMMER. I was taking an early stroll through the garden, steaming 
cup of coffee in hand, dew cooling my feet, inspecting all the new plants we had put 
in this spring. I love the morning rounds because the traffic is still and the birds are 
in full song. Also because 1 go to bed believing in the powerful magic of the night, believ
ing that when I wake, ever}Thing that was crooked will be straight, everything that 
was weak will be strong, everything that languished will be bold, At least in the garden.

boulder at my little concrete Buddha, who was minding his busi- 
ne.ss under a tree. The impact cracked the Buddha's neck, but he 
kept his head; my 13-year-old tied a pink kerchief around the 
Buddha’s shoulders, and wc contemplated, grumpily, the eternal 
truth of the changeable nature of reality, before calling the police.

The police officer who responded, a beautiful and sympa
thetic young woman with long, thick red hair, walked chrou^ 
the house with me and into the side of the garden.

“Well,” she said, after a thorough inspection of the damage. 
“Teenagers. I grew up in this town. I always wanted to see this 
house. We all thought it was haunted.” (True enough.) And now 
so is my garden. By teenagers.

Hey. I was a teenager once upon a time. Weren't you? Still, 
it took me awhile, after finding the trampled ferns, to get com
fortable with the idea of kids’ taking midnight strolls through 
the pachysandra—particularly since they were probably doing 
more than strolling. I mean, it is .sort of a pain in the neck to 
dig holes in the dirt and pour in the money (which is, after ail, 
one definition of gardening) and then, because someone else 
is having fun necking, see your work get stomped.

I thought about what a luxury it seemed to plant things, and 
to scatter around inviting benches, beautiful urns, and tinkling 
chimes, and then feel time pass and let memory visit. There are 
all kinds of hauntings in the garden. But suddenly it occurred 

to me. maybe it was the teenagers

I was walking with the nurseryman who had helped me put 
in most of the new beds; his day begins early, too. Toward the 
back of the garden, we noticed a bunch of ferns that had been 
thriving the day before but were now trampled. Wc bent to 
inspect this fresh mystery.

“Hmm,” Leonard said, putting on his best detective man
ner and poking around the crestfallen clumps. “Look at that. 
All the stems are broken at the same height.”

I felt we were on the trail of some wild, mysterious animal, 
and I glanced up at the trees nervously, as if it might pounce 

‘What do you think, Leonard? Skunks? Raccoons? 
Possums? Something bigger?”

Leonard has a flair for the dramatic. He drew himself up, 
and took a deep breath. “Bigger? I’ll say. Teenagers.”

We followed the telltale trail of trampled stalks to a little 
bench under the oak tree. Leonard went on to tell me that his 
wife had grown up in this town, and she knew all about the 
allure of my house. Or. more particularly, my garden.

I can see the appeal. As can the teenagers, My house is lost 
behind an unusually thick stand of sassafras trees, heavily under- 
planted with towering azaleas and rhododendrons and all 
manner of things to hide me from the street. It is true that I have 
often crawled under the tent of an azalea eight feet tall to 
do some pruning and have found abandoned beer cans. (One 
surprise involved a six-pack, each can 
drained, but all six still secured in 
their plastic rings; I sat awhile pon
dering this accomplishment, and 
wondering wdio would want to drink 
beer this way, and why. and who was 
being impressed by this tribal rite.)
From time to time. I have bumped 
into kids sitting on my boulders 
under the sassafras trees, puffing 
languorously away on cigarettes and 
joints. (And no, I do not call the 
police, and I hardlv need to tell them 
to stop, so panicked are they by my 
sudden appearance at the party) And 
once, only once, some obnoxious 
person wandered in and heaved a

on us.

who were casting the spells. Maybe
they were part of the powerful
magic of the night, drawing strength
up out of the earth, Maybe it is the
teenagers who best understand the
ultimate, and fleeting, luxury of a
garden—the enchantment of breath
ing in the fragrance of lilies glowing ¥

in moonlight and wrapping your
arms around someone vou love.

Dominique Browning, editor
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To see il is to see yourself. You’re overcome by its distinction. Individuality that mirrors your own.

Mercedes-Benz





You give in to Its sensuality. Your heart races as you take in every curve.

Mercedes-Benz





Desire gives way to devotion as you unleash its inner power. Sheer strength tempered by pure refinement.







The all new 2003 CLK Loupe. Style. Lnlike anv other.



Be a Driving Force for Change
Mercedes-Benz USA is teaming up with Saks Fifth Avenue to support the

Council of Fashion Designers of America's charitable initiative, Fashion

Targets Breast Cancer (FTBC), with a nationwide shopping weekend

(September 18-21). Throughout the event, a percentage of sales made in all

of Saks Fifth Avenue’s 61 stores across the country will benefit local and

national breast cancer charities.

Shoppers will also have the opportunity to see the Special Edition 2003

Mercedes-Benz CLK500 Coupe, designed exclusively for Saks Fifth Avenue,

This Special Edition model will be displayed at 61 Saks stores during the

shopping weekend and will be sold through participating Mercedes-Benz deal

erships. Available with an exclusive color combination of a “Saks Fifth Avenue"

blue exterior and stone leather interior, each CLK500 includes a customized

limited-edition cashmere blanket, sterling silver key ring, leather notepad and

wallet, all designed by Baldessarini for Hugo Boss. Mercedes-Benz will make a

donation directly to FTBC for each Special Edition CLK500 sold.

Since Saks Fifth Avenue began this annual shopping weekend to benefit

Fashion Targets Breast Cancer, more than $6 million has been raised for local

and national breast cancer organizations across the country. For more

information, please visit MBUSA.com orfashiontargetsbreastcancer.com,

or call toll-free 1-888-771-2323.

Page 1: Pinstripe suit, white shirt and black tie.
Dolce and Gabbana
Page 2: Silk georgette lace-up blouse with puff
sleeves. Tom Ford for Yves Saint Laurent Rive Gauche
Page 4: Lace-up high-heeled shoes. Sergio Rossi;
tights, Wolford
Page 6-7: Chiffon jeweled tunic dress, Diane Von
Furstenberg
Page 8: jeweled bracelet, Swarovski; red sweater.
Michael Kors

All designers available at 
Saks Fifth Avenue.

Mercedes-Benz02002 Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC. A DaimlerChrysler Company
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Just three of over 
100 modem classics, 

in stock and ready to ship.
bare essentials
IN RESPONSE to Mary Rhoden's letter 
(July] about the pornographic content 
of Blueprint [May], the definition of 
pornography (as found in the American 
Heritage Dictionary) is “the presentation 
of sexually explicit behavior, as in a 
photograph, intended to arouse sexual 
excitement." Does she really believe 
that the photographs in Blueprint were 
illu-strating sexually explicit behavior?
Or that the readers of House & Garden 
would be aroused by them? I can’t speak 
for the editors of House 6’ Garden, but 
I doubt they were trying to make their 
readers sexually aroused with “Deep 
Skin.” It seems their goal has alway.s 
been aesthetic arousal, and the natural 
side effect of that is often intellectual 
arousal. Beauty stems from nature. The 
editors understand this, and addres.sed it 
in a thoughtful and intelligent manner,

RACHAEL RAMOS 
San Francisco. CA
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Play in style! Mah-jongg makes a comeback,

June]. My husband and I are such 
big fans of the comic genius that 
we named our son James Buster after 
him. It is comforting to know that 
there are still people in Hollywood 
who have a heart for these estates, 
built in a classic era that is still 
unmatched in quality and style. I tip 
my hat to Portland Mason Schuyler, 
John Bercsi, and (Christopher 
Bedrosian, who went the extra mile 
to preserve this impressive estate 
in its original grandeur.

h
blue-light special
I MARVEL athowwellyourstaff’keeps 
its collective finger on the pulse of 
design. I lowcvcr, Gregory Cerio’s article 
“Playing Hou,se” [June] gave me pause.
It constantly amazes me how far from 
reality the major New York auction 
houses can stray. Now you tell us thev 
are touting “bargains," as if they have 
somehow overnight become the Target 
or Wal-Mart of the an world. I know of

Emms PlyMK U«ee Ckair
^79

TERESA MEADS
San Jose, CA

board room
HOW WONDERFUL and fitting 
it was to read “(}ames People Play” 
[July]. I teach mah-jongg in Manhattan 
and bear witness to the resurging 
popularity of this traditional game. My 
students call tiles, create hands, shout 
“Mah-jongg!" and share lighthearted 
camaraderie. Thank you for giving 
mah-jongg the attention it deserves.

LINDA FEINSTEIN
New Tbrk. NT

no one in my world who would consider 
$13,000 for a carpiet or $22,000 for 
a bureau a great bargain. I lave you all 
gone mad? We all want to surround 
ourselves with beaurv. But a New York 
auction house's idea of the price of 
beauty is laughable to mo.st Americans. 
Cerio’s article makes that perfectly clear. 
Continue to bring us the most exquisite 
shelter magazine on the shelves, with 
your own distinct point of view rooted 
in the reality of most of your readers.

JEFF SPAIN
Little Rock. AR

U CertoMr ChMe loneue 
$1,200

At DWR, we make sure our 
customers receive their orders 
when they want them. To 
request a free catalog, go to 
www.dwr.com/hg or call us, 

800.944.2233.

Please write as at House & Garden (4 Times 
Square, New York, NY 10036-6562).
We also accept letters by E-mail 
Getters@'house-and-garden.com) and 
fax (212-286-4977). Include your name, 
address, and daytime phone numbcT. All 
submissions become the property of 
House if Garden and will not be returned; 
they mav be edited and published or 
otherwise used in anv medium. □

watch it, buster!
I WAS so THRILLED to read about 
the renovation of the estate that Buster 
Keaton built {“Marquee Players,”

DESIGN
WITHIN
REACH

*
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Who says heaven is up?



Carpet featured: Mozambique, Cauvas Tint

MOHAWK
Mohawk makes the room

CARPET.WOOD-LAMINATE»CERAMIC*HOME PRODUCTS
l-880-2-MOHAWKwww.mohawk-flooring.com
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AERNOUTOVERBEEKE
Overbeeke has moved through 
many worlds of photography: 
news, fashion, ads, and now 
landscapes. But he has remained 
grounded in body (he has 
always lived near Delff) and spirit. 
“Fashion photography is something 
you do as a young man,” Overbeeke 
says, “and as you get older you 
like to surround yourself with other 
beauties.” In Belgium, he worked 
with garden editor Charlotte 
Frieze (shown with him) to frame 
“Lines of Force,” page 262. 
Overbeeke sees his shots as time 
capsules of a dying world. "It is 
so sad that everything is going to be 
Coca-Cola country,” he says.
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AROUND THE HOUSE AND 
IN THE GARDEN ■1

•i-

iDominique Browning
A VIpbhik *•( Hi

From the editor of 
House esj* Garden, 

a collection of essays 
describing the power of 

home to heal the soul.

BRIGIHELACOMBE
“I was mostly very lucky," says 
Lacombe, who picked up a camera as 
a teenager and has since photographed 
numerous major Hollywood figures. 
Her book Lacombe Cmema/'Theater 
(Schirmer Mosel, 2001) has candid 
shots of almost every star since the 
1970S. “It’s a way to be in the world 
of these interesting people and 
meet them in an interesting way,” 
Lacombe says. A frequent contributor 
to House & Garden, she captured 
the Labeque siblings in “Sister Act," 
page 230. “Their lives are so 
intertwined. When you see them 
perform together, it’s very moving.”

“Anyone who ha.s ever owned a 

hou.se. planted a bulb or lost a lover 

should read this book.”

I.iy Mclncmc)’

JOAN JULIET BUCK
“The only job I wanted was features 
editor at British Vbgue, which I had 
at twenty-three,” saw Buck, 
who grew up in France, England, and 
Ireland. After landing her first 
journalism internship, she “just didn’t 
feel like going back” to college. 
Tliough she gave up journalism twee, 
she was editor in chief of French 
Vbgtse from 1994 to 2000. Buck 
discusses her switch to simpler living 
in her column “The Slow Life,” 
page 168, which debuts this month.
"I think there’s much to be found 
out,” she s^, “but subjectively, 
not objectively”—JENNY gavacs

Available April 15 
wherever books are sold, or visit 

www.condeRet.com.
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www.simonsays.com



OSBORNE LITTLE
MODELLO WEAVES

Available through Interior-Desigfrersj^aftd Ai'chitects

90 Commerce Road, Stamford. Connecticut 06902

Tel (203) 359 1500 Fax (203) 353 0^

Website www,osborneandlittle.com
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Pihdler & Pindler Inc
Exclusive featured fabric:
Pattern 7518 Uccello color Flamenco

TO THE TRADE. 800-6€??feo02. www.pindler.com
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an invcstmem 
for a lifetime

The bath should 
as permanent 
as your home an 
as personal as 
your daily routine 
We're here to 
help you plan for 
both with the 
highest standards 
of quality, design 
and crafismanship.

Waterworks bath 
style is timeless.

etoile low profile
lavatory faucet
in polished ruckel
with archive

■nc itoned choro

for stores: 
weterworks.com
800.899.6757
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domestic bliss

Gardening meets model railroading to create a charming backyard hobby that 
is, literally, on track to change the landscape of America Edited by Shax Riegier

O

O WRITTEN BY KRIS WETHERBEE ■ PHOTOGRAPHED BY LEN JENSHEL AND DIANE CDOK
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f course, it started in England, a
country that fetishizes both trains and
gardening. About a century ago, enthu
siasts there began building tiny railroad
systems and lilliputian-sized land
scapes in their gardens. But it wasn't
until 1968, when the German com

pany Lehmann Gross Bahn introduced the first
w^therproof, large-scale (a.k.a. g-scale—for
‘garden") locomotives, that the hobby started

gathering steam. When other companies intro
duced engines—many modeled after historic
American trains—in the 1980s, the craze really
took off, especially on the West Coast, where there
is keen interest in the ^Iden age of railroads.

In the imaginations of the people who build
them, large-scale garden railroads, which come in
many sizes, take on a life of their own. Dirt and
rock thrust upward as majestic mountains, dwarf
conifers, and spruce grow into virtual forests,
and a small pond beoxnes a massive lake.
Handcrafted structures are assembled to create
bustling towns and quaint villages. Lifelike
figurines enact colorful tableaux—in one, a
funeral takes place in a tiny graveyard alongside
the tracks. "You're putting it all tc^ether into this
grand illusion that can be any time or place
you wish it to be," says Paul Busse. a landscape
architect specializing in garden railways who
created the Cincinnati-area setups on these
pages. "When you bring in a train, you introduce
motion that suddenly brings it all to life." From
tinkering to building to landscaping, there are
many avenues for creativity, whether your passion
is model houses, water gardens, beautiful
landscapes, miniatures, or the trains themselves.
“It’s a deep pursuit," says Marc Horovitz,
«Jitor of Garden Railways magazine, whose
circulation has more than doubled, from 18,000
to 37,0CX) subscribers, over the past seven years.
"You never hit bottom," Perhaps it’s even
more than that. There’s something to be said for
creating your own private kingdom. One
hobbyist summed it up best iwhen he declared.
“I am the maker of mountains." >

Larry and Catherine Kraft'i Cinnamon Creek
Railroad (alto detigned by Butta) has
approximately 500 feet of track, a 35-foot-long
trettle, five bridges, three tunnels, three
mountains, and a winding 'river,' Plantings
include Japanese red maple, spirea.
English Ivy, hemlock, and Alberta spruce.
'hfou can use relatively common plants.' Busse
says. 'Just monitor the growth for scale.
You don't need to buy bonsai or other exotics.’
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ALLABDARD
When it comes to powering your locomotives, it 
boHs down to three sources: electric, battery, or 
steam. Though (arge-scale trains designed for gar
den railroads come in several scales (sizes), they all 
operate on the same gauge-1 (45mm) track, regard
less of power. Radio-controlled track power- 
electricity running through the tracks—is the most 
commonly used method to run trains, in battery 
power with radio controls, the train and control 
components work independent of hte track system. 
For greater realism, use old-styie engines, some of 
which run on steam; their small boilers are fired by 
alcohol or butane instead of coal, oil, or wood.

FIVE GREAT ENGINES

masters at worA garden railroad specialist can turn your backyard into another world
Well-designed garden railroads don’t just happen—they’re created from inspi
ration. ingenuity, and insight, often by one of the country’s top garden railroad 
designers. Here are three who can help transform any plot:
■ Garden railways designed by award-winning landscape architect Paul Busse 
of Alexandria, KY (859-448-9848), appear everywhere, from private homes to 
notable public gardens across the country, including the New York Botanical 
Garden. Busse, pictured above, takes an imaginative approach, creating three- 
dimensional designs that allow one to walk under bridges and through tunnels. 
“We're all about designing great stories," he says.
■ The motto of another premier designer, landscape architect Jack Verducci of 
San Mateo. CA (650-341-4088; bagrs.org}. is to "make your railroad a land
scape first." He has designed more than 50 garden railroads from coast to coast 
and abroad, from simple designs in small yards to an elaborate work of art cov
ering a quarter-acre hillside.
■ Landscape architect Ralph Williams of Harvard, MA (978-456-8455; 
trainsandtrees.com}, has created award-winning displays and impressive back
yard railroads in all sizes. His current project is a 6,000-square-foot garden rail
road for the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. >
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SlTABDARtr SEARCHING FOR 
MINIATURE PLANTS
Today's garden railroader can create Irving scenes, from 
meadow to mountain, all on a miniaturized scale. That wasn’t 
always the case. In the late 1980s, Bob and Sharon (Sky) 
Yankee got fed up with plants that grew too big and threw 
their garden railroad out of scale. "We located a retired nurs
eryman with an extensive collection of rock garden plants 
dating back to the ’fifties," says Sharon, The Yankees soon 
folded their annuals nursery in order to concentrate on 
miniature plants. Today their collection includes more than 
1,200 varieties, including the dwarf boxwood below, all 
selected for growth pattern, scale 
minimal maintenance, and the 
ability to grow anywhere in 
the country. Mini Forests 
by Sky, Mulino. OR; 503- jHH|

632-3555; miniforest.com,
Other nurseries: Miniature 
Plant Kingdom. Sebastopol, CA: 707- •
874-2233; miniplantkingdom.com. ®

Rock Spray Nursery Inc., Truro, MA;
508-349-6769; rockspray.com. Squaw B 
Mountain Gardens. Estacada, OR; 503- H 
630-5458; squawmountaingardens.com. ■
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wait s first thrill ride 1
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Possibly the most celebrated garden railroad is Walt Disney’s Carolwood 
Pacific (carolwood.com), Author Michael Broggie, who grew up crewing on 
the Carolwood Pacific, takes a nostalgic nde through Disney's early childhood 
and love of locomotives in his book Walt Disney's Railroad Story (Pentrex 
Media Group, 1998). Disney’s passion for running trains throi^;h a landscape 
existed long before large-scale models were readily available, and before 
Di^eyland was developed, With cars large enough to ride on—as Disney ar>d 
guests frequently did—his live-steam railroad wound its way across over
passes. around loops, up a 46-foot-!ong trestle, and through a 90-foot tun
nel underneath his wife’s flower bed. “I remember the first time I rode into

finer detailsI1

White you can find garden railroad accessories at most 
specialty hobby shops, many mail-order companies also 
offer finely detailed, handcrafted, and custom-made 
accessories. Here are some of our favorites:

the tunnel, sitting on top of a boxcar that was rocking back and forth," says 
Broggie, wrho was a young boy at the time. “When you entered the tunnel, it 
was pitch black. As you came out the other side, there was a canyon that 
dropped 150 feel." Shown below, a g-scale version of the Magic Kingdom's 
Ernest S. Marsh engine (from Disneyland Delivers, $495, 800-760-3566) 
hauls a model of Disney’s own "Bobber" caboose (from the Carolwood 
Historical Society, $100, 805-498-2336).

p n.I
■: ■*

■ Railroad Avenue Modelworks, Willits, CA. 
707-459-2770. railroadavenue.com.

■ Garden-Texture, Charlotte, NC. 704-847-7169. 
gardentexture.com.

■ Ozark Miniatures, De Soto, MO. ozarkminiatures.com. 
a Supply Line, Baltimore, MD. slmonline.com.
a Showcase Miniatures, Cherry Valley, CA. 

909-845-9914. showcaseminiatures.com.

GEHING ON BOARD
Garden Railways magazine (gardenrailways.com) is an excellent resource 
for garden railroaders. Each issue carries a complete listing of nearly 200 
garden railway societies and clubs. Gening Started in Garden Railroading 
(Krause Publications. 2001) not only takes you through the step-by-step 
process of building a garden railroad, but also includes an extensive (firec- 
tory of clubs and associations, plus an array of manufacturers and compa
nies with products for all avenues of garden railroading. Also visit 
greateslhobby.com, a Web site run by the Model Railroad Industry Assoination 
to help beginners get information and connect with other hobbyists.

After visiting many garden railroads, writer KRIS 
WETHERBEE and her husband are planning to build 
one of their own at their home in western Oregon. □
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U One step at a time: Tiffany 
& Co.’s flagship store 
gets a makeover that won’t 
alienate its fans by Shax Riegler

o

o
-a I IFFANY. There’s no place like it.

I From its fortresslike building in New 
I York City's commercial heart, at 57th 

. M Street and FifthAvenue, the 165-year- 
old firm continues to epitomize timeless 
elegance. As the company’s 2001 annual 
report states, “Tiffany has never been about 
fashion, luxury, or excess. Tiffany is about 
things that last.” We might argue with the 
word “luxury” in that statement, but the rest sounds 
right. It’s a company that does not need a “trend 
forecaster.” Until recently, little about the store had 
changed, but the company’s outright purchase of

its landmark building in 1999 became an occasion 
for looking in the mirror. Robert Rufino, vice pres
ident of creative services and visual merchandis
ing, was put in charge of a team of the store’s 
own desi^ers and, along with the Toronto-based 
design firm Yabu Pushelberg, charged with devel
oping a plan for bringing the flagship up to date, 
After six years at Tiffany, designing everything 
from windows to store displays to special events. 
Rufino brings a tremendous wealth of experi
ence to the project.

It is an irony worthy of a great American novel 
that one of the store’s biggest publicity coups 
(arguably the one that catapulted the firm into 
iconic status) has also become one of its great
est burdens: the publication, in 1958, ofTruman 
Capote’s Breakfast at Tljfanys and the release three 
years later of the movie, starring Audrey Hepburn. 
Some scenes in the movie were shot on location, 
and Tiffany has long been a place of pilgrimage. The 
store has always recognized its good fortune and 
with impeccable manners welcomes all. “How do 
you change something but not really change it?” 
Rufino asks. “For so many pieople who love Tiffany, 
this is like home." Still, there was a growing sense 
that the store needed to give customers the 
option of either being on the main floor and 
seeing what was in the movie or going up.stairs to 

have more privacy and 
Robert Rufino. Tiffany's chance to work longer

with a sales professional, 
In other words, the 

store wanted to create a 
haven for serious shoppers 
while still accommodating 
sightseers. The first stage 
of the renovations was

r /£J

1

i_

X vice presidmt of 
creative services and 
visual merchandising, 
above. In a private 
selling room. ■ The 
view across the newly 
spacious, redesigned 
second floor, left.\
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crisscrossing the land in search of your next must-have. Call 1-800-TO-Acura or visit acura.com. ®ACURA
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completed last November, whenOn the second floor.
what had been the silver depart-a macassar wood

desk, right, sits In front ment on the second floor was
of a display window. turned into a luxurious showcase for
■ The lounge for diamond engagement rings and
the private selling other exquisite gems and pearls.
rooms, below, has “Now we have so much more space
walls covered with

to show off the jewelry," Rufino says.leather panels.
“When I give tours of the second■ A bench upholstered
floor, people are just amazed at whatIn silk and velvet
we have there, what was always justfabrics by Clarence
downstairs." In fact, further renova-House, bottom.
tions—expected to be completed by
2005—will create 25 percent more
selling space, which will enable the
store to display much more of
its collections. Among the exciting

developments will 
be expanded silver and home 
departments filling the third and 
fourth floors and linked by a grand 
staircase. “We re verv excited about

helped spark their creativity “Look at the first floor,” 
says Rufino. “It still stands up. In twenty-five years, 
I think what we are doing now will stand up, too.” 

Future Holly Golightlys will be glad to know 
that thcv’U still be able to follow her prescription 
for combatting the “mean reds"; “Get into a taxi 
and go to Tiffany’s. It calms me down right away, 
the quietness and the proud look of it; nothing very 
bad could happen to you there, not with those kind 
men in their nice suits, and that lovely smell of

the home floor,” Rufino says. “For 
the first time, we’ll be able to desig
nate specific shops: casual china, 
stationery, colored glass, and, of 
course, flatware.”

Rufino and his team are rising 
to the challenge of making the 
store fresher and more modern 
while retaining its clas.sic appeal. 
They didn’t have to look too far 
afield for inspiration. The company’s 
archives and the grand space itself

silver and alligator wallets.

THE TIFFANY TOUCH, CA. 2002
“We went full bananas on the second floor.” Rufino says. “We had to— 
this is the flagship store." With Tiffany’s current plans to open three to five 
American stores a year, this work is a laboratory for how future stores 
may look. The floor's enticing spirit is established by the use of luxurious 
materials, exotic woods, and sumptuous fabrics. Brazilian granite lines 
the foyer. Wall paneling and cases are made from sapele, an African 
hardwood. The pattern of the custom-designed carpet, made by Patterson, 
Flynn & Martin, echoes the coffered ceiling's. A caf6-au-lait-colored 
doupploni silk lines all the cases and sets the gems asparkle. The furniture, 
much of it custom-built by craftsman Frank Pollaro, plays off the building's 
Art Deco roots and makes use of boldly grained macassar wood, ebony, 
faux Ivory, and shagreen. Upholstery fabrics include designs by Pollack, 
Bergamo, and Clarence House. Upholstered furniture was built by the 
Jonas workshops. No detail—antique lamps, hand-painted porcelain urns, 
faux finishes, fresh flowers twice a week—has been overlooked.
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Would I sleep with just anything?

Supima IS American Pima, the cotton used to make the
most luxurious sheets and towels. Only the finest brands
use Supima, so why would you settle for anything else? www.supimacotton.org
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Enliven your rooms 
with painted furniture
by Todd Romano

1
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X/
I’ve always loved painted furniture; 
so, naturally, my New York shop 
has lots of it. Sister Parish taught 
us all that you can take the most 
humble Victorian furniture and 
make it look wonderful with a 
coat of shiny white paint. Every 
time I see a faded brown finish 
on an otherwise attractive piece,
I imagine it painted. With the 
right color and finish, painted 
furniture adds style, glamour, and 
that essential touch of whimsy,
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■yA i loved the carved 
details on this Georgian- 
style console, but it 
looked lifeless. A chalky 
gray-white finish 
lightened it up.

S
-5-.

V!) 1j. f: When I discovered this 
ear1y-19th-century 
American mirror, its gilded 
finish was long gone. I 
chose to paint the frame 
in an antiqued white- 
beige finish for a warm, 
sophisticated look.
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liMy rule is that every room 
needs at least one painted 
piece. Layered colors give 
furniture depth and 
dimension. Flat pigments 
can be charming. Shiny, 
lacquerlike surfaces provide 
drama and an exotic touch.
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The rubbed finish on this 
fauteuii accentuates its 
carved Rococo-style 
flourishes. Peacock blue 
leather, an unexpected 
upholstery choice, is very 
Dorothy Draper.

%

I don’t hesitate to paint 19th-century copies of 
18th-century pieces, but if an antique is of its 
period, first consider the value in its original state. 
A br^ht red lacquer and parcel-gilt finish add 
zip to this Provincial Louis XV table.

i
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Solutions to your household dilemmas by Jackie Craven

Our crystal chandelier gets so dusty. 
Is there a way to keep It clean without 
dismantling all the baubles?
Let those baubles be. Unless your 
chandelier has years of grime, you can 
spiff it up without taking it apart. But be 

wary of quick fixes. At Schonbek (schon- 
bek.com), where some of the world’s most 
opulent chandeliers are made, spray clean
ers are taboo. “Sooner or later they will work 
their way into microscopic nicks and cause 

says creative director Eileen

h

Our beautiful leather-bound books 
are filling the den with an ugly, musty 
smell, is there anything we can do?
It’s not the quality of the writing that 
makes some books stink; It's the mold 
Of mildew that grows when there is 

moisture in the air. To freshen up your 
library, give those beautiful bindings plenty 
of cool, dry air. Set offending booke m front 
of a fan. or take them outside on a breezy 
day. Keep in mind that old papers and inks 
can darken or fade, so be cautious about 
bright sunlight. Still stinky? Try placing 
smelly volumes in a closed garbage pail 
with (but not touching) a deodorizing sub
stance such as baking soda, cedar chips, or 
unscented kitty litter. After a week or so, the 
odor will dissipate. To prevent the smell from 
returning, keep your den dry and well venti
lated, and make sure that books are mold- 
free before adding them to your collection.

Acorrosion.
Schonbek Beer, Instead of spraying, slip on 
your white cotton gloves. Dampen one glove 
with Windex and leave the other glove dry. 
Caress the crystals one at a time, tirsl with the 
damp hand, then with ttie dry. To assure that 
moisture does not reach metal parts or 
wiring, wipe the frame with a dry cloth or 
chamois. Isn't there an easier way? For your 
next chandelier, look for one made of Strass 
crystal. If the chandelier has been manufac
tured during the past decade, the crystal will
have an invisible coating that repels dust and 
reduces ttie need for frequent cleaning.

Our designer coffee table is almost new, 
bur the polished nickel legs are beginning to 
tarnish. Is this normal? What can we do?
Your table may be a troaaure. but the legs are 
a lot like a five-cent coin. Unless nickel is finished 
with a protective coating, it will lose its luster, 

gaining a patina that many people like. To preserve 
the shine, however, follow rips from metal conserva
tors. Michael Schwartz of Creative Metalworks in 
Kensington, MD. suggests a mild abrasive cleaner 
designed for jewelry and fine metals. After cleaning, give 
those legs a layer of protection. Many museums use 
Renaissance Wax. A quality wax will last at least six 

months. For longer protection, 
take your tabic back to the 
manufacturer or to a metal fin
isher and ask for a clear acrylic 
lacquer such as Incralac.

IS;

QWe have inherited a wonderful 18th-century landscape. 
What's The safest way to display a historic painting?

Q You’re smart to think about your art. Fluctuations 
in heat and humidity can cause the canvas to 

//^expand and contract, cracking the paint. To pro

tect your heirloom, choose a wall in an interior room where tem
peratures will remain more constant. Resist the temptation to 
display your painting over the fireplace. Also avoid heating and 
air conditioner vents and bright lights. The safest place for your 
fine art is away from direct sunlight and the bustle of activity. Try 
to keep the relative humidity at a comfortable level—betwreen 30 
percent and 70 percent is best. Archival backing, installed by a 
professional framer, will give added protection. For more hints, 
log on to the American Institute for the Conservation of Historic 
and Artistic Works site at aic.stanford.eduAreasure.
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lARDER
my basic 
garlic aioliMortars and pestles prove that the simplest

kitchen tools are often the best by Lora Zarubin
Makes 1 cup.

1 clove garlic, peeled
1 tsp. sea salt

E 1 large egg yolk (roomven with all the high-tech appliances in my kitchen, I find I keep
temperature)going back to my low-tech mortars and pestles. The timeless

1 cup extra virgin olive oil
design cannot be improved upon for making mayonnaise or pesto. 1 tsp. freshly squeezed Meyer
It also allows me more control when I’m grinding spices for a lemon juice

paste, blending coarse salt and peppercorns, or cracking nutshells. I have 
been collecting mortars and pestles for years. Besides being practical, 
they look great on my shelves. Here is a variety of shapes and materials

Place the garlic and salt In a
mortar large enough to hold all
the ingredients; pound to a
smooth paste. Add the egg yolkto choose from, each with a different purpose. >
arx) mix until vvell combined arvj
the mixture gets light in cokjr
about 1 minute. B^in adding

I m always adding to my the oil. a little at a time, letting it
collection, thanks to Lucullus Inc. run down the side of the mortar
in New Orleans, which sells while beating continuously.
vintage sets, This 18th-century Begin to increase the amount of
French stone mortar is my oil. always adding it to the side
favorite because of its carved of the mortar. Continue beating
handle. It's perfect for aioli. until all the oil is incorporated.
$495 to $695. 504-528-9620. If the aioli becomes too thick

add a few drops of Meyer lemon
iuice to thin it. Stir in the
remaining juice. Cover and

refrigerate until ready
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domestic bliss

nJlRDER A variety of mortars and pestles 
to perform a variety of tasks

This olive wood mortar is deep 
enough to let you crush 
several different spices at 
a time. Because dry spices
lose their flavor quickly, I

Besides making such agrind whoie spices when
bold design statement,I need the most aromatic

Every kitchen needs a 
vintage mortar like 
this 18th-century French 
marble one, also 
from Lucullus Inc. The 
unusual pestle is great 
for pulverizing fresh 
herbs and firm spices 
such as peppercorns, 
504-528-9620.

this granite giant fromflavor possible, $32,50.
Egg boutique in Londoncookiecuttersetc.com.
is great for pesto. The
pestle is heavy, which The ergonomic pestle in
helps in making a paste this black granite set
of pine nuts and basil Is a joy to use. I usually
or in pounding olives for reserve it for grinding
a tapenade. $442. nuts. I also bring it
011-44-207-235-9315. out at parties as a

nutcracker for walnuts
and hazelnuts. $277,
Summerill & Bishop.
011-44-207-221-4566.

This classic French-style
multi-tasking mortar
made of Carrara marble
from Sur La Table, is
great for aioli and other
oil-based mixtures. It's
heavy, so it doesn't move
around too much whenThis rough granite mortar
you're whisking in oil.and pestle from David
$55, 800-243-0852.Mellor in London is

perfect for grinding
coarse salt (a staple in my

This Mexican lava rockkitchen) or peppercorns.
set—mo/ca;e/e andI enjoy fiery hotand even sugars when I
(eyofefe—IS ideal forchilies on my pizza,want a fine texture. $131.
making guacamoie orso I grind whole Indian011-44-207-730-4259,
crushing fresh chilies andchilies, ordered from
garlic for salsa. You needkalustyans.com. with this
to cure it before using.mortar and pestle. $66.
and wash well afterward,from David Mellor.

Commercial, pr^rourK)
chilies cannot compare
in taste and quality.
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Nothing takes the edge off 6 a.m. quite like waking up to a kitchen full of Corian' solid surfaces.There’s

the warm look and feel. The seamless sink options. And with the value Corian' adds to your home, you CORIAN*
SOLID SURFACESjust might sleep better, too. Now with over 100 enticing colors to choose from, so there’s even more to 

love. Check out all the latest styles at corian.com today or call I-800-4-CORIAN for a retailer near you.



DOS
Recommended reai ing from writer Witold RybczynskiRybczynski in

the University of
Pennsylvania's Fisher Known for his witty and engaging cultural studies of 

architecture and design, Rybczynski is the author of 
several best-sellers. His latest book. The Perfect House 
(Scribner), is about Renaissance architect Andrea Palladio. 
A TESTAMENT by Frank Lloyd Wright (1957) ‘This 
was my first architecture book, bought more than forty 
years ago when I was a student. I've long since ceased 
to be an unquestioning admirer of Wright's, but his 
extraordinary creativity continues to impress."
THE SHINGLE STYLE TODAY by Vincent Scully (1974) 
"Postmodernism has a bad name today, but in the 
1970s, the houses that Scully wrote about were a breath 
of fresh air. They were both old and new, modern and 
not modern, and eminently livable."
A PATTERN LANGUAGE by Christopher Alexander (1977) 
“It was when I was building my own house that I realized 
the truth of Alexander’s th^is; architecture is a language, 
and largely an ancient one. His magnum opus, which 
resembles a little dictionary, is an invaluable source of 
wisdom about how to design the physical environment." 
AUTHENTIC DECOR by Peter Thornton (1984) “This richly 
illustrated volume is the best single source of information 
about how Europeans decorated and furnished their 
homes from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries 
TOWN PLANNING IN PRACTICE by Raymond Unwin 
(1909) "Despite its dry title, this is an intensely visual 
book, full of photographs, drawings, maps, and plans.

Fine Arts Library

Pick up any of these new titles and expand your design vocabulary by Julia Lewis

THE ARCHITECTURE OF

PHILIP
JOHNSON

■ EARLY YEARS and PRAIRIETHE ARCHITECTURE OF 

PHILIP JOHNSON (Bulfinch, $85) 
If you think you've read 
enough commentary on Philip 
Johnson, think again. With 
a foreword by the architect, 
an essay by Hilary Lewis, 
and photographs by Richard 
Payne, this is a definitive 
study of Johnson's oeuvre.

JASPER MORRISON:
EVERYTHING BUT THE WALLS

(Lars MOIIer/D.A.P.. $55)
Contemporary design fans will 
devour this catalog of Jasper 
Momson's work. One of 
today's hottest design talents, 
he brings utility and grace 
to his every creation, be it a 
salad bowl or a bus shelter.

To order any of these five new books, call 800-266-5766. Dept. 1820.

ARCHITECTURE: FROM 
PREHISTORY TO POSTMODERNITY

(Abrams, $95) This classic 
resource, which offers an 
insightful survey of architectural 
history, has been updated to 
include significant works of 
the past two decades. It is an 
essential reference book for any
one interested in architecture.

HOUSES (PRC/Sterling, 
$19.95 each) Despite their
diminutive size, the
third and fourth volumes
in the “Frank Lkiyd
Wright at a Glance” series
manage to illuminate
salient moments in this
pioneering architect's career.
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paint (he wants rea, yoit want' periwinkle):

S600

lace):(hecurtains wants cotton, you want
$200

opposites attracting after forty years:
priceless

-j.

MasterCard' is accepted most everywhere, for everything from 28-ounce hammers to French lace.
www.mastercard.com

there are some things money can't buy. 25/ for everything else there's MasterCard!"



STRONGER THAN EVER
Stationer to the Social Register set enters the 21st century
At Mrs. John L. Strong Fine Stationery they still do things the old- 
fashioned way. And they're going to keep it that way. In March, 
interior designer Nannette Brown and her husband, Jeff Lubin, a 
former investment banker, below, purchased the 73-year-old 
company from longtime proprietor Joy Lewis. Brown and Lubin’s 
enthusiasm for hand-engraving, archival-quality papers, and hand- 
lined envelopes is contagious. \While intending to stay true to the 
venerable brand's roots, Brown and Lubin do have big plans. The 
couple have surrounded themselves with a strong team, including 
Lewis, who is staying on as president. Without compromising the 
legendary quality, the couple have two immediate goals: "to get into 
new markets and to roll out new products that make sense with 
our history." says Lubin. "We want to make Mrs. John L. Strong 
available in some way to a larger number of people," Brown adds.

By introducing color, Diptyguenghts out for new territory
Diptyque, the grande dame of scented candles retailers, has 
been a pioneer in home fragrance, its simple white candles 
packed with es.sential oils and decorated with spare, hand- 
designed labels. The company ha.s always taken a low-key 
approach—understated and exclusive. It introduces new 
scents only when a formula is perfected, and distinguishes its 
white candles simply by their fragrances. But the quiet arrival 
of Diptyque Noir— a black candle containing the company’s 
bcst-sclling Baies fragrance—is changing all that. And later 
this fall, just in rime for the holidays, the next color in 
Diptyque s palette will arrive: a rich red candle infused with 
the company s heady tuberose fragrance, —mark ellwood

THE NEW HOME APPLIANCE?
House-scaled safes used to be as tough to 
find as they were inconvenient to install, but 
the Liberty Safe Co. is setting out to make 
them consumer-friendly. The safes come in 
various colors and a range of sizes. Jack 
Arnold, a home builder in Tulsa, OK, offers the 
safes as options—alongside Vikings and Sub- 
Zeros. "It's just one more convenience,” 
he says. Uberty Safe Co. 800-247-5625.

-JCNNV GAVACS
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HIGH STYLE AT STREET LEVEL
1 When interior designer Ellen Hamilton noticed a boutique for rent 
[ in Brooklyn, NY, she decided to take a cue from the decorator's 
[ storefronts that had charmed her on trips to Europe. She moved out 
[of her Manhattan office and into the shop, where she offers her 
; services on projects as small as a cushion or a window seat. “It's 
important to me that people not feel intimidated,” she says.

! Hamilton's approach is part of a larger trend among interior design- 
1 ers to make themselves more user-friendly, says H. Don Bowden,
! president of the American Society of interior Designers. Many dec- 
[ orators are recasting themselves as consultants, selling their exper- 
I tise on jobs as small as picking out kitchen counters. Even though 
one of her idols, decorator Sister Parish, also started a storefront 
business, Hamilton was nervous about her move. The shop was still 
under construction when a passerby rang the buzzer and ordered 

* sets of taffeta curtains. “I fell off my chair,” she says, “and realized 
[this might actually work.” 718-596-3200,—ingr id abramovitch

s
Richard Smith evokes Venice in his new fabric collection
Even if you don’t know Richard Smith’s name, you’ve proba
bly seen the exqui.site wallpapers that he has designed for Nina 
Campbell or the sumptuous fabrics he has created for Rubelli, 
Boussac Fadini, Schumacher, Pierre Frw, and Brunschwig & 
Fils. These days, after a decade of designing anonymously 
Smith is makinga name for himself—literally—with Osbome& 
Little, the venerated febric house that just launched Sercnissima, 
the first textile collection under his own name. Comprising 
five desi^s, the collection was inspired by the “crumbly faded 
grandeur of Venice,” says the Ixmdon-based textile designer. 
“I love the contrast of light and dark there, the silvery reflec
tions from the canals, and all of those muted colors when 
it’s foggy.” Heavily informed by vintage fabrics that Smith has 
collected over the years, the classic, large-scale floral and stripe 
patterns have a timeless, if not timeworn, elegance. “I like 
the idea of making fabrics that immediately fit into an envi
ronment and feel comfortable there,” he says. “The.sc layer 
beautifully. They’re like old favorites.
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PLUGGING INTO THE SUN
sWith its first ever Solar Decathlon, the U.S. Department of Energy has set out to change perceptions that soter 

power requires ugly equipment. Engineering and architecture students from 14 colleges and universities h«w 
banded together to design solar-powered houses that Incorporate both aesthetics and efficiency. The teams wH 
assemble their 500-to-800-squarc-foot houses on the National Mall in Washington, D.C., and live in them whUB 
a panel of judges decides which one best represents the future of solar-powered homes. Richard King, team leader 
of me Office of Solar Energy Technology, sees the event as “a catalyst for showing people that tolv-powered 
houses can work and also be beautiful.*' September 19 through October 9. selerdecathlon.org.
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Cindy

Crawford’S Choice

The Omega Constellation is a rare blend of style and elegance, 
a superb example of the watchmaker’s art. Tliis is no wonder, since 
Cindy Crawford assisted Omega in its design, creating the only watch she 
is proud to wear. www.omegawatches.com

XoUmCdU New York. Palm Beach. Hal Harbour. South Coast Ra7.o. Houston. Atlanta. Los Angelc!>. Chicago 1-800-348-3332





in the warden
■The lEusvTIvc tiilips for your garden

■OricTjardcncr's Almanac: Water-wise plants 
■ Floral Saw}^: How to use vines in arrangements

■ Dig It: Plant little bulbs now for spring

Of the more than
5,000 tulips from
which to choose, we
offer the must-haves
that make spring
worth the wait. Each

BALLERINA' With ais the Star of its heavenly freesia fragrance

class by Deborah Needleman
and elegant swanitke
petals in translucent orange
shot through with warm
rose, this lily-flowering tulip
comes close to perfection.
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tulips
the a r d e ng_

Little else in the garden offers so much for so little. Potted up or planted out, 
tulips reward with an extraordinary diversity of shapes and colors. These 
blossoms are undeniable beauties, and excellent for cutting, forcing, or 
perennializing. Several are deliciously scented. (Yes, many tulips are fragrant,)

f'Vr

0

I 'MENTIM' Its flawless chalice gives it the classic 

tulip form. A superb cut flower whose sturdy 
stem twists in the light. 2 TULVA CLUSUNA VAR. 

PHRYSAMTHA' The tiny gems erf species tulips 
possess a wild nature that their hybridized cousins 
lack, and they’ll return each year. 3 'APncOT 

PARROT The louche charms of parrot blossoms show 
how one flower could have buckled the Dutch 
economy. 4 (UJEEN OF NIGHT The classic “black” 

tulip has competition from the double-flowering 
‘Black Hero,’ a sport of the ‘Queen of Nighf that 
has her good qualities plus its own. 5 ALEPPO'

A member of the amusing family of fnnged tulips, 
6'PRINSESIRENF Early, bng-lived (in garden and 

vase), with a fabulous color and fragrance.
7 'MONSELLA' An exuberant double that is simple to 
force. 8 -CARNAVAL DE NICE A fragrant, peony- 

flowering beauty that lasts two weeks in a vase.
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CONSIDER IT A DEPARTMENT STORE
ANTI-AGING MOISTURIZER.

zers
improveSj/The took of age spots

diminii And over time.

its fori ith VitaNiacin
exfollqw rtoe effectively to

help fij signs of aging.

OLAY Also Total Effects Hand

Treatments.andtotal effects

DOLAY
TMlove the skin you’re in
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WATER-WISE Drought is 
changing American horticulture 

encouraging gardeners to 
reestablish a sensible 

connection to their regions 
by tom Christopher

yj
1
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4RY UP.” that’s the mes.sage that nature 
sent to gardeners in many regions of the 
United States this past spring and sum
mer. It’s advice we all should heed. too. 
For when understood properly, drought 

becomes, for the gardener at least, not an afflic
tion but a priceless opportunitv. Indeed, it has 
already turned our western states into a hotbed 
for horticultural innovation; the eastern states 
have lagged but seem to be awakening at last.

I learned this during the last great cycle of dry 
weather, the one that withered much of the country 
in the late ’80s and early ’90s. I had been traveling, 
looking for what was new in American gardening, 
when that drought settled in. What I had been 
finding was monotonous echoes. Everywhere I 
went, the builders of new communities were hard 
at work re-creating whatever landscape it was 
that they had left behind. The net 
result was a startling sameness— 
unnaturally green lawn with 
standard-issue shade tree, girdle 
of evergreen shrubs round the 
foundation—the depressing evi
dence of our talent for reducing a 
continent’s stupendous diversity 
to a safe, bland norm. A processed 
landscape in which to eat our 
processed cheese.

This illusion of uniformity 
depended on the repeated appli
cation of the same small palette 
of one-size-fits-all plants. These 
plants could be taken from region 
to region because they were 
adapted to an essentially hydro
ponic style of cultivation. Give 
them lots of water, laced with the 
right cocktail of chemicals, and
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they flourish practically anywhere, As soon as a 
water shortage turned off the sprinklers, though, 
the nonnative flora typically died, forcing garden
ers to recognize, often for the first time, the places 
in which they actually lived.

Margaret West of Tucson was exceptional 
in this regard. A third-generation native Anglo- 
Arizonan, she had grown up with and loved the 
desert. As a landscape designer, she embraced the 
water .shortage that had become chronic in her 
hometown. She had gone back to the desert not 
just in search of locally adapted plants, but also 
to study the plants’ natural patterns of growth. 
What she learned was that the desert was far more 
botanicaJly diverse than the temperate meadows 
and woodlands that had inspired the American 
gardening tradition. Plants are more sparsely 
distributed in the desert, hut there is typically a 
greater selection of species per acre.

Given this fact. West recognized that the style 
of planting she had been taught, the Gertrude

Among the 450-odd species of water-wise 
plants raised at Mountain States Wholesale 
Nursery in Glendale. AZ. are the Mexican 
petunia ftuollia brinoniana, above, and agave, 
below. Easy to grow, these plants have 
begun to change regional gardening styles.
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Rear Seat Video is a trademart; of DaimlerChrYsler



TOWN & COUNTRY TOURING EDITION
Why call a time-out when you can announce a show time? Now

you can entertain the family with our new DVD Rear Seat Video

system. Add remote power dual sliding doors and liftgate, plus 

movable, powered dual center consoles—and a cooler insert for 

either one of them. For more. 1.800.CHRYSLER or chrysler.com.
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Jekyll method of setting plants out in 
dense drifts of a single type, was utterly 
inappropriate to her home ground. She 
adopted instead a pointillist approach, 
spacing specimens in small clusters, so 
that each plant had the root run that it 
needed in order to harvest, from rainfall 
or an occasional irrigation, the moisture 
it required. West depended for visual

impact not on numbers but instead on 
the contrast between the mounded, 
sheet-forming, broad-leaved mesquites, 
jojobas, and saltbushes and the stark 
architectural forms of agaves and cacti, 
electrifying the mix with an occasional 
jolt of brilliantly colored desert flowers. 
Water became the zest rather than just 
a commodity. One ofWest’s most suc

cessful gardens consisted of 
carefully placed rocks stand
ing in witness around a small 
sunken basin. At twilight, the 
owners retreated to the living 
room to watch through the 
window as javelinas and wild
cats filed in for a drink.

The completion of a new 
aqueduct has eased the water 
shortage in Tucson, Yet, 
recently, West reports, the 
city’s gardeners, instead of 
returning to their old, water
squandering ways, continue 
to refine and extend the 
desert-appropriate style of 
planting. Desert-adapted 
plants are now the high-end

vegetation, she says, and you simply will 
not see a lawn in the newer and more 
upscale neighborhoods.

OLORADO hasn’t abandoned 
its lawns, but, according to Jim 
Knopf, a local landscape archi
tect, they are acquiring a new 
personality Kentucky bluegrass 

was the universal turf a decade ago, and 
it consumed half of Denver’s water sup
ply in summertime. This too-thirsty 
species is starting to give way to other, 
better adapted grasses. Buffalo grass, a 
prairie native, has begun to spread its 
fine, blue-green pelt over less mani
cured areas of the landscape. It flour
ishes with just 20 percent as much 
irrigation as bluegrass. Crested wheat- 
grass, a noninvasive Eurasian grass, 
thrives through most Colorado sum
mers without any irrigation at all, as 
long as you don’t mow it. Nor would you 
want to, adds BCnopf, for it is elegantly 
neat by nature, though unsuitable for 
heavily used areas of the landscape.

Knopf revels in the new plants that 
have poured into Colorado nurseries as 
a result of repeated water shortages. The 
Denver Botanic Garden has been active 
in the introduction of plants from cli
matically similar grasslands around the 
world, setting the stage for the vivid, cos
mopolitan, steppe-gardening style that 
has made eastern Colorado a point of 
horticultural pilgrimage. Knopf, a tire
less promoter of water-wise gardens, also 
cites the contributions of Ron Gass, 
cofounder of Mountain States Nursery, 
a wholesale grower in Glendale, Arizona. 
A dozen or so expeditions into the 
mountains of Mexico have helped to fur
nish Gass with the 450-odd species of 
desert-adapted plants he now grows— 
material unknown to western gardeners 
ten years ago. Because these plants like 
the regional climate and soils, Knopf 
adds, they thrive with far less input, not 
only of water, but also of other resources, 
and require far less maintenance as gar
den subjects. Ease of growing, as much 
as conservation, is what attracts converts 
to Colorado’s new gardening style. >

The West is far ahead of 
the Northeast when it comes to 
reassessing the plants that are 
appropriate to the region. Ron and 
Maureen Gass of Mountain 
States Nursery, seen here with a 
Mexican sycamore, top, were 
pioneers in raising water-wise 
plants, s The sculptural agave, left, 
now a drought-resistant standby: 
the colorful Leucophyllum 

candidum Thundercloud,' above.



At Prudential Financial, growing and protecting 
your wealth is an ongoing relationship.

h

ftEighteen years ago, I was 
starting my own business, 
building a portfolio and 
wondering how I'd pay for 
college. Today, my business is 
strong, and Tm more focused 
on issues like retirement 
and how to protect the assets 
I've been able to build. Through 
the years my needs have 
really changed, but I've 
always been able to rely 
on Carol and Prudential.

Jill Silvers Lippman,
Prudential Financial Client

At Prudential Financial. I’ve 
always had the resources 
I required to help meet the 
needs of clients like Jill. 
Objective research. A full 
array of products. And 
terrific back office and 
service support. Prudential 
makes sure I have the 
right tools to help my 
clients keep their financial 
future on track.
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Carol Armstrong,
Prudential Financial Advisor

Solutions for growth
Tax-deferred annuities 
Mutual funds 
College funding plans
IRAs for retirement 
and education needs
Securities brokerage
Home-buying and -selling 
services
Managed accounts 
Tax-efficient investments

We’ll be there every step of the way to offer the unbiased guidance you need to plan 
for your financial security. Listening to your concerns. Reviewing your individual 
situation. Developing the financial strategies that balance your need for growth 
and protection. Because at Prudential Financial, we’re dedicated to helping you 
create wealth and sustain it for a lifetime.

A dynamic approach to growth. At Prudential 
Financial, youTl get advice from a highly skilled 
financial advisor who works according to your 
terms—either fee-based or by commission.
You’ll leverage the skills of our investor-focused 
research, with its ultra-clear, three-point stock 
rating system—buy, sell, hold. And you’ll benefit 
from our unique investment management 
philosophy which brings institutional investment 
discipline to individual investors like you.

360 degrees of risk management. There’s 
more to risk than many people think. Market 
risk, disability, taxes and premature death are 
just a few of the threats that can put your

wealth in Jeopardy. Nobody understands this 
better than Prudential Financial. After all, 
weVe been studying and managing risk for more 
than 125 years.

Call today for your free wealth management 
review. A Prudential Financial professional can 
provide a comprehensive review of your financial 
goals and risk tolerance. We’ll also help you 
pinpoint vulnerabilities to your wealth and 
develop a strategy to help grow and protect 
your assets for the long run.

Solutions for protection
Life insurance 
Disability insurance 
Long term care insurance 
Estate plan funding 
Stable value investments

1-800-THE-R0CK ext.9is4
prudential.com

Prudential Financial
Crowing and Protecting Your Wealth*

The lesnmonial may nM be representative of the expeiience of oilier cKenrs. Investment tesulls or cfient sotisfoction dscussed or implied is not ndicntive of firture peiformonce. Life nsurotKe ond annuities issued by 
PiucQ Life Insurance Company, Ptuco Life Insurance Compony of New Jersey ond The Prudential Insurance Dxnpony of America, ol located in Nework, KJ. Equal Housing Opportunity. Hr Secuihes products and services offered 
through Pruco Securities Corporodon (member SIPC), 751 Brood Street, Nevraik, NJ 07102, PnidenriolSecurihes Incorporated (meidter SPQ, 199 Woter Street, New M, NY 10292, ond Prudentiol Investment Itoogennnt 
Services LLC (member SIPC), Three Gotevny Center, Nevrark, NJ. Al ore Prudential Finondd comprmies. Eodi is solely respond for its own bioKioj condition and controctuol obligahcins. Avoildtiity disditly income and long 
term cote nsimnce vones by corner ond state. Neither Prudential Financiol not its companies are tax advisors. Prudentiol Finonciol is a service mark of The Prudentia! Insurance Company of Amenca, Newoik, NJ, and its offiites.
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These out-of-rowner accomplish
ments make me jealous, as my own 
northeastern states have, on the whole, 
refused to reassess their relation to pl^e. 
I have tried to do my part. After return
ing from my travels, I refashioned my 
small Connecticut front yard into a riff 
on the hayfields I remember from the 
Sunday drives of my childhood.

I replaced the turf with clumps of 12- 
foot-tall Chinese silver grass (Miscanthus 
floridulus) and clusters of the flowers 
I’ve found persisting on abandoned 
farm sites: black-spotted, orange- 
turbaned tiger lilies {Lilium land- 
folium), wild ber^mot iMonardafistulosd), 
perennial sunflowers Qhlianthus salicifo- 
lus), and a cultivated selection of the 
native joe-pye weed Eupatorium x 
‘Gateway.’ To these I added Tartarian 
asters (Aster tataricus), which make a 
shoulder-high forest of purple flowers 
in fall, and the equally lofty Japanese 
plume poppies (Macleaya cordatd). I 
don’t claim to have invented a style, 
but my “meadow on steroids” has 
bloomed nonchalantly through two 
record droughts.

TILL, i’m waiting for better 
gardeners to present their mod
els, and for a zone 6 Ron Gass to 
search out plants that will turn 
concepts into reality. In the 

meantime, though, I have found inspi
ration at a recent meeting of the 
Water-Wise Council of New York. A 
public-private effort to reduce the pres
sure on the metropolitan water supply, 
the council unites experts from govern
ment agencies such as the New York 
City Department of Environmental 
Protection QDEP) with professionals of 
the horticultural design and mainte
nance industry. To date, the council has 
largely concerned it.self with promoting 
remedial measures such as the substitu
tion of drip irrigation systems for con
ventional sprinklers and the increased 
use of drought-tolerant landsc^e plants. 
But under the leadership of a new presi
dent, Robert Alpern of the New York 
City DEP, the council is now exploring 
fundamental changes.

What about harvesting rainwater 
from city rooftops to feed cistern sys
tems in the community gardens, Alpern

mused on that recent afternoon. And 
what about diverting wash water and 
other used but not dangerously polluted 
“brown” water from the city’s sewer sys
tem. As much as half the city’s waste 
water could be safely recycled for land- 
.scape irrigation, council member Paul 
Mankiewicz, executive director of the 
Gaia Institute, pointed out. Such a 
diversion would, at a stroke, reduce 
drastically not only the demand on the 
water supply system, but also the bur
den on the sewage treatment plants. 
What's more, the 40 inches of artificial 
rainfall this diversion would deposit 
annually on the five boroughs would 
effectively double the average yearly 
precipitation. In an instant, New York 
becomes a temperate rain forest.

That, of course, would flatly contra
dict the principles of regionally adapted 
gardening. Or would it? Extravagance, 
after all. has always been the funda
mental climate of New York City. Here, 
perhaps, it is nature, not man, that has 
been lagging. In this place, maybe it is 
nature that needs drought to recognize 
its own true face. □

Amdega 
Conservatories, 
handmade in 

England since 1874 
from the finest 

timber and glass.
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Amdpgd and Machin design offices 
throughout the USA and Canada 
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Ever notice how some of the best times arc when you don't need to worry about time at all? 

It's one of the many wonderful ironies of life. From mantel clocks to wall clocks to the 

world's most popular floor clocks, Howard Miller makes fine clocks that make beautiful 

additions to your home. The perfect clocks for helping you mark time - and occasionally, even 

making it slow down. For your free copy of our guide detailing The Finer Points of docks 

and collectors cabinets, call 1-800-873-0506 or visit our website at howardmiller.com. 

For anything else, please confocf us of 1-616-772-7277 or fax us at 1-616-772-1670. 

860 EAST MAIN AVENUE ZEELAND

howardXmiller.

I The worid's leading clock company.
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Ariella Chezar makes exuberant arrangements that clingW vines
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F
ior Bay Area floral 

designer Ariella 
Chezar. vines are an 
essential part of a 

flower arrangement, "I love 
the way they loosen a design," 
she says, "it’s like something 
mowing in a garden," To ensure 
that the potentially wayward 
material doesn't get too wild, 
Chezar bases her designs 
on an off-center tripod shape. 
This gives the arrangements 
a balance that is controlled 
yet asymmetrical. Chezar 
experiments to see which vines 
hold up well in arrangements. 
Some of her favorites are 
akebia, clematis, love-in-a- 
puff, jasmine, and wisteria; 
others, such as grapevines, 
morning glory, trumpet vines, 
and Virginia creeper, don’t 
make the cut. Ariella Chezar 
Floral Design. 510-233^90. 
ariellaflowers.com.
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SECOND YOUTH The restoration of Edith Wharton’s house and gardens in Lenox. 
Massachusetts, has them looking as fresh as they did in 1902 by elizabeth pochoda

cultural experiences, probably would have found 
much of this revival exasperating. What would 
have pleased her, though, is the ongoing restora
tion of the Mount, the house and gardens she 
created in Lenox, Massachusetts, For anyone 
curious about a woman whose penetrating stud
ies of the American scene arose out of dark and 
complicated feelings about her country, the 
Mount is, after her books, the best place to go.

When the Edith Wharton Restoration pur
chased the place in 1980, the Moimt was an 
unlikely reclamation project. The large house 
had suffered more damage than Wharton’s rep
utation, and the gardens were invisible under 
years of overgrowth. I visited in the mid-’8os and

DiTH WHARTON has been a hot 
property for about 25 years. After her 
death, in 1937, and before the late 
1970S, when the biographies and liter
ary studies began to appear, she was 

shelved with the ranks of the too genteel. Only 
the atypical Ethan Frame survived neglect, by 
serving as an instrument for torturing high 
school students across the country. Since then, 
literary psychoanalysis, feminist studies, and 
classy film versions of The Home of Mirth and 
The Age of Innocence have returned Wharton to 
the front line of American letters.

The writer, who firmly opposed the American 
habit of consuming, rather than understanding.

The sunken Italian garden, 
paid for with profits 
front The House of Mirth. 
has been restored, although 
It is no longer in full sun. 
as it was in Wharton's 
time. The original fountain 
has been reinstalled.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY LANGDON CLAY100
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the garden

Wharton loved Roman clarity, 
and she used it to push back the 
fearful New England darkness 
described in Ethan Frame

Williams, Charlotte Moss, and Thomas Jayne, are 
now open and will remain so for a few years while 
the EWR goes about trying to acquire the 
writer’s furniture and her 2,600-volume library 
(still intact and in private hands). Work on the 
huge kitchen garden, designed by Wharton's 
niece. Beatrix Farrand, has not yet begun, and the 
aged sugar maples lining the long drive (al.so 
designed by Farrand) will need to be replaced.

UT ON THIS looth anniversary of 
Edith and Teddy Wharton’s moving 
into their new hou.se, the building and 
most of the grounds are back, looking 
as young as they did in September 

1902. Three years later, Wharton completed the 
formal portion of the grounds by adding the 
Italian garden, thanks to proceeds from Tbe 
House of Mirth. By 1911, she could declare the 
plantings completelv successful. “Decidedly, I'm 
a better landscape gardener than novelist.” she 
wrote to her lover Morton Fullerton, “and this 
place, every line of which is my own work, far 
surpasses The House of Mirth. ”

Admirers of that book will be puzzled by this 
statement unless they have stood on the broad 
terrace overlooking her garden. Only then is it 
possible to understand her uncharacteristic 
hyperbole. “It looks for a moment like a garden 
in some civilized climate,” she wrote elsewhere, 
and she might have added, “in some civilized 
nation.” I don't think she meant that either the

fcjund little evidence that the place was meant to 
be, at lea.st in part, the embodiment ofWharton's 
cobweb-clearing views on design, as set forth in 
Tbe Decoration of Houses and Italian VUlas ondTheir 
Gardens. The story of the $9 million (and count
ing) restoration began in earnest in 1992 with the 
arrival of Stephanie Copeland, president of the 
EWR, and is >vell told in The Mount, published by 
the EWR. (Its book on the gardens, with text by 
Alan Emmet, will follow in 2003.) 'Fhough there 
is still much to be done on the house, its public 

reinterpreted by designers such as Bunny

A ca. 1905 photograph of 
the flower garden, top right, 
shows Its geometrically 
shaped beds, paths, and 
rectangles of grass, but not 
the natural lar>dscape that 
surrounded It. ITTie steps 
down from the terrace, 
top left, originally framed 
views of the pond and lake in 
the distance. ■ Looking 
south from the center of the 
Italian garden, above.
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In the Mount, Wharton
realized her view of what

America should be; a country
more refined than the one

she often found dismaying
house was a response to the “intolerable ugli
ness” of her native New York City, with its
‘universal chocolate-coloured coating of the
most hideous stone ever quarried.”

It’s easy to dismiss manv of Wharton’s opin
ions on America as little more than snobbery.
especially since she was so eager to express her
horror at “a whole nation ... developing with
out a sense of beauty, and eating bananas for
breakfast.”'I'he important thing to remember is
not the bananas but the sense of beauty, and her
fear that the pursuit of money did not allow it.
She had been exquisitely alive to nature since
childhood, describing herself at a young age as
being “awake to every detail of wind-warped
fern and wide-eyed briar rose,” and you feel this
as vour eye takes in her elegant lime allee and the
rough Massachusetts outcroppings of rock, fcm,
and wildflower beyond it.

Wharton owned the Mount for only ten
years before moving to Europe. In her memoir

she looks back on a dav there
when she discovered that her 
friend I lenry James loved the 
poetry of Whitman as much 
as she did. ‘All that evening.” 
she writes, “we sat rapt while 
he wandered from ‘The Song 
of Mysell’ to ‘When lilacs last 
in the door yard bloomed'... 
on to the mysterious music 
of'Out of the Cradle.’... We 
talked long that night of 

Leaves of Grass, tossing back and forth to each 
other treasure after treasure." Visitors to the 
Mount will have no trouble picturing these 
two patricians and Europhilcs seated on a 
Massachusetts porch overlooking a garden and 
the wildness beyond, chanting lines by the poet 
of democratic populism.

hoase or the plantings were successful imitations 
of European models. I think she knew that in 
the Mount she had realized her view of what 
America should be: a country more refined than 
the one she often found dismaying. There is a lot 
of Massachusetts in the views and the plantings, 
and there is as much love and hope in the open
ness of her design as there is despair in The House 
of Mirth. No wonder the physical creation 
pleased her more than the literary one.

The houee sits above a series 
of descending Terraces 
culminaring m the intersecting 
gravel paths, top. ■ The 
newly restored lime walk, 
center, connects the Italian 
garden and the flower 
garden as it did In Wharton's 
day. ■ The entrance to 
the Mount, above, with the 
gatehouse on the left.

harton’s fondness for Italian 
Renaissance gardens goes back to 
her early childhood in Rome and is 
obvious in the emphasis on water, 
marble, and perennial greens in her 

garden. She loved the Roman clarity, and when 
it came to her own garden she used it to pu.sh 
back the fearful New England darkness, the 
cold, isolation, and despair described in Ethan 
Frame, just as the dazzling whiteness of her

□

The Mount is open from 9 A.M. to y P.M.,June y to 
November y.
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Little bulbs; plant them now and enjoy the first
signs of spring later Edited by Stephen Orr

N ext February, just when you can’t bear the sight of another snowstorm, early- 
blooming bulbs will present themselves. These cheerful arrivals are best 
planted en masse in well-drained soil and under deciduous trees or shrubs 

that allow lots of winter sun. The bulbs can be scattered in beds dug several feet wide and 
to a depth of4 to finches or, alternatively, in a lawn where the turf is sliced, folded back, 
and then pierced with a fork to allow the shoots to grow through. Plant the bulbs in an 
unregimented arrangement and they should naturalize and multiply exponentially.

I Windtlowcr Sibenan squill 
Scilla siberka

Glory-ot- 
the-snow 
Chionodoxa luciliae

Snowdrop 
Calanthus nivalis 
These small, nodding 
flowers on 4-inch 
stems are among the 
first bulbs to appear 
in late winter. Plant 
them at least 3 inches 
apart so that there 
will be room for 
them to naturalize 
into thick clumps. 
Rodents don't like 
them. Zones 3-9.

Grape hyacinth
Anrmonr blandaMuscari armeniacum 

The 4-tO'8-inch-tall 
muscaris bloom in early 
to mid-spnng and smell 
like grape candy. They 
can spread vigorously, j 
which isn't a problem 
since they go dormant 
in summer and they're 
so pretty. Other 
varieties have bicolored 
or unusually textured 
flowers. Zones 4-^,

Blue. pink, magenta, 
and white woodland 
flowers grow on 6-to-8- 
inch stems that sway 
in the slightest breeze. 
Soak them overnight 
before planting.
Since it is difficult to 
determine which 
end IS the top of the 
rhizome, plant it 
sideways. Zones 4-8.

For me, an electric 
blue squill is the color 
of early spring. The 
bell-shaped flowers are; planted in masses of at 
lightly scented and

Each bulb produces 
up to 10 densely 
packed, striped pale 
blue and white flowers. 
The 6-to-8-inch plants 
must have direct sun 
and moisture during 
the growing period, 
but will tolerate shady, 
dry conditions during 
summer dormancy. 
Zones 3-9.

These tough, star- 
shaped flowers are best

least 50 to create an
expansive carpet of sky 
blue, pink, or white.

also come in white.
The4-to-8-inch plants 
will self-sow over the [ My pot-grown bulbs

years to form vigorous j have been thriving for 
colonies. ‘Spring 
Beauty' is a blue 
cultivar. Zones 4-8.

more than a decade 
even in my rooftop 
garden, Zones 3-9,

s
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LEAVES OF BRASS
A model of fortitude and resilience, with tap water in its veins

by Gregory Cerio

interiors. \buVe probably seen the plant a 
thousand times, in a shopping mall or at 
some suburban savings and loan from the 
’60s, the kind where the teller area is par
titioned from the loan officers by a low 
brick wall with a planter built into the top.

My Aglaonema came to me as a gift 
about i4yeareago. I have no idea how old 
it was before I received it. In Aglaonema 
terms, it may be a youngster, or it could 
be the Aglaonema equivalent of those 
sequoia redwoods nicknamed General 
Sherman. Whichever, to me it’s a wonder 
that the plant is alive at all.

I have never exhibited what horticul
turists, or, for that matter, anyone who 
cares the least damned bit about plants, 
would consider a condign sense of stew
ardship where this Aglaonema is con
cerned. In all this time, I have never 
fertilized it. I have never checked the plant 
for scales or ftingus or aphids or any other 
pest. I have never repotted it or changed 
the soil. I water the plant, of course. 
Usually when I’m drinking some water 
myself Or when I notice that a few stems 
and leaves have turned brown. (I’m guess
ing that all plants can do this, but it still 
amazes me how this Aglaonema can just 
shut down a number of its limbs for the 
sake of the whole.) All the same, at least a 
dozen times I’ve gone away on a week’s 
vacation and have returned home to find 

the Aglaonema sagging, its flaccid, thirsty stems 
draped over the rim of the pot.

This was always a pitiful sight. But given a 
bit ofwater, within a few hours the Aglaonema 
was standing proud once more. Recently, 
though, I was sure I’d finally done the plant in. 
And for all my neglect, I nearly killed it with 
an act of kindness.

As last autumn turned to winter, we had 
a spate of unseasonably warm weather here in 
the East. On one fine day, I set the Aglaonema 
out on a windowsill, figuring that it might like
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EROES COME ftom all walks of life.A plant "that bore.
'mid snow and Ice. / A 
banner with the strange 
device. / Excelsior!" 
Above: the humble, 
hardy A(laonoma, or 
Chinese evergreen.

Firefighters. Doctors. Teachers. Some 
cops. Soldiers. Statesmen. Stateswomen. 
Baseball players. Revolutionaries. 
Philosophers. Political economists.

And on and on.
My hero is a houseplant.
The plant I admire is an Aglaonema, com

monly known as C^hinese evergreen. It is a genus 
appreciated for its hardine.ss and its broad, dec
orative leaves. It doesn’t require much sunlight 
or water, and so is a favorite for commercial

<
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green thoughts
a bit of sun and fresh air. Then I forgot 
about it. While I was out of town for a 
long weekend, there was a sudden cold 
snap in New York. I’d been back a whole 
d^ before I noticed the Aglaonema.

I couldn’t have felt worse if I’d run
over a puppy. The plant had simply 
rotted away. Most of the stems and 
leaves had dissolved into strands of 
black, pulpy slime. The remaining green 
bits were crusted with frost. One branch 
of the plant had twisted itself coward 
the warmth of the windowpane, as if 
trying to escape.

HAT BRANCH gave me hope. I 
trimmed off the black and frozen 
pieces, and poured a pitcher 
of warm water into the pot. 
A week later, some green shoots 

appeared. In a month, the plant had 
grown back to half its previous size, and 
the wandering branch had begun to curl 
itself back toward the main body of 
stems. Today, the Aglaonema is as full 
and lash as it ever was.

Now, despite whatever people who 
sing to their orchids may say, plants are 
not sentient beings. The Aglaonema was 
revived by the sublime orchestration of 
chemical and physical reactions that make 
up the force that through the green fuse

T

I never exhibited what 
anyone who cares the 
least bit about plants 
would consider a sense 
of stewardship toward 
this Aglaonema

NO WONDER THE
ATMOSRHERE I

drives the flower. Still, to me there is 
something about this plant that can be 
called heroic. I think of the way 1 have 
often responded to setbacks: a disap
pointment, a rebuff, puts me in a baleful 
funk for a week; criticism about a project 
has left me so dispirited that I didn’t want 
to carry on with it; I don’t want to even 
begin to discuss my behavior in the face 
of the grander calamities of life and love. 
This Aglaonema puts me to shame. But 
there are lessons in the way this plant pre
vails. Bend to hardship, but do not break. 
Cast off the nonessential and regroup. 
Reach deep within yourself to find that ele
mental motivation to go on. And grow. □

RUTH'S/,
CHI^.For WorlcKvide Locations and 

Reservations call 1 (800) 544-0808

www.ruthschris.com
STEAK HOUSE
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WELL-BROOMED
The founders of Mariachi Imports, 
husband-and-wife team Amy Kimmich 
and Maury Letven, owe their success 
to a trip to Thailand. "We discovered 
their decorative brooms and beautiful 
dyes," Kimmich says, “and we put the 
two together." Sweep Dreams, their 
recently patented line of designer brooms 
and dustpans, has swept the competi
tion. $10 to $25. 800-871-7495.

A Long island florist delivers arrangements you can eat or grow
Randy Statham, coproprictor of Scarsella’s Flowers, Greenhouses & Home, isn’t a 
hippie, but he boasts that his shop specializes in “mood alterers.” The quaint Long 
Island floral and gift shop began as a roadside flower stand in 1932 and has set trends 
with its simple and often edible arrangements ever since. A head of baby lettuce 
grown in one of Scarsella’s four antique greenhouses and wrapped in burlap ($28), 
above, can be planted or eaten. The straightforward charms of Scarsella’s designs set 
them j^art from those of other florists. “It’s about quality of life,” Statham explains. 
“Flowers make you feel good, but wdien you can plant something and grow it, it adds 
a wfrolc new dimension.” 800-660-2042.
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.lANDSCAPH I 
GARDENING 
'^MPAN
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ZEN AGAIN
-5. s'llWhen It was first published in 1893, Josiah Condor's Landscape Gardening in Japan 

was one of the few studies of Japanese gardens that made Itself accessible to ^ 
Westerners. As a result, the book, with Its authoritative history of Japanese land- Jt 
scape design and illustrated survey of garden elements, became an influential * 
guide in Great Britain and the United States. The reissue of this classic includes ^ 

a photographic supplement Conder added in 1912. Kodansha International, $35.
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^ Produce-Expert Curtis Aikens.
mthats OyiTHERE. HM

With over thirty exquisite tastes, 
there’s a Millstone coffee that's definitely you.

' .a*doQg P«Q www.mlU«tv>o.C«m

»k '•



Zone in
on past
damage.

Introducing
Olay Total Effects Intensive
Restoration Treatment.

Evety woman has h^ age zones: areas on her face that reflect past damage the 
most. Introducing the first Olay treatment developed exclusively to help restore 
the appearance of those zones. Total Effects Intensive Restc^ion Treatment. 
A combination of VitaNiacin and the most concentrated pro-retinol available 

the counter* Use it with your regular moisturizer and you won’t took back.

SOLAYO
TMlove the skin you’re in

over



the garden1 n

TIMELESS TOOLS
The experts at Smith & Hawken know that gardeners 
are as attached to their tools as they are to their tulips. 
The company has introduced a line of heirloom tools to 
celebrate a gardener’s most prized possessions. Smith 
& Hawken began importing British forks and spades in 
1985, and has based its extensive Heirloom collection on 
those classic models. Crafted in Europe out of stainless 
steel and solid ash, the rustproof tools are designed to 
withstand the elements and become lifetime companions. 
$12 to $39. smithandhawken.com.
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I Seibert and Rice introduce American designers to Italian terra-cotta
Italian terra-cotta importers Mara Seibert and Lenore Rice decided 
that it was time American garden pottery made a comeback. For 
their American Collection, top designers Bunny Williams (i), 
Deborah Ncvins (2), Guy Wolff (3), and Ryan Gainey (4) expressed 
their personal style in handcrafted Italian terra-cotta pots and 
planters. Artisans in Impruneta, Italy, produce the American- 
designed frost-proof containers. Seibert and Rice hope that the col
lection will return garden pottery to the forefront of American 
design. This sort of pottery “used to be an important means of self- 
expression ” Rice says, “but it has been overlooked lately.” $135 to 
$900. 973-467-8266. seibert-rice.com.

*

I KICK THE METAL BUCKET
Leo VaKey Tools didn't invent tt>e collapsible canvas bucket, but it has made a good move by revivi 
it. Early North American farmers used the handy canvas water bags until the Great Oopression, wh 
galvanized steel pails rook their place. Popular with campers and gardeners, the lightweight a 
easily storable bag holds up to 2 gallons of water, and the evaporation through the canvas, unlike mel 
acmaUy cools the water inside. S8.50. leeval r.com.
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BAUME & MERCIERf' '

New L 1 n e a
WITH A STEEL BRACELET OR A WIDE RANGE
OK INTERCHANGEABLE WRAP-AROUND STRAPS
wwwi.bamm wid irwi'ci>r,can>i

BAILEY BANKS & BIDDLEWORLD RENOWNED JEWELERS SINCE 1832

For store locations call 1-800-651-4222
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o The human eye is a 
remarkable thing. 

Since each of iis secs 
beauty differently 

we salute a range of 
styles, from light & 

cool to sleek & edg)
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O EARTHLY PLEASURE A space-age 

chair, aptly named Apollo, is 
fit for an astronaut, a god, or you. 
$2,i4f. By Patrick Norguct, 
at Totem, NYC. 2i2-92?-?5o6, 
totemdcsign.com.

Q WAKE-UP CALL Links travel 
alarm clock. See page 144.

_ GRACIAS MU MERCI Mexico’s 
national flowet inspired Ijdiquc’s 
Dahlia vase, $2,200, from France. 
800-993-2580.
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P H O I U G I. :hed by mark wl.- AND MARY ELL.;:: BARTL. V
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LUXURY LIST

□ SETTLE DOWN Seeking sleek? Here it is.
Barbara Barry’s caned Lounge chair, $1,925, in
pecan or dark tobacco, for McGuire, San
Francisco. 415-626-1414. mcguirefurniture.com.

Qj WHAT’S MY LINE? Galileo said that philosophy
is written in geometric figures. We can get

6
quite philosophical about the geometries of the
Brasilia coffee table, $2,025, in birch or walnut,

NYC. Sitting top; blue crystalat Totem, on
Plovers vase, $510, with frosted glass insert behind

by Orrefors, 800 from Vessel, LondonIt •529-455:
011-44-20-77-27-80-01. vesselstore@aol.com. Corale
rug of New Zealand wool, $55 per square foot.
available in a variety of colors, from Breukelen,
NYC. 212-645-2216. In the background: Christopher
Farr’s Motif linen in blue, also available in honey.
through Ellen Ford, Ltd.

Q MIXED MEDIA On the square, just the way
we like it. Small pearwood side table with metal
legs covered in natural leather, $ 1,995. Also
available in brown oak with dark brown leather.
From the Elmira collection, Armani Casa,
NYC, 212-334-1271, and L.A., 310-248-2440.

NORTHERN LIGHT Go on, give it a swirl.
Kosta Boda Mine glass, $15, handcrafted
in Sweden for Orrefors.
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LUXURY LIST

Q SPREAD (T ON The biblical Jael “brou^c
forth butter in a lordly dish." Treat yourself with a
contemporary version. Andrw Putman’s silver-
plated Vertigo individual butter dish, $130, from
Christofle. 877-PAViLUON.

Q THE GLASSY SEA "All that we do is touched with
ocean,” Richard Wilbur wrote. That’s crystal clear
in this Oceanic vase, which seems to capture a sea
swell. $ir445. by Baccarat. 800-777-0100.

JJ WATER MUSIC “Hark, do you hear the sea?"
Edgar asks in King Lear. \es, it's in these sea-glass
soup and salad bowls in sand, $20 each, and
plate in celadon, $g8 for a set of four. Recycled
glass with a satin finish, all from Eziba. 888-
404-5108. cziba.com. Frosted glass Mini Lux
bowl, $20, from Mglass, NYC. 212-725-7690,
marinhagrandemglass.com. Resin Rods place mat.
S58. Calvin Klein Home. 800-294-7978.
D LOOP THE LOOP Ideal for your favorite
straphanger, or anyone else with get-up-and-go.
Volino table, iron finished in leather, $570, in 90
colors. Poltrona Frau, NYC. 212-777-7592.
m LET IT POUR No bickering at breakfast,
please. Both tea and coffee lovers can have a Bulgari
porcelain Geometrica pot, $450 each, from
Rosenthal. 800-804-8070.
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SPACE, 
SUNLIGHT 
ANDABG 

WH TE 
MAKRANA 

MARBLE 
BOWL OF 

LAVENDER”
—PAULMATHIEU 

DESIGNER

Q PHANTOM OF THE OPERA If you’re listening to
John Corigliano’s Ghosts ofVersaiUes. there’s no
more apposite seating than the polycarbonate
Louis Ghost chairs, $225 each, by Philippe Starck
for Kartell. 866-854-8823.

□ DRINKS ALL AROUND No two guests are the
same, so serve them with crystal cordial gla.sses
in varying .shapes. $50 for a .set of four, Calvin
Klein 1 lomc. To order, 877-256-7373. Ercuis
silver-plated and green glass round table tray.
S218. DcV^nc Corp, NJ. 732-751-0500
Q KEEP IT SHIPSHAPE Whether or not you have
a racing yacht, you can tote a duffel with plenty
of zip. Genesia— named for a boat that was in the
America's Cup in 1885—in nylon with leather
detailing, $i,too, from the Louis Vuitton Cup
collection. 866-vuitton. vuitton.com.

□ SOFT PALETTE High style for the low life. Greek
coffee table in ivory, $2,107, China bowl in ivory.
$200, both designed by Thomas Pheasant for
Baker Furniture. 800-592-2537. bakerfumiture.com.

&2
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BrunschwiG g Fils
FABRICSTRIMMINGSWALLCOVERINGSTABLESLAMPSFURNITURE
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The convertible Jeeves Table 
Have It both ways.

Through architect* and interior designers

www.brunschwig.com
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• n JUST LIKE OLD TIMES Can you imagine
calling this striking floor clock Guangzhou?
We’re glad Howard Miller keeps on
ticking with the name Canton. The clock
is finished in crackled tamara on select
hardwoods and veneers, $1,185. 800-873-
0506. howardmilIer.com.
m A GOOD READ A beautiful old book merits
close inspection. Sterling silver magnifying
glass on leather cord, S425, by Hermes.
800-441-4488. hermcs.com. Vintage volume
from Argosy Bookstore, NYC. 212-753-4455.
m WELL-TURNED LEGS Smile when you ask
for this: the Gilded Lily coffee table.
S945, by Mariette Himes Gomez. Hickory
Chair. 800-349-4579. hickorychair.com.

^ YOU'RE SO VEIN “Crackpot” is no longer
pejorative. In fact, quite the opposite.

Crackle teapot, $210, square plate, $128, 
and sake set, $48 for two, in Limoges

porcelain with 24k gold, by
Sophie ViUepique. At Barneys

New York. 888-8-barneys.

Q SEATING PLAN We’re happy to
sit in judgment if we can do
so on a leather Barrister club chair.
$1,950, by Bernhardt. 800-340-
0240. bernhardt.com.



C.1

We build appliances that not only enhance a kitchen, but

transform it. Like sophisticated ovens that feature Genuine

European Convection.^ Elegant gas and electric cooktops

that perform beautifully. And dishwashers that are the quietest

in the industry. So why settle for a kitchen when you can have a

great room? Call 1-800-866-2022 or visit bo8chappliances.com.

BOSCH



Q SHAPING UP Be bold and cake a cue from the
late set designer Tony Duquette, creator of
this biomorphic console, $25,000, at Homer,

NYC. 212-744-7705. Bottleneck vase in
24k gold over copper, $2,400. Coconut
Company, NYC. 212-539-1940. Squat
ceramic vase, $575. RM/MR, NTfC. 212-

414-0488. In the background: vinyl-coated
Voyage en Chine wall covering, in Cocoa.

5 From Stark Wallcovering.
g] THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE Saint John

saw seven golden candlesticks, but our
sights are set on just one: Coquets Khazard
24k-gold-painted-on-whitc Limoges porcelain,

$365, from Lalique.
Q COOL STORAGE And you thought
ginger jars had to be blue and
white. Break away with a Le Tallec

Aubepine Platinum ginger jar, $1,285.
Tiffany & Co. 800-526-0649.

Q THE WEAVERS Like candy, materialized.
From left: Nanev Corzine silk Chantcl in
Chocolate; Midas in Gild, a cotton blend from
Classic Cloth; Fenton tan and brown silk
taffeta plaid, Hinson & ('ompany; polypropylene
Foil Rap in gold Ical^ Knoll Textiles.
□ HORIZONTAL THINKING Defend your position as
a couch potato. No one could blame you if you're
loath to leave a Milling Road #508-75-9 tufted
leather sofa, $5,525 as shown. Baker Furniture.

uA PANELED LIBRARY !
EULLOF RARE BOOKS,

WITH A LOG FIRE AND ICOMFORTABLE CHAIRS'' i
—DAVID LINLEY, FURNITURE DESIGNER I
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CALifoitmA.
Decorative
Carpets
310-859-6333
(trade onlyl

Edward A
Lewis Carpet
415-437-1800
(trade only)

GBonaiA.
Mendel
Tencer Carpets
404-237-4545
(Ifode only)

I nor
Carpets by
Design
312-321-0090
(Irade onlyl

Village
Carpets
773-935-8500

Village
Carpets
847-446-3800

MAHYlAftO:
Greenspring 
Carpet Source
410-561-9200
(Hade only)

MAssACHuatfra:
Faber’s Rug
Company
781-23S-S996

Harry's
Carpet One
617-328-4002

NoniH Cahouna

Eatmans, Inc.
919-782-8010

Pc Nua yi VANIA:
Marc Phillips
Decorative

215-557-7990
(trade onlyj

Rosalind, by
Nina CumpiK'll.
02001
l-'urniiiire:
Molinari.
exclusively at
SofaSoCrood

7
212-755-7100 • Fax: 212-223-8130 • wvvH’.saxcarpet.coitt

Throusb design professioosK and dcakra naiiomlH'.
Architect:
DKSK Architects
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NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

LEATHER & KILIM

SALE
Wednesday 18th through

Monday 23rd of
September

DistribJttorS^
MIAMI; Monicai jAmes rel*3t>5/576^.6222

W A':S HINGTON D , t*. ^...August GcW^cs Te/'.-f 0 2 / 3 3.7,!
Brian Strln^^ (VntTics only) Te/1713-/3 2 6.7380 

^ E a t T 1 Teh 206/503,?5G0
H O U S T ON



m THE CATS MEOW It’s a jungle out there. In here,
life is more like a petting zoo, and wc like to put
our paws up on a veneered, burled walnut Clara
ottoman covered in too percent .silk velvet Rubelli
l^opardo fabric. Bergamo Fabrics Inc.

0 MVP(EM) When Jason Giambi
inked his Sizo million contract
with the Yankees, he deserved an
Atlantide i8k solid pink gold
piston-filled fountain pen, $50,000.
Omas. 800-321-4832.
0 CITIZEN CANE Mariette Himes Gomez’s
mahogany circle chair in Chocolate finish, $825,
has the air of old India. Hickory Chair.

0 METAL WORKS When it comes to trims.
stick with the elements—in this case, silver
and copper threads around a cotton core.
From Donghia Furniture’s Decadence
collection, In the background: Piel leather
tile, $45 per square foot, for Ann Sacks.
800-278-8453, annsacks.com,

EB RACING FORM With lines like these, no wonderit’s called the .Secretariat desk. $7,785, with a
tooled leather inset surface. Ralph Lauren Home.
888-475-7674. rlhome.polo.com.
B WALL ORDER You want your skin to glow—
maybe your walls should, too. Metallic glazed
ceramic wall tiles, $8 to S12 per piece for
moldings, S25 to S30 per square foot for tiles.
Epro Inc. In Ohio. 614-882-6990.
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DODGE DURANGO. Why drive some pathetic excuse for an SUV when you can wrap your hands around Dodge Durango? 

The most affordable SUV with a V-8. Durango’s maximum available towing capacity is almost four tons." In other words, this 

baby carries around chunks of those wimpy wanna-bes in its tail pipe. For more info, call 800-4 A DODGE or visit dodge.com



GRAB LIFE BY THE HORNS

OOOG



stop to smell the flowers—you can do it on the move.
C'arry a bouquet with you to the office and
home again. Beaded bag and floral arrangement,
$75 and up, from Jane Packer Flowers. NYC.
212-754-1731. jancpackcr.com.



Introducing Bill Sofidd for Baker.
lO tlNlJ TtlE NKARKST .SHOVC'ROOM OR STORE CALL I 800 S9 BAKER

t)R VISIT i3AKF,Rn:RNITURh.COM



Q STICK AROUND Nothing would scare Little Miss
MutVet—or you—offthis. Synthetic rope pouf.
82,130, from Paola Lcnti, in pink, black, gray, blue,
orange, yellow, or green. 888-^4?-?073.
EQ MADE IN THE SHADE Kate Spade calls these
sunglasses Pauline, but they look decidedly Holly
Gojackic to us. $148. In NYC, 212-274-1991.
0 ON THE GO Peeling a little dotty? Relax on an
Atlantic chaise, 83,533 as shown, designed by Marten
Claesson, Eero Koivisto, and Ola Rune, at Dune,
NYC. 212-925-6171. Once you're rested, flip the pillow
over to leave the chaise sleek, and plant your feet
on the rug, S4.710, from Christine Vanderhurds
Positively Pink collection, at Cappellini ModemAge,
NYC. 212-966-0669. Pack a Nile leather weekend
bag, S1.195, from Bally, NYC. 212-751-9082, or
Bally, Beverly I lills, 310-271-0666. <md be on your
way In the background; De.signcr’s Guild Ribailagua
circle fabric, through Osborne & Little.

^ SOFT TOUCH Langston 1 lughcs urged us to wrap
our dreams in a blue cloud cloth. Get a baby off to
a dreamy start swaddled in this glacier blue merino
wool blanket. S225—and on the right foot, too, in
angora and wool bootees, S70, both from Hermes.

Q HANG ‘EM HIGH Branch out a bit. Tri coacrack.
S765, with metal leaves covered in 88 choices
of leather, from Poltrona P'rau, NYC.

LUXURY IS BEING
ABLE TO TAKE TWO

MONTHS OEE TO
SPEND TIME WITH *

MY THREE BOYS AT
MY FARMHOUSE”

—KATHRYN M. IRELAND
INTERIOR DESIGNER



KALLISTA,
'*TH£ MICHAEL S SMITH COLLECTIoi^FOR LOFT

KALLISTA PRESENTS FOR LOFT - A COLLECTION FOR THE KITCHEN AND BATH DESIGNED BY MICHAEL 5 SMITH^^T^ YOUR DESIGNER OR 
;.^^AJ?CHITECTTOARRANQEAViSITTOTHE KAUJSTASHOWROOMNEARESTYOU-FORAflROCHUfi^CAaTe88.4KAUJSTAORVISn*T3SA^^USTA.COM/loft
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Q MOUNTAIN HEIRLOOM Bring the I limalayas
home. Maighcrita hand-knotted, hand-spun
wool rug. designed by Mami and made in Nepal,
£2,130, from the Rug Company In London.
011-44-20-72-29-51-48. thcrugcompany.info.
E3 TABLE TALK Recipe for a fabled table:
place La Fontaine cotton from Bou.ssac Fadini
beneath a"Iaj Mahal dinner plate, $85, by
Limoges, from Laiique. C'est tout!

n petal pusher Your life might not be a bed
of roses yet, but a pillow is a great place to start.
In silk, $72, by Deborah BCalifch for Marigot. In
Alabama, 251-447-0808.
□ CUP OF KINDNESS Wish on a star even on a
rainy night, with an Etoilc Limoges porcelain cup
and saucer, S150, from Bernardaud. 800-884-7775.
Q TAKE YOUR MEOICINE If you have a bitter pill
to swallow, sweeten the experience with a silver
and palm wood .seven-day pillbox, S350, by John
Hardy. 866-454-2739.



M c G U I R E

DESIGN BY ORLANDO DIAZ-AZCUY

LEARN HOW McGUlRE MARKS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ORDINARY AND EXTRAORDINARY. 
FOR A 108 PAGE COLOR PORTFOLIO ($15.00) CALL 1.800.662.4847 OR WRITE TO McGUlRE 
FURNITURE COMPANY, HG9-02N. 151 VERMONT STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103. TO THE TRADE. 
SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES CHICAGO DANtA WASHINGTON. D.C. SEATTLE LAGUNA NIGUEL HOUSTON BOSTON ATLANTA

SCOTTSDALE DALLAS PORTLAND DENVER MINNEAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA CLEVELAND HIGH POINT TORONTO TROY ST, LOUIS KANSAS CITY

WWW.MCGU IREFURNITURE.COM/NEWODA



□ PEN PW. We're betting it can hold invisible ink,
Balance crystal inkwell, $475, from Swarovski
Home Accessories. 800-648-8209.
Q SEATING PtAN \buVe earned your stripes. Now
chill on Christoph Bdhninger's silver ClassiCon
Embla anodized aluminum chair, $ 1,558, from MzL.
NYC. 212-832-8222. m2lcoUcction.com.
Q SILVER THREADS Clothe your house in
slinky fabrics worthy of the space age. From top;
Pcarlskin in Platinum, from Kravet; Com in
Argenco from Dedar, at Jim ‘Fhompson showroom;
C330, from Maharam Design Studio.

133 FILL 'ER UP Your kitchen deserves a race car,
too. Porsche Design Citrus Juicer, $229, by Boseb.
Frontgate catalog. 800-626-6488. Naugcasc^ass
with white glaze, S16. The Terence Conran Shop.

□ FUSION CUISINE Italy meets America
on the tabletop. Now, manffj. Stainless-steel
fork. S9, and knife, $21, from Alessi’s Mami
collection, NYC. 212-431-1310. alcssi.com.
Cotton Kimono stripe n^kin in dusty
violet, $15. Calvin Klein Home.



Pure Conuection

(lie didn't inuent 
pEffection.

lile trademarlied it.

dacar

The life of the kitcht'n

Through your kitchen 
designer or architect. 

For a dealer or brochure call 
800.772.7778 or visit 

www.dacor.com

Wall Ovens ■ Ranqes • Cooktops ■ Warmino Ovens • Ventilation • Microwaves • Outdoor Grills



LUXURY LIST

Q BACCHUS ON ICE Micromanage your
appliances. Wine storage unit, $2,628. Sub-Zero
Freezer Company. 800-222-7820, subzcro.com.
^ BREAKFAST IN BED Imagine a scrumptious
organic in a Francois Bauchet Resonance
celadon cup, S28. Yum. Plate, $103. Both from
Haviland. 800-793-7106. haviland-Umoges.com.

Q HIGH STYLUS For those wise enough to have
cashed out before the dot<om crash, a platinum
Royal Stylus with 41 diamonds, $3,910, or
a platinum-plated Palm Stylus, S4J. Both by
Montblanc. 800-995-4810. montblanc.com.

0 BODY BRIDGE The Crossover bathtub tray.
about S240, is as sleek as a space capsule, and big
enough to hold soap, the newspaper, and a
rubber duck. From Dombracht's Interiors II
collection. 8oo-T74-h8j. dornbracht.com.
OH ON A ROLL In our private lives we love to
act like a Coward and wheel out a Swank bar cart
in steel tubing plated with chrome, S249, from
Pottery Barn. 800-922-5507. portervbarn.com.
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—ALITAYAR, ARCHITECT 

AND DESIGNER

Q WAKE-UP CALL Clockwork orange! Silver-plated
Face travel alarm clock, $i6o. Links of London.
800-210-0079.
^ GROUND ROUND It’s thyme to be sage. Is
there any reason you shouldn't use an Equilibrium 
spice grinder for some herbs, too? S45. The

' 'r:'% -
Terence Conran Shop.
m BACK LIGHT We’re mooning over the fiberglass 
reinforced resin Silver Selene chair, $90,
Heller Inc, helleronIine.com. And Design 
Within Reach. 800-944-2233. dwr.com.

*»
’ ''Z

^ X MARKS THE SPOT Put a cork in that old
bulletin board and trade it in for this stainless-steel
Quickboard, S150, by Dansk Form, at ABC C^arpet
& Home, NYC. 212-473-3000. abchome.com.
And De.sign Wthin Reach.

A XIK
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X X
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GEVALIA
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You won't find our rich, aromatic coffees in just any store.
Rather, they'll fii^d their way to you. Along with a remarkable FREE gift.

4
Receive a FREE Thermo! Corofe 

Coffeemoker just for trying Gevolio.
From roasts to flavors to special vorietals, Gevalia sftirts 
with premium Arobico beans from the finest coffee 
regions on earth. Then, to ensure superior freshness, 
our coffees are triple-sealed in golden foil and delivered 
to your door. You'll find Gevalia is always a pleasure.

of Gof(«« vory, rongiog from SS.5S- 
S7.25 p«r hoH-pound pockogo of 
GeroUa Kofte Regular ($6.2^$7.4S 
per package for DecofWrxiMd}, pki$ 
shipping and handling You moy poy 
upon receipt of eoch ihipment or, 
if using a credit cord, subsequent shipments will be billed to your cord. 
Coffee prices ore subfecT to chonge.
NO MINIMUM. NO COMMITMINT. There 
is no minimum purchase. You may 
concei and stop your shipments at 
any time by mtifyirtg us by moll or 
phone. If you must return a shipment, 
you may do so at our expense.
'ibur sotisfaction is guaranteed or 
you may return the Item for a complete refurvJ. Offer Is sub)act 
to change and is open to residents 
of the U.S., the U.S. Virgin Islonds 
and ^erto Rico, and b only valid 
for r>m members of the Gevolio 
Kofte program. Limit one Gevolio 
Koffe membership per household. 
Offer expires 12/31/03. GEVAUA b 
0 registered trodemork.

CODE: 193987

Nome

Addren

Stole ■SF

Phone
E-frvji
C Please check here if you do not wish to receive special 

offers and news from Gevolio via e-rnoll.
□ TrodWonol Roast (C)
□ CotomWo (F)
□ French Vanillo (O)

Note's tWAT YOU CAN LOOK POKWARD TOl 

FUE «Fr AND SATRMCnON OIMUMTED.
Mmj must find Gevolia Koffe entirely 
pleosing or you may cancel your 
membership and keep the free gift. 
Gmalia Koffe reserves the right to 
substitute a gift of equol or greater 
value when limited supplies ore 
exceeded. If you are satisfied, do 
rtothing and 0 standard shipment 
of four half-pound pockogei (two 
pounds totol) ot the typefs) you 
origimlly selected will be shipped 
opproximottly one month later.
'i^ wlH receive the some shipment 
once six weeks unless we heor 
from you. ^bu moy chonge the 
frequency, quonttties or types of your 
coffees or cancel anytime by colllrig 
1-800’GEVALIA. Eoch year you will abo receive a speciol hoHdoy 
shipment. Ydo will be rtottfied in 
odvonce with detolb of thb shiprrsent 
ortd its seasoral price. 
coNvtNitHT MiuMO. tbu will be billed 
at the time of each shipment. Prices

Choose your two coffees:
□ Hozetrut (Q)
□ Breokfosf Blend (68)
Choose one of eoch:
O Regular (R)
□ Whole bean (1) □Ground(2)
Choose your coffeemoker color:
Diet block (BL) □ Soft svhite (WH) 
Choige my: C MosterCord

C Americon Express O Discover

□ Decaf. (0)-JYES, I'd like to fry two half-pounds of 
Gevalh) Koffe for just 114.95, Including shipping 
and handling, and receive a FREE Thermal 
Corofe Coffeemaker In the color of my choice.
I understand that if t en|ov Gevolio, I will receive 
more automottcaKy about every six weeks (or 
on 0 schedule I request], plus a special holiday 
shipment. I may concei this orrartgement at any 
time after receiving my Trial Shipment, The gift it 
mine to keep with rro further oWigotion.

Complete and moil to: GEVALIA KAFFE,
RO Box 5276. Oitton, NJ 07015-5276

DViso

Cord Number Exp.
Morxh/Wer

Signature Required
□ Enclosed b my check poyoble to Gevglig Koffe for $14.^.

CALL 1-800-GEVALIA (1-800-438-2542) TOLL FREE, 24 HOURS. 7 DAYS. 
You con also order at www.gevaHa.eofn



E3 CARRY ON ImagitiL’ a doily crossed with
an Indian screen. Result: the handsome Villa
Milano cutout tray, Siaj. Saks Fifth Avenue

Private Label. Also available in beech wood.
natural, and dark brown. 800-347-9177.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE Write on.
Hand-formed glass pens and stands in red and
clear, $22 each. Kate’s Paperie, by special order
only. 888-94I'9i69, katcspaperic.com.
Cameo-top ink bottles with burgundy and
black ink, S40 each, and John Derian’s Hotel
Algonquin platter. S16?, from the Relationship
Scries, both from Papivore, NYC. 212-334-4330.

papivorc.com. In the background: Luxe
calf in cherry. Edelman Ivcathcr,

Q TWO DANISH, PLEASE Hans Wegner
designed hLs plywood three-legged

shell chair in 1963, but few were
produced. A reproduction of the
great Dane’s piece can be yours for
Si,250. ABC Carpet and Home.
It looks spifft on a rug from
Denmark, June Hilton’s Lifesavers,
$3,980. by Dansk Wilton. Saks
Fifth Avenue, NYC. Or call
the Danish consulate in NYC.
212-705-4954'
Q CHINA FUN Your mother told

Iyou not to play with your food,
Ignore her. Pascalc Laurent’s Jeux
canape plate, part of a series for
Gien, $24 each. Baccarat.
IS GIMME THE SKINNY Yipcs.
stripes! Small ceramic vase in black
and tan, $585. Mission 1 lills Trading
Group. 800-236-1675. mhtginc.com.
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Perrin & Rowe produces the finest collection of faucets and accessories for the bath, shower and kitchen. 

Some of the most prestigious hotels, resorts and private residences in England, America and 

around the world feature Perrin & Rowe,

Perrin & Rowe is brought to you exclusively by ROHL, providing readily available inventory, technical support 

and customer service through its network of displaying decorative plumbing and hardware showrooms. 

ROHL partners with Perrin & Rowe to produce faucets, shower valves and bathroom accessories 

that comply with American installation and code standards.

Call, or visit www.rohlhome.com to request a complete catalog and locate your nearest showroom.

ROHL
15S9 Sunland Lane, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 • (714) SS7-1933 • Fax (714) 557-8635 ' New York Metro • San Francisco

Pcmn & Aowc It s regiuered trademark of Avilion Ud., London. England. The Experience of Authentic Luxurywww.rohihome.com ,TO



MY LUXURY FANTASY?
A LARGE BATHTUB

WITH A GARDEN VIEW
N THE CITY”

—BENJAMIN NORIEGA-ORTIZ
INTERIOR DESIGNER

0 THE REFLECTIVE UFE This might
be what Shelley meant by “hectic

red." Whatever it is, we’re wild about
it. Hollywood Regency console.
$5,200, of painted wood and Lucite

with mirror insets, by Jonathan Adler.
877-287-1910. Hanging above it is a gold

convex constellation mirror, $3,392, by
TTiomas Pheasant for Baker, White

porcelain vessel, $285 to S6^o, at Repertoire,
NYC. 212-219-8159. In the background:

Luxe calf in Cherry. Edclman Leather.

Q TIME AND AGAIN For your bedside table—
e^>ecially if you’re an insomniac—what

could be more appealing than a clock
that bears the name of the Greek
god of sleep, 1 lypnos? S385.
Bv Emmanuel Babied for Baccarat.

^ CUSSIC COMEBACK Now’s the
time to reread Lf Rouge et It Nbfr
seated in Jean Prouve’s newly reissued
1930 Cite armchair, available in

black or red, $2,125. Natural leather
straps form the armrests. Vitra.
888-278-2855. virra.com.
^ PACIFIC OVERTURES Stock up on
these Borneo woven rattan ottomans—
every one is different. $260 each. Eziba.
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THE LUXURY LIST

m MAGIC CARPET Go wild, compassionately.
Cover your lair in Mystical 2Jebra
broadloom, S70 to $80 per yard. Karastan.
800-254-1120. karascan.com.

□ FRENCH ACCENTS Think of a game of 3-D
tic-tac-toc. Now you’ve got it; Jerome Gauthier’s 
Happy tables, with round or crossbar bases, fit 
neatly together, but can also be used individually.
In red, aiuminum, or black, S315 each. Ligne
Roset. 800-297-6738. ligne-roset-usa.com.
Q OUVE YOU! The martini has been called
“one of the happiest marriages on earth.”
For a classic union, try one, shaken or stirred.
in a Goran Hongcll 1948 martini glass,
$[9. littala. 800-448-8252. Ercuis silver-plated
pick, $65 for a set of 6. DeVine Corp.
Tracy Kendall’s Dominoe wallpaper, studded
with Swarovski crystals.

Q RED ALERT Remember how much you loved
red shoes when you were a kid’ The Hasley
chair in cherry leather, $3,285, will spark the same
emotion. What’s more, you’ll never out^ow
it. Ralph Lauren Home.

Q TABLE FOR ONE Just the spot for a cup
of tea, and don’t forget the fortune cookie.
Chinatown table, $475, painted in red or black, by
Mariette Himes Gomez for Hickory Chair. □

HOUSE «. GARDEN . SEPTEMBER 2002
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OUR ALL*STAR GAS COOKTOP. Featuring our patented Star" Burner la Thermador exclusivel which provides unsurpassed flame 
spread for more efficient heat distribution • The new innovative burner layout lanother Thermador exclusivel maximizes cooking 

surface for the most usable space • A powerful maximum output of 15,000 BTU’s reaches boiling point faster • Our 200 

BTU ExtraLow* simmer and hold capability lanother Thermador exclusive) prevents burning and scorching • Electronically 

controlled ignition for unmatched precision • Ergonomic control panel with heat barrier keeps heat away from knobs for user 

comfort and safely • Available in 30”, 36" and 45“ models in black, white and stainless steel • THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME.
9-3.9
I
X create.X
a > www.Thermador.com

Thermador%
> i-eoo-6se-v22«»



A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Buick
Freewheeling
Freedom is a luxury we all relish. surprisingly functional vehicles created
Freedom to go, whenever, wherever— from a desire to instill in drivers and

just you, your car, and the open road. passengers a feeling of confidence,
Freedom to express yourself by comfort, and fulfillment. The Buick

driving an automobile that's a reflection 

of yourself and how you want the 

world to see you. When was the last 

time you experienced the kind of 

freedom simple luxury can bring? 

Just slip into the driver’s seat of a 

new Buick and experience the brilliant 

product of nearly 100 years of automotive 
innovaticMi, excellence, and freedom.

brand ensures a superior-quality, well- 

priced vehicle that stylishly expresses 

independence and sophistication. pride & 
innovationAt first glance, it’s Buick's powerful 

lines, bold grill design, shouldered 

fenders, and elegant Interiors that 

catch the eye. But slide behind the 

wheel and it's the vehicle’s responsive 

power, intuitive controls, and whisper- 

silent interiors that inspire and capture j 
the heart. r

For nearly a centuiy, Buick has been an 
industry pioneer, known for creating vehicles 
that crxntxne technical innovation with 
luxury, performance, and elegant style, 
Over the jrears, Buick has introduced 
features that quickly became standard 
equipment for automakers everyv/here. 
The automatic transmission, turn signals, 
the first mass-produced V6 engine, the 
hardtop convertible—all made their debut 
on a Buck.

Since 1904. Buick has exemplified great 

design and cutting-edge technology. 

Buick automobiles are gracefully styled.

Surely, a record like that is cause for pride. 
But resting on laurels is not an option 
in the car business. That’s why Buick 
is introducir^ a new or trtally rede^ned 
vehicle every year for ttie next four years, 
starting in 2002. Cars and SUVs with 
more powerful, efficient ©^nes, and even 
more luxurious and functional interiors. 
The Rendezvous, with its ingenious 
blend of SUV attitude, minivan versatility, 
and luxury sedan-like ride, beautifully 
exemplifies Buick's focus on delivering 
confidence and style to its owners.
And it’s just the beginning.

And. while romantic hood ornaments 
like the “winged maiden" pictured 
above no longer grace the hoods of 
Buicks, you can be sure the legacy of 
pride and innovation they represent 
will live on in every new Buick built.

Buick



E rvi O T I O M
BACK /VI O T I O M .

Portholes are back. Chrome is back. Style is definitely back. The car company that has captured

America's imagination for a century keeps on making statements that are impossible to ignore.

So climb aboard. The journey has just begun.

www.buick.com
02002 GM Corp. All rights rsserved. Suick is a GM

registered trademark of GM Corp. Buckle 19, Amencal



A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Anichini
A Lust for Luxe
Is your idea of luxury the soft 
kiss of silky bed linens? The thrill of 
sumptuous surroundings that conjure 
faraway lands? Linens and home 
furnishings of exquisite artisanship 
and enduring quality?

considered valued works of art—“the 
antiques of tomorrow.”

Silk Road
In its new Jacquard Silk Twill 
Collection, Anichini takes traditional 
Asian-inspired motifs and weaves 
them into the most sublime sheets, 
duvet covers, and shams. Made of the 
finest quality silk twill fabric, this 
durable, yet elegant, bedding 
showcases a shimmering tone-on- 
tone, satin-finish jacquard pattern 
against a matte background of bold 
color. The rich, opulent fabric glows 
witfi a muted luster and begs you to 
indulge in its soft, supple feel. Shown 
here, the electric combination of Acid 
Green Silk Twill sheeting and bedding 
accessories in Deep Purple Velvet 
perfectly accent the magnificent 
Citrine and Violet Akbar throw from 
Anichini's Indian Collection.

hot chocolateAnichini, one of the premier brands of 
luxury linens and home textiles, was 
founded on those desires and the 
belief that consumers are no longer 
satisfied with disposable home 
furnishings. They demand quality 
craftsmanship and are willing to invest 
in luxury goods they have come to 
regard as necessities...crisp, cool 
table linens, a cashmere throw, sleek 
silk sheets.

Anichini introduces two mouth

watering new colors for 2002:

Mocha Truffle and Dark Chocolate.

These luscious hues complement 

the extensive range of neutrals 

featured in Anichini’s existing luxury 

bed and bath collections.
With its dedication to precise details 
and finishing on every piece, Anichini 
has taken luxury to the next level by 
creating home textiles that are not 
only the height of opulence, but are

Available in Quiltino and Matelasse

coverlets and sheeting, as well as 

Merino Wool throws. Mocha Truffle 

and Dark Chocolate provide a 

deliciously unique alternative to 

white and ivory. For a stunning 

statement of modern style, pair a 

rich Dark Chocolate coverlet with

icy blue Spaqua sheets, or re-create 

the breezy comfort of a summer 

cottage with Mocha Truffle and 

Creamy Yellow. Classic, modern... 

whatever your style...delight in the 

sheer luxury of curling up between 

a pair of Anichini sheets.

ANICHINI
Luxury linens and home Puntshinga





A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Arte Italica
Old-World Elegance
Close your eyes. Can you feel the 
warm Tuscan sun on your face? 
Listen to the breeze through the 
cypress trees, breathe in the smell of 
the land, and revel in the slow, 
comfortable pace of country life.

other items, such as desktop and 
bathroom accessories. Over the years, 
Arte Italica resourced new products and 
worked closely with Italian producers 
to create its own exclusive designs, 
patterns, and color palettes. Today 
the company offers 15 comprehensive 
product lines of the highest quality.If that sounds like your idea of heaven, 

it’s closer than you think. With Arte 
Italica, a leading importer of luxury 
Italian decorative accessories and 
tableware, you can capture the 
essence of Italy in your own home.

tuscan pewter 
collection

In the Mix
The distinct Arte Italica collections 
were designed to be layered to 
create looks individual to any home, 
from classic to contemporary. Accent 
any tabletop with a Murano glass 
candelabra or napkin rings. Serve 
cocktails on a Classico wood tray. 
Or layer sterling silver, 18-karat gold, 
crystal, and Murano glass to create 
a setting reminiscent of a lush 
Italian banquet.

Arte Italica’s Tuscan Pewter and 
Ceramic Tableware Collection trims 

white ceramic with hand-finished 
Italian pewter, resulting in a unique 
combination of elegance and 
functionality. The Tuscan Collection 

includes dinnerware, trays, cake 

stands, and canisters. As more 
and more people entertain at 
home, serviceware is a necessity 

and can be a distinctive design 

statement as well.

Arte Italica was created as a vehicle 
to bring Americans Italian products 
that honor the country’s rich artisanal 
heritage. The company began with 
select pieces of pewter and quickly 
grew to include decorative ceramics, 
glassware, tableware, and various

The Tuscan Pewter and Ceramic 
Tableware Collection complement 

Arte Italica’s Pewter Collection, 
which includes more than 250 
pieces of stemware, flatware, 

serviceware, barware, desktop, 
and bathroom accessories. 

Increasingly popular with consumers, 
pewter does not have to be 
polished to maintain its luster. And 
Arte Italica is the only brand of pewter 

products friat is dishwasher-safe. 
Because of the versatility of th^ 

collections, they provide endless 
table-setting and decorating options,

For store locations, 

visit WWW,arteitalica.com.

Arte Italica



Arte Italica
Capturing the Essence of Italy

Available at the following fine retail locations:

630.790.2620 
800.793.6670 
888.221.9270

Featured is the Tuscan pewter & ceramic dinnerware collection
For trade inquiries, please call 212.213.4773 or fax to 212.213.4730 • www.arteitalica.com

Bendcn Williams - Glen Ellyn, IL 
Gearys of Beverly Hills - Beverly Hills, CA 
L.C.R. - West Hartford & Westport, CT

Longoria CollcLtion - Houston, TX 713.621.4241 
Martha E. Harris - Searde, W'A 
Nciman Marcus

Once Upon A Table • Chester, NJ 
877.454.7299 Sanctuary - Dallas, TX 
800.937.9146 T.A. Lorton - lulsa, OK

908.879.2903
214.739.0767
918.743.1600



A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Wittnauer
A Time of Luxury
Today, luxury isn’t a brand—it’s a 

lifestyle. It is expressed not so much 

in things but rather in choices,,,in a 

simpler, richer way of life, in products 

of timeless quality, in a passion for 

elegance and quiet objects of 

beauty. More than a statement of 
less versus more, modem luxury is 
perhaps, more importantly, a statement 
of individuality, a celebration of the self 
in a world of casual-Friday uniformity.

living today. Intimate dinner parties at 

home, cocktail soirees, and entertaining 
in the ever-so-elegant manner made 

famous in the Camelot era has become 
de rigueur for the well-heeled, well- 

connected social set. Home has 
become a very haute place to be. a legacy 

of luxuryIt’s not suprising that luxury is back. 
Beyond creature comforts, luxury 

indulges us with romance and escape. 
There is nothing quite as cinematic and 
glamorous as donning a tuxedo or 
gown, and feeling like royalty for a few 
hours. Or opening up that leather box 

and slipping on that exquisite heirloom 
timepiece, admiring the way it elevates 
your wrist to a graceful canvas. Both 
transport the spirit to a beautiful place 

in time—isn't that, after all. what luxury 
is all about?

When it comes to luxury, no accessory 

evokes the purity of spectacular 

design, exquisite craftsmanship, 

and unmatched elegance quite like 

a Wittnauer. Creator of ultimate 

special-occasion timepieces, 

Wittnauer has built its enduring 

reputation precisely on its unwavering 

adherence to a distinctly formal, 

elegant aesthetic—eschewing 

fleeting trends and fads.

On the street, the return of luxury is 
unmistakable, seen in a renewed 

excitement for suits and dresses, 
beautiful shoes and distinctly dressy 
stilettos. Even the details are dapper- 

quality bags, heirloom jewelry, and 
investment timepieces are edging out 
the throwaway chic of costume jewelry 

and trendy accessories.

At home, it’s a passion for domesticity 

itself that lies at the heart of luxurious

The delicate beauty of a Wittnauer 

timepiece, often expressed in intricate 

diamond detailing and hand-set 

European crystals, is tempered 

with solid Swiss craftsmanship.

It is this combination of durability 

and design, envisioned by visionary 

artisan and founder Albert Wittnauer 

in 1880, that has become the 

hallmark of the Wittnauer brand.

WITTNAUER
W

PASSIONATE ABOUT ELEGANCE



ZALESTHE DIAMOND STORK'
zales.com

WITTNAUER
W SWISS

PASSIONATE ABOUT ELEGANCE

Toll Freel-888-FOR-WtTT styles may vary by store



A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

must-have
Rutt Handcrafted Cabinetry

Time-Honored Tradition
Since 1951, Rutt HandCrafted 
Cabinetry has been constructing 

luxury cabinetry in the Pennsylvania 
countryside. Exacting attention to 
detail, top-of-the-line materials, and 
patented design innovations make Rutt 
the choice of discerning homeowners.

your unique personality with storage 
space for everything. Now. friat's luxury.

Updating the Classics
A stunning Rutt kitchen based on 
graceful, classical yet innovative 
design would inspire anyone with a 
whisk and a saut6 pan. With its 
strong, simple lines, Rutt's Stratford- 
style cabinetry features a slanted 
raised panel complemented by 
pronounced cabinets that curve 
upward into a palladium-style center 
valance, and flanking elegant columns. 
Unique Rutt design conceals 
undercounter refrigeration across 
the bottom of the cabinet. The rich 
Maple finish on this elegant piece is 
achieved by applying brown glaze over 
a medium-brown stain to produce a 
luxurious patina that begs to be touched.

form and 
function

While other companies adjust standard 
sizes using spacers and trim, Rutt 
constructs cabinets as one-of-a-kind 
originals, just as they have for more 
than 50 years. Whether your style is 
traditional, transitional, eclectic or 
somewhere in between. Rutt’s craftsmen 
can bring your dream kitchen to life 
with exceptional furniture-quality 
handcrafted cabinetry.

Rutt craftsmen are masters of form 

and function. Your custom cabinets 

will not only be visually stunning, 

but will incorporate innovative 

storage possibilities to make the 

best use of your space. This 

Bourbon Street-style cherry 

cabinet, finished in Buchanan stain, 

conceals a full-size refrigerator 

while maintaining the authentic 

appearance of a French-style 

armoire. The gently curved crown 

lightens the visual weight of this 

massive furniture piece, and 

characteristic details—hand-turned 

ball feet, storage pullouts with 

solid wood appliques, and carved 

capitals—complete the look.

A kitchen as elegant as your living 
room. A kitchen you wouldn't hesitate 
to entertain in. A room that reflects

For more information, visit 

www.rutt.net or call 1-800-220-7888.

HAKDCRAFTBD
Cabinetry
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A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Florida’s Natural® Brand
Premium Quality
If you’re committed to luxury, you 

make sure what goes into your body is 
the same superior quality as what you 
put on your body. So, when it comes to 
fruit juice. Florida's Natural is the obvious 

choice. Florida's Natural orange 
juices are 100 percent pure, not-from- 
concentrate juices without any added 
sugars or preservatives. The only 
sugar in Florida's Natural juices is the 
sugar found naturally in fruit.

Florida's Freshest
Consumers often wonder what is the 
difference between '‘from concentrate" 
and “not from concentrate” juice. The 
difference is in the processing.

"From concentrate" means the fruit is 
squeezed, and the water is extracted 
to create a concentrated product. 
Along with the water, some of the flavor 
is naturally removed, as well. Then, 
at a later date, the water is added 
back, and the juice is pasteurized 
and packaged.

news from 
the grove

Founded in 1933. Florida's Natural 
Growers is a cooperative of citrus 
growers in Lake Wales. Florida, who 
own tfie land, the trees and the company. 
The only leading juice brand owned 
by a small co-op of growers. Florida’s 
Natural makes sure the finest juice 
goes into every carton—because its 
members have a personal investment 
in it. The co-op’s mission has always 
been clear: to produce the best premium 
juice and ensure its quality from the 
tree to the glass.

Juicy Bits Is Florida’s Natural's
"Not from concentrate" means the fruit 
is squeezed, the juice is pasteurized, 
and then it's packaged—a process that 
preserves that fresh-squeezed taste.

free e-mail club with news

straight from the grove. The

seasonal newsletter contains

Just one sip of the not from concentrate 
Florida's Natural will tell you—you’re 
■as close to the grove as you can get."

recipes, health tips, a reader 

forum, and educational and

inspirational information. If

you’d like to know what a

citrus peel can do for a leather 

shoe, what a Florida Spritzer
FLORIDA SPRITZER

1-1/2 cups ruby-red grapefruit juice 
1/4 cup sugar 
Stick of cinnamon 
1 12 oz. can ginger ale, chilled 
Ice cubes
Grapefruit skin peels (optional) 
Edible flowers (optional)
Fresh mint sprigs (optional)

can do to refresh your day, visit

www.juicybitsnews.com/hg

to sign up for the Juicy Bits

newsletter.

For syrup, in a saucepan, combine 
ruby-red grapefruit juice, sugar, and 
cinnamon. Bring to boiling; reduce 
heat; simmer uncovered for 5 minutes. 
Discard cinnamon; cover and chill 
syrup. To serve, fill four 8-oz. glasses 
with ice. Add about 1/3 cup grapefruit 
syrup to each glass. Fill glass gin^r 
ale. Stir gently. If desired, garnish with 
grapefruit peel curls, edible flowers, 
and fresh mint sprigs. Serves 4.



Florida's Nafural* Premium orange juice is made just from our fresh oranges, not from concentrate. And it’s the

small co-op of growers, so only our personal best goes into every carton. 

Visit us at floridasnatural.com We own the land, we own the trees and we own the company.

only leading brand owned by

Flwidos Naiutaf Gfowers. a dMtnn d Cttrus Wsrfci, Inc., based m lolie Woles, FI 02002



A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

musUiave
Lladro

Family Tradition
Lladro was founded over 50 years ago 
by brothers Juan, Jos6 and Vicente 
Lladro. Today, Uadro is a global company 
whose exquisite porcelain creations 
are a definitive statement of luxury all 
over the world. The very thought of 
Lladro brings to mind graceful beauty 
and unrivaled craftsmanship.

Lladro's inspiration comes from the 
world ail around: life's great moments, 
family and traditions, nature, art 
and culture, dreams, and spirituality. 
Imbued with such inspiration, a Lladro 
sculpture has the unique ability to 
spark an emotional bond with all 
those who enjoy it. a place 

of honorVersatile Style
No matter your style, Lladro lends a 
touch of grace and magic to your 
home. The muted tones of traditional 
Lladro, the simple elegance of the 
matte collection, or the warm earthiness 
of Gres: there is a Lladro style to 
complement any decor. A true luxury, 
each Lladro sculpture transcends 
trends and whims to stand the test 
of time and add a refined appeal to 
any interior.

Each piece is a work of art, handcrafted 
in the City of Porcelain, Lladro’s studios 
on the outskirts of Valencia. Spain. 
First, the ortginal is created by a master 
Lladro sculptor. Then classically 
trained Lladro artisans painstakingly 
re-create the sculpture, flawlessly 
hand-painting and carving minute 
details according to a time-honored 
process. The finished product is 
a timeless heirloom that captures the 
quality of human warmth—the essence 
of Lladro sculpture.

When decorating your home with a 

porcelain sculpture, LladrO suggests 

emphasizing its beauty through light 

and placement.

First, position your sculpture in a 

place where ft will capture optimal 

natural light. To add a magcal glow in 

the evening hours, set it among the 

soft light of candles.

Placement is also very important.

To draw all eyes to your sculpture,

be sure you give it plenty of space

to be admired. If you have a large

sculpture, make it the center of

attention by placing rt in a prominent

position, such as the mantelpiece

or coffee table. A medium-size

sculpture can be featured on a side

table, illuminated by an elegant

table lamp.

For gift su^estions, online catalc^, and 

retailer locator, visit www.lladro.com

LIADRP
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A SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Dynamic Cooking Systems
Power Tools
The cool, sleek feel of stainless steel. 
The power of commercial-grade burners 
at your fingertips. And a house filled 
with the aroma of richly seasoned 
delicacies. With DCS commercial- 
style residential appliances, you can 
create a home where you live out your 
culinary fantasies every day.

is also a major consideration. The 
consumer wants high-performance 
equipment to create exceptional 
meals, as well as efficient design to 
enable easy cleanup, A forerunner in 
innovative design and technology. 
DCS was determined to meet consumers' 
needs, originating such product features 
as 30-inch, five-burner ranges, larger- 
than-industry-standard oven windows, 
and rolling oven racks. The company 
also holds patents on its Glass-Sealed 
Broiler, True Gas Convection, and 
Sealed Dual-Flow Burners.

hot stuff
In 1987, leading appliance engineers 
and designers in Huntington Beach, 
CA, joined forces to create DCS 
(Dynamic Cooking Systems), now one 
of the top manufacturers of high-end 
residential and commercial cooking 
equipment. DCS’s goal was to create 
commercial-style residential products 
with superior engineering, more features, 
and more elegant designs than what 
was currently on the market,

This fall, DCS debuts its new Sealed 
Dual-Flow Burner’’’” technology and 
sealed range-top. All its gas and dual
fuel cooktops will incorporate the new 
technology, including the award-winning 
RGSC-3D5, the only five-burner, 30- 
inch gas range available on the market.

In addition to residential ranges, DCS 
offers hundreds of products, including 
commercial ranges, convection ovens, 
gas grills, outdoor patio heaters, 
dishwashers, salamanders, cheese 
melters, broilers, and griddles. DCS is 
the only major residential appliance 
manufacturer that is also used in 
world-class restaurant kitchens.

Taking home appliances to a new 
level of professionalism, the patented 
Sealed Dual-FIcw Burner technology 
features two flames for the utmost 
power and sensitivity, providing 
ideal heat levels for cooking any meal, 
For quicker twiling times and faster 
meal preparation, the burners pack 
17.500 BTU/hr—the highest BTU/hr 
output on the market today, DCS’s 
Duai-Flow Burners provide a separate, 
dedicated simmer flame that will 
maintain a constant temperature as 
low as 140 d^rees—delicate 
enough for melting chocolate.

DCS realized that when consumers 
purchase residential products, 
performance is key, but convenience

The range-tops feature a completely 
sealed cooking surface and burners, 
making cleanup as simple as lifting 
off the grate and wiping around the 
burner. In addition, the porcelain- 
coated. platform-style grate system is 
specially designed to facilitate smooth 
sliding of pots and pans from burner 
to burner.

For more information on DCS products, 
visit www.dcsappliances.com.

PERFECT hEAT.





THE SLOW LIFE
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the way to
^ Why would a big city magazine editor give up glamour 

for the sleepy world of New Mexico? She looks for answers in a new 
monthly column on changing the pace of living by joan juliet buck

OME MORNINGS I walccupthinking, 
“What am I doing here in Santa Fe?” Ac 
least it’s a specific question and prefer
able to “WTiat am I doing here?” (Paris), 
“What am I doing?” (New York), “What 

am I?" (a deeper level of inquiry), “What am?” 
(panic itself), or “What?” (remove earplugs 
before rising). Then I remember what I’m doing 
here, put on jeans and tie the laces of my hiking 
boots, and go up Atalaya Hill, and there are no 
more questions. TTie hill is part of the Sangre dc 
Cristo range, and if you follow one of the dry 
stream beds through the lowest part of the for
est, Atalaya pulls you farther and farther into its 
depths, a sea of rocks and trees that stretches 
all the way back to the Pecos Wilderness. If 
you climb when it is really early, the sun is still

behind the mountains as you walk up in the 
chilly shadows. You turn to the plain and see the 
flat brown town turn pink, and the green water 
tanks shining by St. John’s College, and the 
petticoat pink of the government building on 
Paseo de Peralta. There is a big gray boulder 
to stand on, and on the way down through the 
forest the track is a little coo steep in places and 
it’s best to run, or slide. By the time I get home 
my mind is cleared of questions, my jeans and 
boots are covered in earth.

There’s not a lot to do in Santa Fe, that’s the 
point. You get off the mountain and do your 
work and read your books and go to the grocery 
store. If it’s the Standard Market, run by the 
gregarious, inquisitive Brian Knox, you have 
a latte at the farm table and listen to him tell you

Buck at Johnnie’s on 
Camino Don Miguel, the 
source for everything 
from T-shirts to the best 
tamales In Santa Fe.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY BRIGITTE LACOMBE168
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THE SLOW LIFE
what you did last night. It’s a slow life.

When I was editing a fashion maga
zine in Paris—a line I look at and think, 
No, you are hallucinating, that wasn’t 
you—I thought of myself as a machine 
that needed to be periodically repaired in 
spas. The best of them was at Merano, in 
that peculiar part of northern Italy where 
Italian is the language of the invaders and 
German the language of the oppressed 
minority. I’d arrived at Dr. Chenot’s with 
blood pressure so low from all the parties 
and the glamour and excitement that the 
nursing aide blanched. A few days of light 
leek broth and strenuous massage and 
I’d be ready to scale the small local moun
tain, elevation 439 meters, accessible by a 
flight of orderly if improbable stone steps,

I bought a pair of hiking boots in 
town, because they gave a better pur
chase on the stairs. The boots were a 
strange Italian sub-brand, brown and 
blue and orange, deeply ugly, rugged and 
massive. The first day I wore them I 
tromped up the steps, surveyed the view 
of neat vineyards and distant factories, 
and came back down again into the 
lobby of the Palace Hotel, where Alain- 
Dominique Perrin, then head of Cartier, 
a little ragged from his own leek broth 
regimen, was leaning on the front desk 
wearing a bathrobe. The look he gave my

luxury hotels over luxury food, before 
going back to the office on a luxury 
street, wearing luxury shoes. In reac
tion, I became obsessed with the rocky 
northern wastes of Iceland, where the 
sun shines for twenty-three and a half 
hours in June, and hardly at all later in 
the year. There’s nothing like living 
geology to put things in perspective, 
and volcanoes are easier to look at than 
stars. The more blasted the heath, 
the happier I was.

I had no particular intention of mov
ing to Santa Fe. A pair of leather arm
chairs, a coat, and the hiking boots made 
the decision for me. Allcgra, whom I 
consider my little sister, had given up her 
job in London and moved to Taos, where 
she found happiness with a river rafter 
named Cisco Guevara. Her brother Tony, 
a falconer, was in Taos already. She came 
to Paris as I was preparing to leave, 
bought the battered leather armchairs at 
the Flea Market, and announced they 
could go in my container, seeing how 
much stuff I already had. I bought a 
dark brown shearling at Hermes before 
I could stop myself, and realized I was 
looking forward to a coimtry winter. 
While packing clothes and shoes, I 
noticed that the hiking boots had grown 
from the size of remorse to the size of 
reproach and were fast approaching the 
size of orders from on high, I silenced 
them with a shoe bag each and tossed 
them in the box labeled “Chaussures."

I went to Santa Fe as if sneaking a 
chocolate. A quick little indulgence, to 
get away from the metaphors. People in 
New York said that I must not drop off 
the screen, that I had to reclaim cruis
ing speed in the fast lane, I thought, 
instead of being a machine again and 
needing the spa. I’d live in the spa.

A
fter the Paris gigwasoverl 
could return to America, but I 
didn’t have anywhere in particu- 

\ lar to go. People in New York 
ft insisted I come home. The city 
was a percussive theme 1 already knew, 

and I could guess the variations. I looked 
at upstate New York, thinking that I 
could combine useful proximity with 
healthy nature; the winter birch trees 
were depressing, the houses looked too 
thin to keep the elements out. Ethan 
Frome country, with a hint of empty 
whiskey bottles in the pantry. Nothing 
to enchant me there.

I wanted a slow life with exalting land
scapes. I wanted volcanoes and big sky, 
sunshine, a university or two, art house 
cinemas, health food supermarkets,

in Paris involved 
luxury taxis, luxury streets 

luxury hotels, luxury food, and 
luxury shoes. The hiking boots 

grew like remorse in the closet

9

The Indians were selling their silver in 
the plaza, the food was spicy and festive, 
and the air so good at 7,000 feet that for 
the first two days I couldn’t breathe. I 
examined the decoration of my hotel 
room: wrought-iron toilet paper holder, 
ocher walls, plaid throw, a trastero for the 
TV—was this the future calling me? 
Paseo de Peralta, I’d say aloud as I lost 
my way once again, could I live here? 
The people drinking chai and reading

boots told me he'd gotten the point, houses with thick walls, and a strong 
They were proof that, beyond being a sense of place. 1 wanted to come home 
prisoner of the fashion shows, I could to the kind of America that you imagine 
climb a staircase, walk and chew gum at when your life is bounded by the tight 
the same time. And I wanted my adver- streets and wet gray skies of Paris. I 
risers to know that. wanted, because I had become French,

The hiking boots rode home to Paris the kind of America that very young and 
in a suitcase, and grew like remorse in gullible French people imagine. I wanted 
the closet. The day job in Paris involved Le Far West without the John Birch 
riding around in luxury taxis and talk- Society handbook. I wanted somewhere 
ing cheerfully to luxury advertisers in where it wouldn’t rain.
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-r^fOR tH6 ULTIMATE
CC^PLIMENT.

Make it legendary. Make it KitchenAid.

Step 1: Open the Architect'” Series Built-In Refrigerator.
With a system designed for ultimate ingredient 
care, great texture and taste are assured.

Step 2: Turn on the Pro Une'“ Cooktop with choice of grill, 
griddle or both. Simmer and sear to perfection 
using 6,000-15,000 BTUs. Then switch on the 
powerful Pro Line'" Hood.

•• mm

Step 3: Prepare yourself for oohs and ahhs.

To learn more about the entire KitchenAid' line, visit KitchenAid.com or cal! 1.800,422.1230,
*fieei!.tered Irddemark/TM Irademaric/Thi’ mixef shape is a irodenvirk ol KitchenAid. U.i.A t'2002. All nghls reserved
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THE SLOW LIFE
The Wall Street Journal at a coffee bar- 
newsstand did not look like they had 
dropped off the screen. In their jeans and 
baseball c^s. they hunched in groups as 
if they were in script conferences in 
Beverly Hills. On the other hand, one of 
the counter girls was an imposing Hopi, 
or maybe aTewa.

The town had the appeal of a distinct 
possibility that makes no sense, of a 
whim. But there was nothing for rent, 
the real estate lady said. She looked a lit
tle like Li2 Smith, and tried to interest 
me in a house a few hairs short of a mil
lion dollars. I said I just wanted a place 
big enough for 6,ocX) books and a large 
number of old sweaters.

I had a fantasy that one day when I was 
old I would live with all my books and 
finally read the new ones, and wear the 
old sweaters and the shoes that were not 
allowed out of the house in Paris because 
they were too clunky or too last year. I 
would read and write and walk up moun
tains, and it would not matter what I 
wore or, very much, what I said about 
anyone’s new fragrance. I had only two 
requirements of a place, any place: that I 
could work, and that I could have dinner 
alone without feeling lonely. And now, 
even before I was old, all that was possi
ble, and after I tried working and eating 
dinner alone in Los Angeles and in New 
York, it came down to Santa Fe.

rented bed, a $32 table from Office 
Depot, and a chair borrowed from the 
neighbors, I had so much time that I 
could taste it. The emptiness was exalt
ing, and terrifying; I could take my time 
writing, but I couldn’t sleep at night, 
thinking of the five glass doors and the 
undefended windows. My father was ill. 
and then my father died. My furniture,

man’s work and God’s sunlight. It skirted 
trees, pulled you deep into the forest, 
made you climb spiral staircases of stones 
perfectly set around a tree, de.scribed hair
pin turns. At intervals, on one side or the 
other of the path there were little mounds 
of pale crystalline rocks, stelae and stupas. 
There was playfiilness in the conception, 
a summoning of magic in its execution.

AtSlsyS, big enough to allow 
everyone their space. Santa Fe’s 

answer to shrinks and tantrums, 
a kind, mysterious presencejp|

Atalaya: present, massive, interesting, 
a little dangerous—the bears are hungry, 
but you’re more likely to find them in a 
garden than on the trail, where they got 
hungry. Atalaya, big enough to allow 
everyone their space. Santa Fe’s answer 
to shrinks and tantrums, free exercise for 
all, a mysterious presence and a kind one. 
I had the answer.

It didn’t rain, and there wasn’t much 
snow, and then it didn’t rain again. The 
Pecos Wilderness caught fire, and before 
the next fire yellow police tape went up 
around the trees by the nasty little park- 
ii^ lot at the base of Atalaya, and the 
national forest was declared off-limits to 
everyone but arsonists.

It’s been a month now that Atalaya has 
been forbidden to us. The hiking boots 
are almost clean. People are getting 
cranky; walking out along fiat arroyos 
is not the same thing. Today we were 
getting a little bored here in the slow 
lane, so we went to dinner at El Nido in 
Tesuque, at 6:30. We still wanted some 
excitement as we drove back into town. I 
remembered that a new Albertsons was 
opening at the de Vargas Mall. The park
ing lot was almost full. A banner over the 
door said “Grand Opening." We stepped 
eagerly toward it. We were trying to crash 
the opening of a supermarket. A young 
woman in a Santa Fe Police uniform 
had her arm across the door. “It’s closed, 
private party,” she said. But at least she 
looked like a Hopi, or aTewa.

HOUSE & GARDEN SEf^TEMBER 2002

and his, had arrived, but surrounded by 
objects I knew, I was lost. I ordered a Big 
Vac from Florida and cleaned the house 
and stopped going outside.

And then a friend allowed me to sec 
the perspective. He coaxed me up Atalaya. 
We set out along a flat blank space, with 
pine trees on the left and nothing much 
on the right. Green metal terminals for 
gas and electric lines rose from the ground, 
harbingers of development to come. A lit
tle farther on were .steps, thick square 
woodlike railroad ties set into the earth, 
that led to a path up the mountain. 
This wasn’t the spiky Tertiary Alps I 
knew, studded with cows and chalets; it’s 
Precambrian out west, ancient, eroded. 
The mountain showed me the city and it 
showed me the sky.

Once I had been on Atalaya I couldn’t 
do without it, There was the straightfor
ward trail up the hill, or another more con
templative, edifying, almost churchlike 
one through the woods, where a dry 
stream bed made an auxiliary path of 
smooth stones. Last fall I was taken 
straight up a cliff scattered with red stones 
that locked like broken bricks. Halfway 
the steep climb, we turned sharply onto a 
thin little path that was spongy underfix>t 
with soft, fine earth. “It’s a new trail,” said 
my guide. Whoever cut the trail had a dis
tinct vision of life and death, man and 
nature. The narrow path of virtue rose and 
dipped along the edge of the mountain, 
affording Caspar David Friedrich views of

ECAUSE MY FATHER WaS ill, I
was back in Paris, on the phone 
in an office at American Vo^, 
when the real estate lady who 
looked like Liz Smith reached me 

to say that a house had unexpectedly 
become free. It was, she said, on a dirt 
road, which was a great place to be. She 
faxed the plan, and over dinner a friend 
and I turned it around and around, trying 
to make out which way was up. Then I 
quickly said yes. I had to stop living in 
hotels. Santa Fe would be good for my 
father. He’d walk around the plaza and 
people would listen to him. Allegra’s 
chairs would be delivered almost to her 
front door, and I’d live in the 505 area 
code, which at a casual glance looked as 
if it spelled S.O.S.

The first few months were strange. 
Alone in the empty house, with only a □
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Your Conee Will Never
Go Topless Again!

With just the simple touch ot a
button... Froth Au Lait heats and whips
milk into the thickest meringue-like
froth ever! Cappuccinos. Lattes. Hotr

•4'C-- Chocolate. Chai Tea and Dessert
.sV

Toppings are now effortless and
delicious. Add flavored syrup to make
a rich and healthy topping that's
truly gourmet!

The Perfect Companion

When it 
sparkles,

fo your Coffee Maker!

www.frothaulait.corn

you shine. FOR A RETAILER NEAR YOU OR TO ORDER. CALL TOLL FREE - 1-866-376-8437

More people depend on the bright 

red jar than any other jewelry care 

product on the planet. Make it part 

of your beauty regimen.

Advertisement

Erase Toilet Rings In Seconds!
A professional janitorial aid for generations. Pumie* Toilet Bowl Ring 

Remover erases ugly rings in seconds. Now with a convenient 
handle. No more gloves. Safe around children and pets. At food, ^ 

drug, hardware and home centers or call 1-800-423-3037 

U.S. Pumice Co., 20219 Bahama Street. Chatsworth, CA 91311.
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a Faux Fur T1irows$139-$299
LuxuHfife ury^a twgeSd'x/^ffirowwith a soft 

lining and available ifr 19 faux fura; Lynx 
icturedlrSf^le. Ctdnchilla. Zebra, White Mink, Blacky 

Mink, Leopards Shear^ Raccoor^vid more. '

■3
Faux Fur HeaiRiands $25-$35
Compare identically styled headbands 
in Val at S150. Doubles as a collar. 
Available in Sable (pictured), Black 
Fox. Leopard, White Mink aid more.
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Luxurious Fabrics With The Look Of Fur
CONNOISSEURS £Call BOO 84S-46S0 to order or tor a FREE catalog 

Mention Code HG0902
Use Visa, MasterCard or Oiecover • Money-back guaranteeMl NUKMon Avmue, Cevinoton, KV 41011 

VIsH our website; www.fabuloutfurt.com

www.connoisseurs.com
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HOUSE & GARDEN TRADE SECRETS
Seminar and Event Series at

DOSE
COMPANY

Meet the experts—House & Garden editors and contributors, 
Participate in design vwHcshops and informative seminars.

Visit the 10 Designer showrooms at the EXPO Design Center in Queens, 
New York. Meet with design professionals and explore the inspirational 

kitchen and bath showrooms. Experience the thousands of remodeling and 

decorating possibilities for your windows, floors, outdoor living and lighting.

A DAY OF
LUXURY
//

//

at Friday, October 4, 5:00 pm-9:00 pm 
Saturday, October 5, 10:00 am-9:00 pm

Expo Design Center 
73-01 25th Avenue 
Queens, New York

The Mall at

SHORT
HILLS For an updated schedule of Trade Secrets Seminar and Evwits Series-related 

events, visit www.house-ond-garden.com/hg
• Experience this premier 

shopping destination.

LUXURIES OF THE GARDEN• Visit a variety of luxury retailers 

providing indulgent experiences, 
complimentary gifts, and 
special discounts and offers.

Join House & Carden on September 28, 2002, as we celebrate "Luxuries 
of the Garden"—an exclusive tour of the finest residential gardens in the 

Los Angeles area, specially selected by Garden Editor Charlotte Frieze.

• Register to vAn "A Day of Luxury' 

courtesy of House & Garden.
For more information or to purchase tickets, please contact 

Lisa Ripko at 866.211.2636.

Proceeds from this event will benefit:

Hollywood for Habitat for Humanity
For additional information and an 

updated schedule of "A Day of 
Luxury"-related events, visit

www.house-ond-gorden.com/hg. Luxuries of the Garden" is proudly sponsored by:

TAHOE
Saturday, September 21 

10:00 am-5:00 pm
LINDA ALLARDELLEN TRACY

1200 Morris Turnpike 
Short Hills, New Jersey M c G U 1 R E
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artention of a highly sophisticated, 
not to say jaded, collecting public.

Unlike the annual European Fine Arts Fair at 
Maa,stricht—the finest and most encyclopedic 
of all antiques shows —the Biennale des 
Antiquaires has a distinctly Gallic flavor, with a 
strong emphasis on French furniture and ohjets 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Museum-quality works by the master ebenists of 
Louis XIV, XV, and XVI arc always on offer, 
along with boulle cabinets, Riesener bureaux 
plats, and enough ormolu mounts to stretch from 
Paris to Biarritz.

Biennale stalwarts, including Didier Aaron, 
Jacques Perrin, Pierre Perrin. Maurice Segoura, 
and Bernard and Benjamin Steinitz, in recent 
decades have helped assemble some of the 

most spectacular collections of 
seventeenth-century and ei^teenth- 
century furniture anywhere. Thus, 
prospective buyers would be foolish 
to miss what can at times seem like 
Marie Antoinette’s tag sale.

But with each new biennale, evidence indi
cates an inexorable shift away from Versailles 
taste and toward things both older and newer 
that now appeal to younger collectors with a 
more contemporary view of luxury. Two years 
ago, a handful of biennale dealers caused a sen
sation with their superbly chosen and dazzlingly 
presented twentieth-century treasures. Yves 
Gastou highlighted the sleek designs of the 
interwar master Andre Arbus, while Olivier 
Watelet’s exhibition stand was transformed into 
a luminous salon filled with ravishingly crafted 
furniture from the 40s and ’50s by the .still ht- 
tlc known Jacques Quinct.

In the most audacious gesture at the 2000 
fair, Left Bank dealer Robert Vallois put 
together a stupendous homage to the early 
modernist architect-designer Eileen Gray, in 
which none of her ingenious pieces were for sale. 
But Vallois is no fool, and he knew that by 
casting his brioche on the water he was creat
ing future business. He and his confreres 
therebv proved that a new generation of afflu
ent collectors is now ready to acknowledge the 
finest Art Deco, Moderne, and later pieces as 
the equal, in craftsmanship and price, of the
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mgParis’s Biennale des 
Antiquaires acts as a stylish 
barometer of the new 
look of luXG by martin filler3

HOUGH HAUTE COUTURE haS long 
been inspired by street fashion, in the 
world of high-style antiques, trends still 
start at the top. And no decorative arts 
marketplace is more rarefied than that 

of Paris, where on September 20 the 21st edition 
of the Biennale des Antiquaires opens for a nine- 
day run at the Carrousel du Louvre, the under
ground exposition space adjacent to the world’s 
most famous museum. There, 104 dealers in 
everything from old master paintings to tribal 
art will exhibit and sell the cream of their wares, 
which they save for this glittering event in order 
to outshine their competitors and win the

TQ

I
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For more information, 800.238.9152 or www.wallquest.com
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FFF (fine French furniture) 
parents once coveted 

This year's biennale will offer such 
twentieth-century surprises as a 
complete octagonal Art Deco bath
room in marble, bronze, and mosaic, 
designed in 1928 by Armand-Albert 
Rateau for the aperitif tycoon Jean 
Dubonnet and offered for sale by Jean-Jacques 
Dutko in the region of 1.3 million euros. (That 
only one other such complete ensemble has 
been preserved, in Paris’s Musec des Arts 
Decoratifs, would seem to justify the price.)

Olivier Watelet reaches similarly stratos
pheric heights this year with a pair of gray- 
marble-topped mahogany consoles designed 
by legendary neoclassical architect Emilio Terry 
in 1946 for the Paris beauty salon of Helena 
Rubinstein. The drop-dead-chic works ofTerry, 
who is best remembered for his patronage by 
the eccentric Charles de Beistegui, are exceed
ingly rare, and thus Watelet feels confident at 
pricing the tables at a cool half-million euros.

To be sure, none of the titans of traditional 
French furniture seem to be on the brink of a 

going-out-of-busincss sale. The stagger- 
ing Right Bank hotel particulier of 

-V ■ Maurice Segoura still groans with opu- 
lent showpieces formerly in collections 
of the likes of Karl Lagerfeld and Baron 

David and Olimpia 
de Rothschild. But 
Segoura and his most 
eminent colleagues 
all acknowledge that 
the days of floor- 
to-ceiling histori
cal decorating in 
the manner of Jayne 

Wrightsman are over. If even the 
J. Paul Getty Museum can’t get its 
French period rooms right, what 
hope is there for mere mortals?

Other biennale dealers are fol
lowing the new money; in the case 
of the Paris market, which does 
more than half of its business with 
Americans, that money leads from 
Palm Beach straight across the Sun 
Belt and up into Silicon Valley and

\7
I

suburban Seattle. The bulk of recent American 
buyers, several of the antiquaires report, arc in 
their 30s and 40s, with a surprising number in 
their 20s. Not for them the richly encrusted and 
intricately inlaid court furniture of Bourbon 
kings and their mistresses. Rather, these novice 
collectors are gravitating toward less formal 
provincial French pieces of the Louis XIII 
period, as well as Spanish and Italian furnishings 
of the seventeenth century that feel compatible 
with the casual, Hispanic-inflected decorating 
of Florida, the Southwest, and the Pacific Cloast.

Prices for these more rustic pieces run con
siderably lower than those of the Paris-Vcrsailles 
school. One dealer with a canny eye toward this 
new direction is Marc Pcrpitch, whose Left Bank 
gallery specializes in French Renaissance pieces, 
many of them in the 20,000 euro to 50,000 euro 
range. It is easy to imagine his handsomely carved 
and imposingly .scaled seventeenth-century wal
nut chest from Lorraine being used for storing 
CDs or hiding a flat-screen TV Yet. for the fair, 
he is saving a magnificent circa 1650-1670 
Flemish ebony cabinet perched on twisted legs; 
its dazzling interior panels are embroidered with 
animals in silk, silver, and gold. It would have 
been splendid enough for the luxury-loving 
painter and collector Peter Paul Rubens, who 
died in Antwerp shortly before it was made there.

Another trend that this year’s Biennale des 
Antiquaires is certain to highlight is the sur
prising return of tapestries. A fixture of tum-of- 
the-past-century robber baron taste, these wall 
hangings made from the Middle Ages onward 
became deeply unfashionable after World War 
I. Modem artists were enlisted to revive the ven
erable French industry, but demand for antique 
tapestries languished as scaled-down modem 
interiors simply could not accommodate the old 
chateau-proportioned weavings.

Now, however, the recent American vogue for 
supersized trophy houses and (Cant, on page 2j^)
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HOME BASE

ser'” starsArchitect Wendy Evans Joseph designs an observatory for a teenage astronomer
by sabine rothman

educational toy. His name is Ethan 
Ravctch. He has his own observatory, 

The story begins several years ago 
when Ethan, now a ly-year-old high 
school senior, decided he’d like a tele
scope. His father, Jeffrey Ravetch, an 
immunologist, had his own technical 
hobby: landscaping the family’s loo-acre 
property in the Hudson River Valley. 
The senior Ravetch was inspired by 
Castle Howard, an estate in Yorkshire, 
England, dotted with elaborate gar
den pavilions and follies. Ethan’s inter
est sparked the idea for an observatory, 
to be sited in an open field on the 
highest point of the property. At the 
time, Ravetch was dating architect 
Wendy Evans Joseph, who had worked 
with James Freed on the Holocaust 
Memorial Museum in Washington, 
D.C., and whose own firm, which she 
ofjcned in 1991, has designed such build
ings as the Women’s Museum in Dallas. 
Naturally, she was hired. (One might say 
the stars were in alignment: the couple 
have since married.)

“Ethan came to the office to di-scuss 
the design like any client,” says Joseph. 
“Working with him was interesting. 
On one hand he was a bit intimidated 
at the thought of getting this fantastic 
place. On the other, like any teenager, 

he sometimes expects the world. Balancing his 
expectations and his needs was a trick.”

The basic requirements for an observatory 
arc simple. You need a telescope on a strong 
base. You need a shelter that will not interfere 
with the telescope's stability. And the ceiling 
should be a rotating dome that blocks out all 
ambient light, save for that coming through an 
arced shutter, which offers a 90-dcgree view of 
the sky. Beyond that, anything goes.

“HIKE MANY PARENTS, minc likcd their 
g children to have educational toys. Thev gave 
S me an easel and paints, to explore my cre- 
S ative side, and a blackboard, for practicing 

writing and math. I had brightly colored 
wooden blocks, with which I discovered the 
effects of a Keds sneaker on the structural 
integrity of a small tower. I learned many valu
able lessons with my playthings, but I recently 
met a kid who owns what must be the ultimate

Wendy Evans Joseph 
designed an observatory for 
Ethan Ravetch that is as much 
a thing to be seen as to see 
from, with its dramatic slatted 
facade and modernist lines.

>
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HOME BAS
Inside, the room that houses the telescope 

is clad in maple plywood. The dome and 
retractable shutter are motorized so that Ethan 
can operate them by himself. Ethan requested a 
desk, a cabinet, and a work surface. He also has 
a phone line. On the north wall, a window over
looks the driveway, lined with an allee of pear 
trees, and a small pond that reflects the obser
vatory. “I wanted him to have a link with the 
land,” Joseph says. In a structure built for look
ing up, it is grounding to have a view down, too.

Joseph and the Ravetches carefully considered 
the observatory’s orientation. Tlie staircase 
wraps around to create a balcony by the doorway 
on the east face, perfect for watching the sun 
rise. Since the doors face cast, if Ethan leaves 
them open in the afternoon, he looks onto a lit 
landscape instead of the sun. The slatted south
west comer of the structure was designed to c^ 
ture the afternoon sunlight. When you see the 
observatory from the house, it is bathed in 
golden light and casts dramatic shadows.

Seriousness breeds seriousness. To suit its 
home, Ethan eventually chose a telescope that 
was more professional than he’d originally 
planned: a x6-inch computerized Schmidt- 
C^assegrain that many college a.stronomy depart
ments would be delighted to own. This model is 
programmed with a huge database of celestial 
bodies. You enter the time at which you’re view
ing, your latitude, and a code for the object you 

want to view, and the telescope then 
moves into the proper position. 
“The technology drew me in, but 
then it became a matter of trying to 
understand what’s out there,” Ethan 
says. “We don’t really know anything 
about space. Evervthing is foreign to 
us. Ageologist can pick up a rock and 
examine it. An astronomer has to use 
an instrument.”

It’s odd that such an ambitious 
project—such an extravagance, really— 
should appear restrained. The place 
has a reasoned, rational feel. The 
goal of the project, after all, is not 
entertainment but the pursuit of 

science. “I chink there’s a modesty to it,” 
Joseph says. “It’s a simple structure, well 
proportioned, made of materials found in 
nature. Flamboyance doesn’t seem necessary.” 
For Ethan, the observatory brings out the poet 
as well as the scientist: “When you are here, 
you feel like you have been put into the sky. You 
are a part of it.

The observatory 
houses a computerized 
16-inch Schmidt- 
Cassegrain telescope, 
right. ■ The tower, 
below, was treated with 
a protective stain so 
the wood won't darken. 
■ Joseph oriented 
the structure so that 
the balcony, bottom, 
is a perfect place 
to watch the sun rise.

When you are 
here in the 
observatory, 
you feel you 
have been 
put into the 
sky. You are a 
part of it
-Ethan Ravetch

M

The two-story building that Ravetch devised 
is essentially two stacked boxes topped with a 
lo-foot-diametcr dome. The rectilinear forms 
are expressed in a dynamic rhythm of cedar 
slats and posts, treated with a protective stain 
so the wood will not darken with exposure to 
the elements. In order to maintain an aspect of 
lightness, little of the structure appears solid, 
and the whole thing is raised off the ground 
on posts. On the second story, the southwest 
corner is cut away, revealing a solid curved wall 
that echoes the curve of the dome.

TELESCOPE IS set on a concrete

^
column that rests on bedrock for stabil
ity. The observatory is built around the 
column, but never actually touches it, 
because the building may sway slightly in 
the wind, even though the slatted walls offer 
less wind resistance than solid ones. Stainless- 

steel cross braces support the structure. The 
floors are made of ipe, a strong wood similar 
to mahogany but not endangered. □
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enough to do it in sequence. And when it’s 
apart, it's frightening.”The organ sat in pieces 
at Skitch and Ruth Henderson’s New Milford, 
Connecticut, farm until he findly found a man 
who could make new reeds for it.

Eventually, they moved it into the barn. “This 
bird gets a magnificent sound,” Henderson says, 
clearly smitten. “It has a vibrato that sneaks up 
on you, I love it. It’s a solace to me.” This love 
affair is perhaps especially satisfying because 
it was unexpected. As a boy, he had no interest 
in the organ, deeming it “sort of dumb and 
archaic." Later, “desperate to make a living in 
Hollywood,” he played the organ in the old 
Pantage.s Theater. Still later, when he was at 
NBC, he sneaked into Radio City Music 1 lall 
in off hours to play. And though he lusted after 
the Wurlitzer in a nearby school, he “never 
dreamed I’d have an organ.”

Now the loft is not just a music space but a 
guest room. “You feel like you’re in another 
world there,” says Ruth Henderson, who has 
fitted it with a fine Kentucky quilt and a 
collection of stuffed roosters and hens. In June, 
FitzGerald, who helped get the organ to the 
farm, was married there. “The ceremony was 
right below the organ,” Ruth says. “Skitch wa.s like 
the archangel.” What did he play as a finale, on 
this old church organ? “Makin’ Whoopee.” □

Conductor Skitch Henderson installs 
an old organ in a surprising but ideal spot-the loft 

of his barn by katrine ames
rr T wasn’t the wrath of God, but pretty 
1.1. close. One day about 20 years ago, Skitch 
J Henderson learned, quite by chance, that a 
^ local church was getting rid of its organ. The 
i nineteenth-century Vocalion had been 

silenced by a flood in the 1930s, and Henderson, 
former music director of NBC and founder/music 
director of the New Yirk Pops, immediately laid 
claim to it. What compelled him, he says, was 
“rage. They said, ‘We’re going to cut it up,’ and 
I had to take it.”

Armed with nothing but a tool kit and 
righteous indignation, Henderson and a family 
friend, Eileen FitzGerald, dismantled the 
organ. “It’s made so logically,” he says.
“Wherever there was a screw, I took it out. I 
numbered everything, but I wasn’t smart maglcai guest

Henderson, above, hopes that 
eventually a local church 
will take the organ, “maintain It, 
and give it a life.' 
top. Is not an austere space—
It doubles as a colorful, utterly 

room.

The loft.
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ON THE 3LOCK
takes speed, cunning, daring, determination, and 
an ability to sense weakness in an opponent. 
You have to wield your numbered bidding paddle 
like a tomahawk. I wanted to tell readers about 
that part of the game.

Before going into battle, I sought advice from 
experts in the art of the winning bid. (See box. 
page j8^.) I had been to auctions, but only as a 
disinterested observer. So w'hen a House it Garden 
colleague planned to bid on an elegant French 
lamp from the ’40s at Phillips. I tagged 
along. As the sale neared his lot, which had an 
estimate of $3,000 to $4,000,1 began to feel 
nervous. He was a model of sangfroid. When 
bidding opened on the lamp, he casually reached 
for his numbered paddle and—tww.' In an 
instant, before he even raised his hand, the bid
ding shot past $5,000, and he was out of the 
running. The lamp went for $14,000. It was a 
disconcerting experience.

(This colleague later learned the pitfalls 
of absentee bidding when he faxed in what 
.should have been the winning offer on a chair 
being sold by Los Angeles Modern Auctions. 
But they somehow failed to record his bid, 
lamely blaming “human error.” Someone else 
got the chair.)

1 wa.sn’t going to lay out four-digit sums. (If 
I intended to bid with House Garden money, 
our prudent managing editor said, keep it to a 
couple of hundred dollars.) Td attend one of 
the twice-a-month sales atTepper Galleries, a 
no-frills Manhattan auction house that holds 

generalized estate sales of 
anything from furniture 
to porcelain to rugs to art
work. Their Saturday auc
tions are a favorite bargain

hunting ground for dealers, decorators, and 
tastemakers of all stripes. Diane von Furstenberg 
and Vopte style arbiter Hamish Bowles arc 
often spotted at Tepper. High-end interior 
designer John Rosselli Is a frequent buyer. A 
dealer from Virginia I met at Tepper begged 
me nor to identify the auction house. “Please 
be di.screet," she asked. “We have to make a liv
ing,” (Sorry, lady.)

At the preview, I circled a few likely lots in the 
catalog. There was an altar table with an apron 
of thick, Chinese-inspired openwork carving. 
It carried an estimate of $300 to $500.1 really 
liked a pair of slender, tulip-shaped modernist 
torcheres. One had apparently fallen over, leav
ing a big chip in the enamel finish, so they were 
estimated to go for only $40 to $60. I also
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The perils and pleasures of bidding at a live 
auction for the first time by gregory cerio

HEBE ARE ANY number of ways to 
describe how I felt. Like a general who 
has never seen combat. Like a nun writ
ing a sex-advice column. Like a drama 
coach who has never acted onstage. 

Those are exaggerations, but the embarrassing 
fact was that Td written about auctions for two 
years and had never bid at a live sale.

It .seemed an important point. Success at the 
auctions depends on many elements: an eye for 
quality and value, expertise in agiven area of col
lecting, good sense, and good taste. I’d offered 
guidance on these matters, yet I’d left readers 
underserved. If I had learned one thing, it is that 
auction going is, at its core, a blood sport. For all 
the niceties of the auction world, the connois- 
seurship and the cocktail previews, buying well

T
Show of hands: a 
prospective buyer raises 
his bidding paddle 
at a Chrisfle’s auction.
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on the block
asked for a bid of $150. He asked for $175. 
No one moved. Bang! “Sold. Gray jacket 
on the aisle.”

Gray jacket on the aisle. That was me! (1 
might have hoped to be called “Mr. 
Sophisticate," but oh well.) I felt a little 
giddy as the Tepper staffer took my 
deposit and gave me a receipt. It wasn’t 
as if I had hit a home run in the World 
Scries. But it was a small thrill to have 
been decisive. To have won.

The Zendcl drawing sits on mv desk, 
and I know now T was smart, too. With 
its bold lines and plavfullv skewed per
spective, it’s reallv a lovely work. I could 
turn it over to our managing editor and 
be reimbursed what I paid, She might sell 
it on eBay for charity, a thing we often do 
with decorative objects commissioned for 
our pages. But no. I think I’ll keep it.

admired a hanging light fixture, estimated 
at Sioo to $i?o, composed of gilt bronze 
petals. It resembled a loosely put together 
artichoke, and I thought it might look 
quite nifty with light shining through. 
Last, I was taken with a framed pencil 
drawing. A vaguely impressionistic still 
life of a table, chair, and bowl of fruit, it 
was the work of Gabriel Zendel, a minor 
figure in the prewar Paris art world, and 
was estimated to sell for $250 to S350.

The next day at the auction, I learned 
that there’s no politesse at Tepper. No 
bidding paddles. You raksed your hand, 
and if you won, a staffer came by, took a 
deposit, gave you a receipt, and shouted 
your initials to the auctioneers. They had 
more than 1,300 lots to sell, so the auc
tioneers hustled the action along. They 
referred to bidders in snappy shorthand: 
“Mustache bids $i^O; Dapper Guy, $179; 
Mustache, $200. No advance? Mustache 
wins." Bang! Next lot.

Bidding on the altar table opened 
at Sioo, quickly shot past S200, and 
topped out at $279.1 never even bid. The 
torcheres opened at Sio, and hands flew 
up ail over. I put mine down when bid
ding passed $150.1 couldn’t believe it. 'ITic 
things sold for S450, chip and all, It was 
the curse of good ta.ste.

What makes a 
house a home? 
This book for 

starters.

bidding 101
Actvice for the novice auction goer from 
two skilled veterans of the salesrooms: Tom 
Armstrong, former director of New York's 
Whftney Museum of American Art, and 
Simon de Pury, cochairman of the auction 
house Phillips, de Pury & Luxembourg.
■ ATTEND AN AUCTION JUST TO SEE HOW ONE 
WORKS. Learn to get a feel for the rhythm 
of an auctioneer. Some are rapid-fire; 
others wait for the audience to catch up 
before banging the gavel,
■ ALWAYS PREVIEW THE MATERIAL. Ask 
the expert if obiects are mended or altered.
■ SET LIMITS. If an item is estimated at 
$600 to $800, plan to go no higher than, 
say, $900. Note that a buyer's commission 
wHI be added—usually 15 to 25 percent
of the sales price—plus tax.
■ DON'T BE A WALl^LOWER. Sit where you 
can be clearly seen by the auctioneer.
• DON'T BE TOO CAGEY ABOUT TIMING YOUR 
BIDS. There's no real advantage to joining 
the fray early or late. “Bidding at the 
last moment is a strategy that sometimes 
works if everyone is exhausted after 
a long fight,’ Armstrong says. But he 
wouldn't make it a rule of thumb.
■ DON'T BOTHER DRESSING TO INTIMIDATE. 
Wearing your best outfit vront fool anyone 
Into thinking you're too wealthy to lose. 
Unless you’re in bib overalls and a sombrero, 
your attire |Ht>babty won’t be noticed.
■ TRY THE LONG-BOMB BIDDING PLOY. 
“Some professionals jump their bid up 
suddenly by a large increment to throw a 
competitor off stride," says de Pury.
"It can be very effective."
■ BE DISCIPLINED. “Auctions have a sort of 
fatal attraction,” says Armstrong. “Bidding 
has Its own momentum, and It’s easy to 
get swept in. Remember, you're not there 
to prove you're rich or can't be beaten." □

OWING TO SUCCEED, I waited 
■ for the gilt bronze light fixture to 
r come on the block. 'Khe first bid 
wa.s $50, someone countered with 
S75, and I got in a bid for Sioo. The 

numbers continued to mount. I got in 
again at $175; two more bids pushed it to 
S225.1 was desperately trying to calculate 
the commission fee and taxes and think 
of an excuse to give my managing editor 
when I finally thought, what the hell, and 
waved my catalog in the air. The auction
eer looked at me testily. “No, no, it’s 
gone,” he said. “You must bid lively I can’t 
keep this stuff around all day.”

I sulked for a while. The drawing 
wouldn’t come up for sale for an hour or 
so. With my luck, the president of the 
International Gabriel Zendel Fan Club 
was in the audience. Finally, there it was; 
lot #1212. The first bid was $?o, and 
someone offered S75, I put my hand up 
at Sioo, and the first bidder made it $125, 
I had a moment of sick dread, knowing 
I could bid only once or twice more, and 
waved my catalog when the auctioneer
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PHOTOGRAPHY

crowd control
Training his lens on people at play, Massimo Vitali

captures the spectacle of leisure by Caroline cunningham

300 Low - Kiss - #07,” people swim and play at 
a resort in Belgium. The ersatz nature of this 
vacation environment is emphasized by the 
oddly discordant elements that emerge: the 
awkward effort at landscaping with rocks and 
plants, the pool’s cagelike enclosure, As in his 
beach images, which often include smoking 
factories in the background, these details are ail 
the more unsettling because the bathers seem 
so unaware of them.

The eye initially sweeps over the clusters of 
people and swirls of activity and is then drawn 
to individual dramas and psychologies. These 
compelling scenes of leisure describe the human 
condition—social, spontaneous, hopeful, and 
vet, ultimatelv, alone.

ASSiMO vitalTs photographs 
depict people in places of recre
ation. from crowded beaches in 
Italy to public gardens in Paris. 
These expansive images, typically 

taken from elevated vantage points, are large- 
scale panoramas of color and movement, As 
details emerge, the photographs seem like 
cinematic frames in which action, sound, and 
narrative are temporarily frozen to create com
plex and theatrical pictures of leisure.

Rigoroasly direct in their composition, Vitali’s 
images are free of any manipulated effects. His 
perspective is resolutely objective, and the com
munal oblivion he captures in his work is non- 
judgmental and often poignant. In “Dc Ilaan

In “De Haan 300 
Low-Kiss-#07’'Vttall 
captures the collective 
ebullience of Belgian 
vacationers as well as

3

their isolated experiences: 
a boy's wave, a couple's 
kiss, a lone man’s 
gaze over The crowd.

S

□
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f^OUSE OF WORSHIP

a oersonal God
family's personal chapelThe Whitney family
at Cadv I lill I louse is newchapel In Saratoga

Springs. NY. below. but imbued with a power-
was modeled after ful sense of history.
an 1618 house. Its When Mrs. Whitnev
simple interior, left. set out to build the ch^l
is filled with light. in Saratoga for her late
husband, Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, she
wanted to buv a little 1818 house she loved, and
move it. Preservation laws forbade that, so she
and her contractor measured, photographed.
and documented the house to rebuild it as a
place of worship. The resulting chapel has
wooden floors and a bell from an old barn, and
benches from a Quaker meetinghouse that was
about to be torn down, A remarkable statue of
Jesus, placed on the altar, became the chapel's
focal point; it and other artifacts came from an
archaeological dig in Peru and are thought to
dace to the days of the conquistadores Francisco
Pizarro and Hernando de Soto. “The light comes
right down and shines on that statue of Christ,'
Whitney s^. “It just gives you goose bumps.”
The chapel is simple, purposely so. “ It’s airy and
wonderful,” she says. “I just go there to be alone
and pray, sometimes."

Throughout history, kings and czars and
pop>es had chapels of their own. We know and
admire many of these today as great monuments
of world architecture—among them, Saintc-
Chapelle in Paris, built bv Louis IX to house
his newly acquired Crown of Thorns, and
Rome’s Sistine Chapel, built between 1471 and

N SUNDAY.s, Marylou Whitneygath-In America, ers her friends, guests, relatives, and

private chapels staff for a short walk to church. As they
walk, they sing, most often the old-are often in fashioned hymn that begins, “There is

remote places. a church in the vallcv bv the wildwood.” The
processional takes place at the Whitney Farm inand built to serve Lexington, Kentucky, where the family chapel

individual needs is fashioned from an old log cabin. When the
Whitneys are in the Adirondacks, they worship

by beth dunlop in a venerable little chapel made of twigs, once
a teahouse. In Saratoga Springs, New York, the
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HOUSE OF WORSHIP
1484. Windsor Casde has St. George s and a sec
ond small chapel recently rebuilt with windows 
designed by the Duke of Edinburgh that com
memorate the devastating fire of 1992. Britain’s 
great houses and palaces often had a private 
chapel attached—in part, architectural historian 
Richard John says, because many families 
secretly remained Catholic after Henry VIII 
took the country to Anglicanism. For other rea
sons, also often political, the palaces of the czars 
had personal chapels: the seventeenth-century 
Terem Palace, tucked behind the Kremlin, has 
two private chapels (one for czars, one for czari
nas) and a church for more general worship.

In the New World, however, in a land rife 
with Congrcgationali.sts and Presbyterians and 
Baptists, the act of worship was inextricably free 
and as public as the act of government. Think 
of any New England town and in the mind’s eye 
the .steepled church—solemn, wooden, white— 
is most prominent of all. Personal chapels were 
not the way of the land; they were (and still 
are) often built in remote places—the lakes of

On a farm, 
life goes on, even 
on a Sunday.
We needed a 
place where we 
could worship”
-Marylou Whitney

u

Wisconsin or Minnesota, the woods of the 
Adirondacks, the islands of Maine—because the 
nearest church was inaccessible.

Sometimes, personal chapels are born of 
necessity. “On a farm, life goes on, even on a 
Sunday,” Whirnev says. “We couldn't have a 
Sabbath. We needed a place where we could 
worship. Horses don’t know chat Sunday is a 
day of rest.” In Kentucky, the Whitneys bought 
an ancient, rustic cabin said to have been in 
Daniel Boone’s wife’s family. They moved it to 
their horse farm, log by log, transforming it 
into a chapel that is “terribly primitive but 
somehow just magical.” Cornelius Vanderbilt 
Whitney used to lead the services; now Mrs. 
Whitney’s present husband, John Hendrickson, 
does the honors.

At I lyde Hail, the great historic house at the 
northern tip of Lake Otsego near Cooperstown, 
New York, the Clarke family created a chapel 
from a two-room lady’s suite. Mary Gale Carter 
Clarke (a third-generation family member in the 
house) built the chapel in the 1890s, removing 
the partition that divided two rooms and lifting 
the ceiling to make it more cathedrallike. She 
wanted the chapel not just for her own worship 
but as part of the tiny boarding school she was 
running for her two sons and four other boys. It 
remained a chapel until the 1920s, when it was 
converted once again to bedrooms; in 1994, a 
gift from Alice Busch Gronewaldt (donor also of 
the neighboring Glimmerglass Opera house) 
allowed for its restoration, and today it is a rich- 
hued, spare, contemplative space used for small 
weddings, christenings, and memorial services.

The desire to worship differently or alone 
has fueled the construction of a number of per
sonal chapels, many of which are documented 
in Laura Chester’s recent book. Holy Personal. 
As she wrote it, she built a personal place of 
worship, Little Rose Chapel, on the grounds of
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In the 1890s, 
at Hyde Hall In 
Cooperstown. NY. 
above, the family made 
a fine chapel, below, 
from two rooms.
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The late Frank Hayden, a black artist from 
Baton Rouge, carved the cross; another wood
worker, } lugh Ambeau, made a comice.

Nor did the Newport house built by Oliver 
Hazard Perry Belmont between 1891 and 1894 
have a chapel. Belmont favored his horses and 
built his house to accommodate 30 of them. 
Long after his death, the Tinney family bought 
the house, Belcourt Castle, just before it was to 
be demolished. They restored it and filled it 
with antiques, many from some 30 now lost 
Newpon houses. In 1979,1 larle and Donald H. 
Tmnev created a chapel just off the banquet hall. 
On Sundays, the family pauses for a prayer or a 
brief service, but the chqDel is also used for wed
dings and other small private .services.

It is a room built of fervor, full of ecclesiasti
cal treasures and antiques. The stained-glass 
windows had been hidden in a Munich church 
during World War II and were found at an 
English dealer s. The vestment chest dates from 
the tenth century', though it was altered at least 
three times. The rug is Chinese. The icons and 
the altar set came from St. Isaac’s Cathedral in 
St. Petersburg. There are Islamic prayer rugs on 
the walls. “When people ask what religion we 
are," Harle Tinnev savs. “the only answer we can 
come up with is ecumenical, though we had a 
Roman Catholic priest who came every Sunday. 
It was the only Roman Catholic mass with 
Methodist hvmns being played, because I was 
the organist, and that’s all I know.

her home in western Massachusetts.
Personal chapels were common

place at the plantation houses of the
Louisiana bayou and Natchez Trace.
Few remain today, and even fewer are
kept up. The 1839 chapel at Laurel Hill □
Plantation near Natchez is open for

Beth Dunlop's most recent books are AI loiLse for My 
Mother: Architects Build for Their Families 
(Princeton Architectural Press) and Beach Beauties 
(Sitewart Tabori it Chang).

public visits twice a year. Inside the
stucco-on-brick building, with its
Gothic spire, an alabaster font sits on a
marble floor; the chancel is wood with
a brick burial vault below. There was a
minister there briefly, but a 1948 history
of Laurel Hill by its owner, Pierce
Butler, noted that since 1850 the chapel
had been used only occasionally: “Its
statues and memorials are still there.
and it stands, facing an all devouring
time, alone with its memories.”

When O. J. and Jeannette Daigle 
boug^ttTczcuco Plantation in Darrow, Ix)uisiana, 
there was no chapel. Mr. Daigle decided to 
build one when he and his wife set out to 
restore the main house in the early 1980s. As 
adjutant general of Louisiana, he had been 
responsible for the restoration of a number of 
buildings, and so had sources for old cypress 
and historic moldings. 'Fhus the floors came 
from an old convent in New Orleans; the stat
uary, from a former monastery in Covington.

In 1979. the eswners 
of Belcourt Castle In 
Newport, Rl, right, 
added a chapel, top, 
and filled it with 
antiques, including 
the windows and 
statue, above.
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SIMPLE THINGS

cooking class
A mother's old recipe box is more than a culinary treasure chest-

it’s also an evocative record of a journey through life by lee smith

a rolling pin, a flour sifter, a vase of daisies, and 
a cheerful, curly-headed mom wearing a red 
bead necklace; another shows a skillet, a milk 
borrle, a syrup pitcher, three eggs, and a grin
ning dad in an apron.

Oh, who are these people? My father never 
touched a spatula in his life. My mother suf
fered from “bad nerves,” also “nervous stom
ach,” and colitis. She lived mostly on milk toast 
herself, yet she never failed to produce a nutri
tious supper for my father and me, including all 
the five food groups, for she had first come to 
our remote Appalachian town as a home eco
nomics teacher. Our perfect supper was ready 
every night at 6:30, the time a family ought to 
cat, in Mama’s opinion, though my workaholic 
daddy never got home from his dime store till 
8 or 9 p.M. at the earliest, despite his best inten

tions. Somewhere in that 
two-hour stretch, I would 
have been allowed to cat 
alone, reading a book —my 
favorite thing in the world. 
My mother would have had 
her milk toast. And when my 
father finally had his own 
solitary supper, warmed to 
an unrecognizable crisp in 

the oven, he never failed to pronounce it 
“absolutely delicious—the best thing IVc ever 
put in my mouth!" and my mother never failed 
to believe him, to give him her beautiful, 
tremulous smile, wearing the Fire and Ice lip
stick she’d hurriedly applied when she heard 
his car in the driveway. Well, they loved each 
other. They were deeply, passionately in love, 
to my horror and embarrAssment—Two sweet, 
fragile people who carefully bore this great 
love like a large glass object, incredibly delicate, 
along life’s path.

Th« decoupaged 
box contains 
instructions for 
16 ways to 
prepare oysters— 
but that's only 
a small part 
of a rich, hand
written legacy.

Y mother’s recipe Boxsitson 
the windowsill above our kitchen 
sink, where my eye falls on it 20, 
maybe 30 times a day. I will never 
move it. An anachronism in this 

modem kitchen, the battered box contains her 
whole life’s story, in a way, with all its places and 
phases, all her hopes and the accommodations 
she made in the name of love, as I have done, 
as we all do. The box is an odd green-gold in 
color, and she “antiqued” it, then decoupaged 
it with domestic decals of the ’50s: one depicts

S

S
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simple things
My mother’s recipe box reflects the 

journey. She was born on Chincoteague 
Island, off Virginia’s eastern shore, in 
1908; her father, a high-rolling ovsterman 
and harness racer, killed himself when 
she was only 3, leaving a pile of debt and 
six children for my grandmother to raise 
alone. She turned their big Victorian 
house into a boardinghouse, and it was 
here in the boardinghouse kitchen that 
my mother learned to cook. Her recipe 
box holds 16 different recipes for oysters, 
including Oyster Stew, Oyster Fritters, 
Oyster Pie, Scalloped Oysters, and the 
biblical-sounding Balaam’s Oysters. 
Clams are prepared “every whichaway," 
as she would have put it. There’s also 
Planked Shad, Cooter Pie, and Pine Bark 
Stew, Mr. FFop Biddle’s Hush Puppies 
bear the notation “tossed to the hounds 
around the campfire to keep them quiet.” 
Mama notes that the favorite breakfast 
at the boardinghouse was fried fish, com- 
meal cakes, and hot coffee. These corn- 
meal cakes remained her specialty from 
the time she was a little girl, barely able 
to reach the stove, until her death 84 
years later in the mountains so far from

thought red meat y*asgood. apparently, 
and enjoyed wearing the apron.

But the recipes Mama actually used— 
these soft, weathered index cards cov
ered with thumbprints and spatters— 
reflect her deep involvement with her 
husband’s family and their Appalachian 
community: Veni.son Stew, Mrs. Owen.s’ 
Soup Beans. Ava McClanahan’s Apple 
Stack Cake, my grandmother’s Methodist 
Church Supper Salad, and, my favorite. 
Fid’s Funeral Meat Loaf I also love her 
bridge club recipes, such as Chicken 
Crunch (cut-up chicken, mushroom soup, 
celery, water chestnuts, Chinese noo
dles) and Lime Angel Mold. {AH the 
bridge club recipes involve mushroom 
soup, or Jcll-O, or Dream Whip.) I can 
sec Mama now, greeting her friends at 
the door in her favorite black and white 
polka-dot dress.

There’s the recipe for Mama’s famous 
loaf bread, which she made every week. I 
make this bread often myself because the 
smell of it baking in the oven brings my 
mother back to me so vividly. In my 
memory she’s always in her kitchen, and 
she’s always cooking, smoking a Salem 
cigarette, and drinking a cup of coffee 
from the percolator, which is always 
going in the corner; Johnny Cash .sings 
“Ring of Fire" on the radio, while the coal 
train roars along the mountainside 
behind our hou,se. Somebody else is 
always in the kitchen with us—a neigh
bor from down the road, a friend from 
out of town, some of our innumerable 
cousins—eating and drinking, rocking 
and talking, always talking, giving us the 
real lowdown on somebody. I write and 
draw at mv own little table, but reallv I’m 
all ears: I live for these stories.

I never did turn into the kind of lady 
Mama had in mind. The Ladv Lessons 
didn’t take, though I married a man who 
eats rare meat, wears an apron himself 
upon occasion, and makes a terrific 
risotto, But I live for stories, still, and 
many of them still come to me in my 
mother’s voice, punctuated by her infec
tious laugh, her con.spiratoriaI “Now 
promise you won’t tell a soul___”

her island home. I imagine her as a child, 
biting her bottom lip in concentration 
and wiping perspiration off her prett\' lit
tle face as she flips those cornmcal cakes 
on the hot griddle. Later, I see her walk
ing miles across the ice in winter, back to 
college on the mainland.

ER LOFTY ASPIRATIONS were 
reflected in her recipes: Lady 
Baltimore Cake came from 
Cousin Nellie, who had “married 
well and got hcrsclfa^r/er”; the 

hopeful Plantation Plum Pudding and 
Soiree Punch were contributed by my 
Aunt Gay-Gay down in Alabama, the 
very epitome of something Mama des
perately wanted to attain. She wanted me 
to attain it. too, sending me down to 
Birmingham every summer for Lady 
Lessons (“Don’t point; don’t make a 
scene; don’t sit like that!”). I'he Asparagus 
Souffle came from my elegant Aunt 
Millie, who had married a northern steel 
executive who actually cooked dinner for 
us himself, wearing an apron. He pro
duced a roast beef that was bright red in 
the middle; at first I was embarrassed for 
him, but then it turned out that he’d 
meant to do it that way all along; he

HOUSE & GARDEN
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Lee Smiths hooks include News of the Spirit 
(Ballantme), The Christmas letters, and 
Saving Grace (both Al^nquiv). Her novel 
nic Last CiirLs {Algpriquin) will be published 
in September.
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living legend
Once overshadowed by Petrus, Cheval Blanc has now achieved comparable luxury status

by jay mcinerney

was added to the list, more than a hundred years 
later, two other properties—Ausone and Cheval 
Blanc—enjoyed unofficial first-growth status. 
These two mavericks came from the right bank 
of the Gironde River— from the communes of 
Pomerol and St.-Emilion. Before the Second 
World War, the right bank was essentially 
Burbank to the left bank’s Beverly Hills, 
Brooklyn to the Medoc’s Manhattan.

Although Cheval Blanc .steadily gained recog
nition after its purchase by the Laussac- 
Fourcaud family in the mid-nineteenth century, 
the real fame of the chateau was established with 
the 1947 vintage—probably the most coveted 
wine of the century Despite a string of brilliant 
incarnations since, Cheval was somewhat over
shadowed by neighboring Petrus, which became 
the most expensive wine of Bordeaux, and by 
the left bank aristocrats who, through the ’80s 
and early’90s, duked it out for loo-point Parker 
scores. In the mid-’gos, St.-Emilion —like 
Brooklyn—became fashionable, thanks in part 
to ambitious wine making, clement weather, and 
the accessibility of its mcrlot-based wines. In 
1998 —one of the greatest right bank vintages of 
recent years—Cheval Blanc was purchased by 
luxurv-mad Bernard Arnault, of LVMH, and 
Baron Albert Frere, a Belgian tycoon. As of 2002, 
no wine property is hotter than St.-Emilion’s 
premier chateau, although Cheval Blanc is in 
some ways a republic unto itself, resembling no 
other wine in the world.

Located on the border of St.-Emilion and 
Pomerol, Cheval Blanc has qualities of both— 
and of neither. It.s combination of carthiness and 
sophistication reminds me (note earlier com
ment re subjectivity) of Turgenev, who had one 
foot in Russia and one on the Continent—and 
w'ho has probably never been 3i Jeopardy answer, 
like Tolstoy (Lafite? Petrus?) or Dostoyevsky 
(Mouton-Rothschild?). The pretty, modest, 
nineteenth-century manor house and the mod
em winery next door probably won’t show up on 
the cover of a design magazine. The real beaut)' 
is underground; the estate encompasses three

HOUSE & GARDEN SEPTEMBER 2002

ABSOLUTISM ultimatelv The secret of the (ioriousLATONIC
seems foolish in the ecstatic realm Cheval Blanc, formerly the

sleeper star among theof Bacchus. There’s an ineradicable.
bif bordeaux. Is out. and Itsubjective component to the appreciation 

HI of wine. That said, no wines in the world 
command quite the respect of Bordeaux’s Big 
Eight. And, speaking strictly subjectively, I can 
say that no wine has given me more pleasure 
than Cheval Blanc.

Lafite, Latour, Margaux, and Haut-Brion were 
the original first growths in the 1855 classification 
of bordcaux; by the time Mouton-Rothschild

tmost calebratod vintagas 
are now commanding hofty 
prices from connoisseurs.
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THE OENO FILEuncorked
different soil types; 40 percent of its sub
soil is the same clay that pops up a few 
hundred yards away at Petrus. But Cheval 
Blanc is unique among the wines of 
Bordeaux in part because of its high per
centage of cabernet franc—usually more 
than 50 percent of the blend. The wines 
of the left bank arc predominantly from 
cabernet sauvignon; those of Pomerol and 
St.-Emilion are mostly merlot.

Unlike the other big Bordeaux, which 
take half a lifetime to get sexy. Cheval 
Blanc is approacliable and even delicious 
in its youth, and yet it continues to 
develop over the decades. Imagine a 
child star who remains a top box-office 
draw into her 60s. I can't explain the 
chemistrv, but I know from experience 
that the tannins in the typical Cheval 
Blanc are like cashmere compared with 
the scratchy Harris Tweed tannins of 
I.atour or Mouton-Roth.schild (and even 
Petrus), which take 20 years or so to mel
low and drape correctly. Which Ls not to 
say you should guzzle Cheval soon after 
it is bottled. The aromatic complexity of 
a 40-year-old CB in a great vintage such 
as ’64 or ’55 is like a catalog of minor 
vices—tobacco, menthol, coffee, truffles, 
and chocolate, to name a few.

1999 CHEVAL BLANC A steeping beauty, this throws off a whiff of white pepper and 
dove. Within the next year it will flesh out, though it will always be more svelte 
than its older and younger siblings. Good value, relatively speaking. $160 if you shop 
around. Prices vary greatly.

Jl 1998 etttVAL BLANC A blockbuster of a Cheval, it blasn you with menthol, allspice, 
and Robltussin aromas, and then attacks your pdate vdth a wallop of fruit. If you 
need a reason to live another 40 years, this is H. $350

GUEST OENOPHILE JULIAN BARNES ON THE 1964 AND 1983 CHEVAL BUNCS: ‘If a well-off, 
wine-loving friend offered to buy me any bottle of claret I chose, I would go for the 1964 
Cheval Blanc. Astonishingly thick, amazing ymmg, it Is as lush as a peat Chateauneuf- 
du-Pape, with the structure of great berdeaux. The '64 wBI long outlast the *66. which is 
supposedly the more durable vintage. Is there a more obtainable vintage that resembles 
the '64? ProbdHy not the much Uuided 1982 or 1990, but rather the stunning *83 (which 
is half the price of the other two, so If you have a weU-off, wine-lovit^ friend

Many tajvters claim that the ’49 is at ’55. mv birth year. The ’61. gorgeous as it
least as great as the ’47—a freakish-hot is, is not as profound as the’64, one of my
vintage wine that .stopped fermenting top three wines ofall time. The’75 is one 
before all the sugar was converted to alco- of the few wines of that vintage that has 
hoi, leaving some three parts per thou- lived up to expectations. Parker gives too 
sand residual sugar, which makes it points to the ’82 Cheval. but I find it less 
re.sembic nothing so much as a great port. rich and concentrated than the ’83, 
It was clearly a one-off (Sadly, the only the ’89, or the ’90. Pierre Lurton, the 
bottle I ever tried, the price of which I dynamic young director of the estate and 
split with novelist and Cheval Blanc freak scion of a famous Bordelais family, told 
Julian Barnes, turned out to be badlv me over a recent glass that he agrees. He 
stored and oxidized.) Generally, Cheval says that the ’82, a monstrously prolific
Blanc is more lyric than epic, more vintage, was the last in which no green
Andrew Marvell than Milton. I love the harvest or barrel selection was made.

After years of being a connoisseur's 
wine, (Cheval seized the spotlight with the 
’98 vintage. There have been, alongside 
the kudos, grumblings that the new 
regime is determined to become the 
Petrus of St.-Emilion, in terms of price as 
well as quality. 'Fhanks to Parker and oth
ers, the ’98 was a legend almost before it 
had been pressed, and the 2000 looks like 
the star of that great vintage. “You can’t 
make the price stick if nobody wants to 
buy it,” says Todd Hess, wine director of 
Sam's in Chicago, who can’t satisfy the 
demand from cu-stomers who want to pay 
$5,000 for a case of the 2000 vintage.

Lbfominately for those of us who have 
to ask about the price of things, the days 
of Cheval Blanc as the sleeper star of Bor
deaux are over. But for those who aren’t 
hung up on famous vintages, the ’99 is a 
great claret and a great C Cheval for less 
than half the price of its famous siblings. 
Other great vintages can be purcha.sed 
at auction for far less than the cost of the 
2000. Any Cheval Blanc that you can 
afford will reward your investment 
lavishly, and its pleasures will probably 
outla.sr your capacity to enjoy them. □

GET A FREE SNEAK PREVIEW TO 
THE PERFORMANCE 
OF A LIFETIME.
Interested in a playbill for this incredible 
performance? Receive a FREE 46-page 
guide to TOTO high performance bathroom 
products, and the names of your local 
TOTO dealers, by calling 1-800-350-8686 
(ext. 2120), sending the coupon below, 
or visiting us at www.totousa.com.
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PASTPERFECT

december 1943Gypsy Rose Lee bought a magnificent wreck of a house, stripped it,
and made it her own. This is an excerpt

his split lip. It was an old house and had been neglected.
I added up the disadvantages; There was no plumbing left. 

The furnace was a ruin. I wasn’t exactly sure if I should clas
sify the Vanderbilts as “advantages” or “disadvantages,” but 
quickly, before the broker tossed the name at me again, I said 
I’d buy the property.

I moved in. The plumbers, plasterers, electricians, and 
carpenters moved in with me. The outlook was discouraging. 
Snow drifted in the windows. The floorboards were warped. 
The faucets snapped off. Through the early, chaotic days, 
my furniture, relics of tenement days, stood naked and 
unwanted in the patio. It wouldn’t fit into such an elegant 
ruin of a house. But then, neither did I, so it was plain that 
the house had to be made to fit my furniture and me. Down 
came a wall or two, up went new bright paint. Perhaps a 
bit too bright, but as there wasn’t much chance of the 
Vanderbilts’ dropping in, I painted it as I wanted it.

The dining room was the first we tackled. Light blue paint 
went over the old murals. The columns, I found on Third 
Avenue, had sawed in half, nailed to the walls, and painted 
white. As soon as I can say “finial” with a straight face, I’ll 
have the darn things put on. Marcel Vertes arrived with his 
paint box, and three gay children painted on the dining 

room walls is the result.
I painted the bathtub, basin, and water closet 

a vivid blue, with gold cherubs. The plumbers 
had a fit. Even worse is the decorators’ reaction. 
The dining room, they’ll sit still for. My 
Victorian bedroom is “in” just under the line. 
But my “French Provincial” library is too much. 

ADirectoire daybed! Modern chairs! Queen Anne! Italian 
commodes! A.student lamp! Surrealist painting! A $12 typ
ist chair! It is just about as French Provincial as the back line 
of a Minsky chorus, and they know it. I know it, too.

I would have settled for an Aubusson rug the size of a bath 
mat, and now I find it hard to 
believe that the big one in the 
drawing room is mine to walk 
on! Not that I would, of course, 
unless I took off my shoes. The 
Bourguereau painting is a gift 
from my boss, Michael Todd. It 
commemorates the first birthday 
of Star and Garter and opening 
night of my new play. The Naked 
Genius. Mr. Todd and I thou^t it 
more appropriate than flowers. 
The sofa, I bought at auction for 
$4. The price is right.

The author, left, at her 
typewriter. ■ Marcel 
Vertis, a celebrated 
decorator of the 
period, worked on the 
dining room, below.

HE MOMENT I sAW the outsidc of the house on 
63rd Street, I wanted to buy it. The brochure stated 
that there was a laundry room with a gas dryer. 
A cold cellar for preserved fruit and jams. An eleva
tor. Seven bathrooms, two trees, and a tradition.

The brochure hadn’t mentioned the 
tradition. I learned about that from the 
real estate broker. As the key stuck in 
the rusty lock and we climbed in through 
a window, he told me that a branch of 
the Vanderbilt family built the house.
Perhaps he thought I hadn’t heard him, 
because he mentioned the name many, 
many times. The second time, the name 
Vanderbilt came out in a tight, unhappy 
ga.sp. The broker, in demonstrating the 
dumbwaiter, had managed to get his arm 
stuck. Later, when a chunk of plaster fell 
on him. he got up with the name on
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'At Beacon Hill, when you can't make it to the showroom, we're just a click away. ♦>

BEACON HILL
COMPLETE LINE OF HOME FURNISHINGS AND TEXTILES THROUGH DESIGNERS. 8Q0.921.5050 

TEXTILES: WWW.BEACONHlLLDESIGN.COM • FURNITURE; WWW.BEACONHILLSHOWROOMS.COM
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The idea of luxury is most often
described in terms of individual objects and specific events: a sublime antique, a ride 
in a private jet to a private island, a three-day weekend. But to experience true luxury— 
to luxuriate—is to dwell in an environment where many such objects and occasions 
come together in a statement of individual vision and passions. Such magical places 
represent perhaps the ultimate luxury: living in a world entirely of one's own making.

s

In a Manhartan loft by Thomas O'Brien, a rare Adolf Loos mahogany and brass daybed is covered in Brunschwig & Fils velvet.
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A stained-glass oculus. this page.
crowns the rotunda, which has been
fitted out as media room and lounge.

opposite page. A tall custom banquette
emphasizes the rotunda’s sweep.



nen resurrects a turn-of-the-'century mercantile 
club in New York as a 

grandly scaleci ciomestic loft

as
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designer savvy
Stunning period 

architectural details, 
including decorative 

moldings, in the 
public spaces signal 
the atypical nature 

of the loft.

trade secrets
FURNITURE A pair of 

Aero club chairs 
face a Jean-Michel 
Frank-style sofa by 

Jonas Upholstery. Inc.
The Branz coffee 

table is from Aero Ltd.
The 19th-century 

American dining table 
is mahogany, bought 

at auction. The Emmet 
chairs are by O'Brien 

for Hickory Chair. 
FABRICS On the club 
chairs, Pierre Frey's 
Croisd Coilobiidres 

in Isabelle; on 
The sofa. Bergamo's 

Marquis In gray. 
AUDIO Lunare I 

speakers by Wegg3. 
CARPET Custom silk 

Tibetan from A.M. 
Coltections. Ltd.

LOFT HAS A SURPRISINGLY



FORM A L QUA LIT Y%^ THOMAS 0TRII;N



designer savvyTriBeCa penthouse renovated to spec
tacular effect by his firm. Aero Studios, 
The baronial apartment crowns the 
American Thread Building, a curving 
Romanesque landmark built in 1893 as 
the Wool Exchange. Eschewing utili
tarian austerity, the uppermost level of 
the ii-story building was designed in 
grand style to accommodate a formi
dable boardroom and meeting spaces 
for mercantile clubs. The penthouse 
boasts the kind of architectural details 
one might expect to find in the city’s 
tonier prewar apartment buildings: 
elegant period moldings, mosaic floors, 
and a soaring, oak-paneled rotunda 
capped by a stained-glass cupola.

Despite its pedigree, the loft posed 
serious challenges. Years of neglect

N THE POPULAR IMAGINATION, 
New York loft living conjures images 
of hard-edged, industrial spaces with 
concrete floors, high ceilings, and raw, 
muscular columns unencumbered by 
neoclassical emhelli.shments. Indeed, 
most Alanhattan lofts possess similar 
architectural attributes, which reflect 
their shared history: most were built 

— in the late nineteenth century for 
use as factories, warehouses, and other 
commercial enterprises, Their archi
tectural lingua franca stressed prag
matism, not ornamentation. All New 
York lofts, however, were not created 
equal, “I had never .seen a loft like this 
before—frankly, I was blown away,” 
says Thomas O’Brien, recalling his 
first encounter with the extraordinary

Tall folding doors can close off 
the soaring kitchen, apposite 
page, from the rest of the loft. 
Linen panels between gtass 
let light flow through the space 
even when the doors are shut.

trade secrets
FURNITURE In the living room, 
below, the chrome and suede 
armchairs are from TWo Zero C 
Applied Art. Lortdon; the pool 
table is custom-made. Saarinen 
kitchen table, opposite page, from 
Aero; chairs by Kern Weber, from 
280 Modern, NYC. The George 
Nelson Ball clock Is an original. 
CARPET Dyed brown cowhides 
from A.M, Collections. Ltd-
serve as a rug.





Clockwise from top left; A 19th-century Japanese pr^entatlon stand and a banquette covered in pewter Bergamo velvet. ■ An oiled bronze armature supports 
linen-shaded pendants above a custom llmed-oak pool table. ■ In the study, a Paul FrankI desk from 280 Modern. Sullivan bookcase by Thomas O’Brien for 
Hickory Chair, at Aero. ■ In the hall, Beta chair by Nathan Horowitz, leather-top table by Aero Ltd., tray by Calvin Klein Home, and a Milton Avery painting,
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Clockwise from top lofT: in the master bath. Carrara marble trimmed wtth nickel covers the wails; the mb and alt the fixtures are from Waterworks. 
■ Architectonic tile by Waterworks covers the (uest bath walls. Sink, faucet, and towel bar are from Waterworks. BThe focal point of the 
master suite is a custom mahocany artd sandblasted-gtass bed. Sheets by Calvin Klein Home. Cashmere blanket by Frette. Throw by Nicole Farhi.



CCtI IIS LOFT IS 
AS MUG 11 AIKX'T 
CREATING THIS 
COLLECTION 
AS IT ISAIKXT
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designer savvy
In a nod to David Htoka, 
cashmere-covered 
wall panels partially 
wrap the guest room’s 
platform bed. upholstered 
in saddle-stttched 
leather. The open form 
lets the piece double 
as a casual daybed.

and in.sensitive renovations had robbed 
the space of its noble character. Much 
of the original detailing had been 
stripped away, and an earlier effort to 
divide the loft had yielded a floor plan 
that O’Brien calls “extremely awkward 
and labyrinthine.”

Happily, O’Brien’s client, a single 
businessman in his 40s, was undaunted 
by the renovation’s complexities. In addi
tion to the spacious penthouse, he pur
chased another apartment in the building 
for additional space and its trove of orig
inal fixtures and moldings.

“Our first priority was to resolve the 
plan and establish clear axes for views 
and circulation," O’Brien says. “We had 
to work around certain givens, such as 
the location of the rotunda and the cur
vature of the building.”

The client began to assemble his 
stellar collection of furniture during 
the earliest phases of design develop
ment. Throughout the process, plans 
were tweaked or reconfigured in response 
to the demands of important acquisi
tions. “The stor)' of making this loft is as 
much about creating this collection as it 
is about architecture,” O’Brien says.

In signature Aero .style, the cross- 
cultural mix of furniture, artworks, 
and accessories spans a broad stylistic 
range. Various iterations of twentieth- 
century modernism commingle har
moniously with Japanese altar candles, 
root tables, and other fine nineteenth- 
century pieces. Stars of the collection 
include a mahogany and brass daybed 
by Adolf Loos, a library table by Alvar 
Aalto, and a 1934 Gerrit Thomas Rietveld 
Zig-Zag chair. Picasso ceramics and 
Milton Avery drawings came from the 
Villa Fiorentina sale at Sotheby’s. To 
this heady brew O’Brien added items he 
has designed for various manufacturers, 
and custom pieces such as the oak pool 
tabic he based on the details of a Jean- 
Michel Frank piano.

“Despite all the concessions we had to 
make to the existing conditions and all 
the unavoidable asymmetries, the loft 
now has a surprisingly formal quality,” 
O’Brien says. “Sometimes the transfor
mation of this space .startles even me!” □

trade secrets
FURNITURE Custom bed 
and panels by Jonas 
Upholstery, Inc. Randell 
chest by O'Brien for 
Hickory Chair. Widdicomb 
chair, and a lamp made 
of industrial gears, 
all from Aero.
CARPET Custom 
wool moquet by A.M. 
Collections, Ltd.
PAINT DKC-6 from the 
Donald Kaufman Color 
Cellection. Sources, 
see back of book.
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PHOTOGRAPHED BY ROBERT POLIOORI

STYLED BY REBECCA OMWEC

The living room pavilion sits like an eagle's perch, looking 
out over an 60-toot pool and the Pacific Ocean.

mmmmmm
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ORGET ABOUT the

raucous Cabo San Lucas that MTV 
uses as a backdrop for spring break 
debauchery. Forget about the folksy 
Cabo San Lucas that welcomed 
pinata-sccking tourists from the 
Love Boat in the 1970s and ’80s. 
This Cabo experience is all about 
elegant modern living and excep
tionally refined design. The neigh
bors have never seen anything like it, 

“Cabo is one of the unique places in 
the world where the desert meets the 
ocean,” says architect Steven Harris, 
explaining the rare appeal of Cabo’s 
landscape and climate. “We simply 
tried to make the most of the setting.” 

And they did. With decorator 
Lucien Rees-Roberts and landscape 
designer Margie Ruddick, f larris has 
conjured an anomalous architectural 
apparition that recalls the great mid- 
twcntieth-centurv modernist villas of 
California. Think Richard Neutra and 
John Lautner, chink Julius Schulman 
photos, and then add an extra layer

designer savvy
Soft surfaces, such as a goatskin rug, 
take the hard edge off the architecture. 
Pale blue and white upholstery fabrics 
keep the temperarure cool.

trade secrets
FURNITURE The Robsjehn-Cibbings 
Amoeba table, near right, and 
Triennale floor lamp, at rear, by 
Arteluce, are both from David Rago 
Modern Auctions. Lamfaertville, NJ. 
FABRICS The sofa, designed by Steven 
Harris Architects, is covered in Kabuki 
by J. Robert Scott.
CARPET The goatskin is from A.M. 
Collections. Ltd.







?tt:E HOUSE IS
OBSESSED WITH

THE RELATIONSHIP
OF THE BUILDING

TO THE LANDSCAPE
-STEVEN HARRIS





AS ‘MARTINI MODERN 3 33

-LUCIEN REES-ROBERTS

of contemporary sophistication and contextual sensitivity.
Harris credits his clients. George and Claire Weiss, with 

inspiring the project. George is a prominent sor^writcr whose 
catalog includes “Lullaby of Birdland." “The Lion Sleeps 
Tonight,” and “Can’t Help Falling in Love.” Mis wife, Claire, 
was a buyer for 1 lenri Bendel during the Geraldine Stutz years. 
A decade ago. I larris, Rees-Roberts, and Ruddick joined forces 
to renovate and expand a latc-eighteenth-century farmhouse 
in Oldwick, New Jersey, for the same clients. And while the 
Jersey estate .seems to be the absolute antithesis of the Cabo 
house, Harris claims the two share profound similarities.

“The programs for the houses are identical,” he .says. “The 
vocabulary is wildly different, but both houses are obsessed 
with the relationship between the building and the landscape, 
both are con.structcd in a regional vernacular, and both 
attempt to accommodate and ennoble the rituals of daily life.” 

I larris explains that the design of the C-abo retreat evolved 
in response to the clients’ desires and the exigencies of the Baja 
landscape, not out of some ideal vision of modernist .splendor. 
“Our first assumption was that we would build the way

they build in Mexico, using rein
forced concrete and stucco,” he 
says. “There’s nothing materially 
.special about this construction: 
just lots of polished concrete, 
glass, and native stone we exca
vated on the property."

The design team began by 
establishing blind walls of rough 
stone on both sides of the house 
to block views of neighboring 
homes and to focus sight lines on 
the glorious s^wath of blue ocean 
that meets the property at the

designer savvy
One wall of the guest bedroom, above, 
it punctured with a grid of glass rods in 
holes drilled through the concrete. 
Reflected light from the ocean tempers 
the angles of the architecture, left.

trade secrets
rURNITURE Pollock chairs and a Mies 
van der Rohe daybed. left, complement 
a Paul FrankI bench, above, from Lobel 
Modem, NYC. The Texo coffee table is 
from Los Angelos Modem Auctions. L.A. 
FABRICS Italino linen for the curtains. 
Flax taffeta for the headboard, and 
Metallic Copper taffeta for the pillows, 
all from the Silk Trading Co.
CARPET Kalgon lamb rug from Michael 
Brown Furs Ltd.. NYC.
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THE DESIGN TEAM HAS CONJURED AN ARCHITECTURAL APPARITION



bottom ofa6o-foot cliff. Public spaces—the living and dining 
rooms, and an outdoor lounge—join the master bedroom suite 
on the main level of the property, which juts over the cliff. 
Guest rooiTLs and .studies fit neatly in the spaces below. “We also 
wanted to create individual places that would be enjoyable at 
different times of the day," Harris says. “Movement through the 
house addresses sunlight, prevailing winds, and views."

“Claire described the house she wanted as ‘martini modem,’ 
which is to say glamorous and fun,” Recs-Roberts recalls. The 
designer juxtaposed rich fabrics and carpets against hard con
crete floors and other simple surfaces. Clean-lined modern fur
niture is deployed alongside more sculptural pieces that lend

vigor and character to the interior drama. “The color palette 
of the house was influenced by the pale grays of the surround
ing vegetation and the warm glow of the local rocks,” he adds.

Ruddick’s landscaping also respjonds to the desert conditions, 
with plantings of cactus, aloe, and agave, as well as boldlv sculp
tural assemblages of rocks. “We talked about making a non- 
traditional garden that exists on the edge of chaos,” Ruddick 
says. “A lot of houses in this area have inner courtyards that 
mimic some romantic idea of a desert oasis."

Without falling back on tired allusions to Capri villas or 
desert palace.s, Harris, Ree,s-Roberts, Ruddick, and the Weisses 
have created an oasis of an entirely different stripe. □

THAT RECALLS THE GREAT MODERNIST VILLAS OF CALIFORNIA
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<ie \3. T1 IE PIANO DUO OF 
MARIELLE AND KATIA 
EABEQU'E FIND A HOME 
FORTIIEMSEEVES 
AND THEIR MUSIC IN 
A TUSCAN VIEEA

t

^.1

THE REMAINS ofamemo- 
rable Indo-Russian-Tuscan* 
inspired dinner (and several 
bottles of burgundy) were 
scattered among the silverware and flowers on the 
wooden table. The rain had stopped, and the warm 
damp air from the enclo.sed garden was filled with the 
sweet scent of 0/ea fragrans and the sumptuous wisteria 
spreading its ancient tentacles over the seventeenth- 
century loggia. Katia Lab^ue, beautiful in a richly 
embroidered ottoman gown, sat at her Steinway and 
began to play, softly at first, a sensual interpretation of a 
Chopin nocturne. Soon Katia, who is known for her 
piano duets with her sister, Mariclle, as well as for her 
enthusiasm for a wide range of composers, quickened 
her pace. She moved wherever her heart took her, from 
Brahms waltzes to Hungarian dances, and later, with the 
support of Marco Postinghel on the bassoon and Guido 
Corti playing the French horn, she ventured into jazz. 
As the notes from the piano began to fill the candlelit 
rooms of the Renaissance palazzo, everything seemed to 
come together. The African wall hangings, the ancient 
brocades, and the furniture from various continents and'-■I eras all became part of one ae.sthetic symphony. Even 
the vast Tuscan palazzo, so out of scale with modern life, 
seemed to regain its role as a grand setting for the dis
play of human talent.

Eight years ago the other half of the world-famous 
duo, Marielle I^beque, had come across this palazzo 
quite by chance. At the time, the Labeque sisters were 
living in London, and Marielle, who is married to conduc
tor Semyon Bychkov, was looking for a pied-a-terre in a

Although the Labeque 
sisters' musical tastes 
span the centuries, 
their music room strikes 
a purely I8ht-century note. 
The matching instruments 
arc contemporary copies 
of a pianoforte owned 
by J. S. Bach. Eighteenth- 
century frescoes cover 
the walls.

* ^ ’

WRITTEN BY MARELLA CARACCIOLO

PHOTOGRAPHED BY BRIGITTE LACOMBE

PRODUCED BY LORA ZARUBIN
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Th« calm atmosphere of the 
house makes it the perfect 
place for musical evenings 
with Katia Labequc and her 
friends, right. ■ The French 
alpine dining tabic, this 
page, center, is set with 18th- 
century pewter plates 
and 19th-century silverware. 
The Murano glasses 
are from Axel Vervoordt.
■ Vervoordt designed the 
chairs and coffee table
in the living room, bottom.
■ A full view of the dining 
room, opposite page, shows its 
collection of antique chairs.

Tuscan town. When she saw 
rhi.s palace she was struck by its 
potential. It had been empty 
for several years, and the floors 
of many of the rooms were covered in carpets of dried 
leaves. Eventually, she took Katia to see it, "As soon as 1 
entered, I knew this was the place I had been kx)king for,” 
says Katia, who moved in shortly afterward and shared the 
palace with her sister and their se\'en pianos.

“Our first prioritv is the instruments.” Katia explains. 
Their Steinway grands need ample space and tolerant 
neighbors. When the sisters were living in London, they 
discovered that not everyone is fond of having musicians 
nearby, even if they are the Labeque sisters.

The palazzo also offered the sisters a shortcut to 
their own past. Though they were born and spent their 
childhood in the Basque country, where their father 
ran a clinic for troubled children, the sisters are deeply 
rooted in Italian culture and music. Their mother. Ada 
Cecchi (who died five years ago), was a professional 
pianist from Torre del Lago, in Tuscany. Her daughters 
started playing when Katia was 3 and Marielle was 5, and 
her dream was that one day they would 
make a mu.sical pair, “It seemed impos
sible,” Katia recalls. “As children, we 
argued continually, but my mother 
was an incredibly patient and brave 
teacher." Years later, after they gradu
ated from the Paris Con.scrvatorv, the 
sisters decided to play together pro
fessionally. “We di.scovered we com
plemented each other,” Katia recalls,
“and what my mother had dreamed of 
became our life.”

The first step in the journey to 
transform the palazzo into a home 
was a phone call to Belgian antiques 
dealer Axel Vervoordt, who helped 
the Labeques furnish the vast rooms 
and recover the original elegance of
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AS SOON AS I ENTERED.
I KNEWTH IS WAS THE PEACE
ED BEEN EOOKING EOR”

K,\TIALABEQyE

All the rooms delight the eye
with beautiful things in
unexpected combinations.

I Vervoordt's modem Brian
sofa and Nadia ckib chair
join an 18th-century Venetian
mirror and 18th-century
French wine table in the living
room, A stone ball carved
by Buddhist monks sits on
the floor. ^Rock crystal

candlesticks by Verveordt
on an 18th-century Venetian
mirror-front cabinet in the
living room. La^bque's
bedroom is draped in silk
taffetas, with 16th-century
Italian pillows on the bed. The
mirror is Italian Rococo,
and a Han vase sits on one

of a pair of 17th-century Antwerp
cabinets. The bed was designed
by Vervoordt. ,^An array of

antique and modem clothes hangs
over a screen in Katia's bedroom.
^Marielle Labbque. ^A collection

of reproduction 18th-century
candlesticks on the coffee table In
the living room. ^Katia Labeque

at one of the pianofortes in the
. inner courtyardmusic room

with Its formal boxwood design.
^The columned loggia looks
out over The garden; The table Is
surrounded by an assortment
of Southeast Aslan bamboo chairs.
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The loggie looks out over 
the garden. The floors are 
terra-cotta. The bamboo 
Chair is pulled up to a wine 
table found in the Burgundy 
region of France. Sources, 
see back of book.

^^■HEN 1 PlAYTHE PIANO, i feel

the interiors. “Axel never ceases to 
siirprise me," Katia says. “His knowl
edge of antiques is incredible, but 
he is never tied to preconceived 
ideas of style. His philosophy of 
interiors is similar to what I try to 
do with music: take what is good and 
beautiful from the past and interpret 
it with a modern sensibility."

The modernity in this ancient 
palazzo can be seen in the uninhibited 
courage behind the bizarre accumula
tion of objects from different eras 
of history and various countries. In 
one room, eighteenth-century gilded 
Venetian mirrors share space with a 
collection of antique Cambodian pots.
In BCatia’s bedroom, a carved armoire 
is surrounded by embroidered robes 
from Turkey and Uzbekistan that hang 
on the walls. In the music room, a col
lection of African fabrics leads into 
the adjoining dining room. Here and 
there in various rooms are a number of 
battered wooden tables, their stains 
and cracks carefully preserved. “These 
were used by French peasants to sort 
grapes in the vineyards,” says Katia. As C 
a matter of fact, they look as though 
they have arrived straight from the 
fields, grit and all.

What holds such disparate elements 
together is the Labeques’ generous 
vision of everyday life and their obvi
ous enjoyment of these luxuries. “I am 
not interested in living in a museum 
where all the good silverware is stacked 
away and no one dares drink from 
ancient glassware,” Katia explains. 
“One needs to be respectful of precious 
objects, but they must be enjoyed."

There is a huge stone ball, almost 
waist high, in one of the living rooms. It 
was made by Zen monks in Thailand and 
placed at the entrance to their temple 
as a symbol of quiet energy Serendipity 
brought it to the Labeques’ home: a 
reminder that ener^ rolls on, breath
ing new life into old compositions. □
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FAMILY HERITAGE OF
CONNOISSEURSHIP
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.COLLECTION^ A pair of Phragmipedium ‘Mandarin’ orchids, 
\)pposite page. The cultivar at right, Andean Fire, 

is the offspring of a wild plant collected from 
a streamside at Machu Picchu. ■ In IBIS. William 
Cattley discovered a new type of orchid in 

the packing material included with a shipment of 
plant specimens from Brazil. A modem 
laeliocattleya hybrid, John Mossman, this page.
top, shows why this discovery galvanized the
Ei^Nsh horticultural world. 'Nobby's Jade,' a green-
flowered phalaenopsis. bottom left, is less
flamboyant but seductively perfumed.
Pha/senops/s'Maria Theresa,' bottom right,
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lids were
by fefling Trees m

which I: a single expedition
thousands of acres.mghi

cuMvar Taida,' this page, was bred
tMwanese nursery and cloned

m hs laboratory. One of Mrs. Frick's
pPkzewinners, Prince Edward of York,
opposite page, is an exceptional
example of the kmg-inustached multiflora
paphiopodilum orchids from Borneo.
This particular spectmen won an AM
(award of merit) at an American Orchid
Society competition recently, earning
the plant the right to a personal
name. In the future, plants cloned from

•1^it will circulate under the title ’Emily,’
4in honor of Mrs. Frick.
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' - ji HE PATRIARCH Hcnry 
Clay Frick (1849-1919) 

i set the pattern. I Ic was
: ’1 a compulsive collector.

• t. first of steel companies
and railroads, later of 

* . j old masters. Eventually,
irt he bequeathed the

latter and his Fifth
■

Avenue mansion to the
public as one of New

York’s most notable art museums.
the .splendid Frick C^oUection.
His descendants maintain
an active involvement with the
museum, but in recent years.
Emily X Frick—Mrs. Henry Clajf
Frick II—has also been investing
in a le.ss static medium. Orchids
arc her addiction, and with
the assistance of British horticultur
ist David H. Booth, she has
assembled a peerless collection of
her own: a glorious indoor jungle
of 2,500 living masterpieces.

“Addiction" is a term used
advisedly, for, as Booth explains.
orchid collecting is more a need
than a hobby. Ask collectors,
he says, and they will tell you that
the desire for more and rarer
specimens infects them like an
incurable virus. Mrs. Frick’s
analysis is more prosaic. For her, the
collecting did indeed begin as a
need—the need to fill the brace o^
greenhouses that her husband
had given to her as a birthd^ present.

The focus on orchids sprang
partly from Booth’s enthusiasm—
he has managed (CorU. on page 279)



Sprung from a forced mating of two distinct species, this “moth" orchid {Ooritaanopsis ‘Silvia's
Dream'), this page, bears sprays of 6-inch flowers that do indeed suggest a flock of gaudy insects 

at rest. ■ One of Mrs. Frick's beloved species orchids. PaphiopedHum armenocum. opposite page, 
was the discovery of a Chinese botanist who found it growing on the rocky slopes of Yunnan in 1979.







Another phalaenopsn, th«^
beautiful hybrid, opposite page.
has not yet won an award and
so has nor earned the right

ionai name, if^arely seen

in culti' jpodium
rive ofpimctatum. this ^

southern Florida, periodically
seems to die, dropping all its leaves:
but that, says Booth, is just a
ruse—after resting for a couple of
months, the plant bursts forth again
with these striking sprays of
blossoms. Sources, see back of book.
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----------------------------------------  AST SEPTEMBER II, triple

threat Thierry W. Despont—architect, decorator, and 
painter—watched, with horror, the destruction of the 
World Trade Center, just nine blocks south of the former 
warehouse he had converted into offices for his firm. 
Though his staff fled homeward, and the surroimding 
THBcCa neighborhood was scaled o£^ Despont remained 
at his post, one street away from the house he shares with 
his two daughters. “I was alone, and have six bathrooms 
here," he says with his particular mixture of pragmatism 
and philosophical sangfroid, “and I thought I could last at 
least a week without water."

But rather than attending to the business as usual of his 
high-powered international practice, he retreated into 
the spacious north-facing studio on the ground floor of 
the six-story structure, turned on music, and immersed 
himself in painting, which he secs as just as central to 
expressing his creativity as architecture and interior

.r

i

II

rvi

Despont works on one 
of his paintings, above; 
his boots sit on a canvas 
drop cloth, top. The main 
lobby of the office, right, 
uses a former machine 
tool calibrating bench from 
Wyeth, NYC. as a table.
The wooden baN, once 
used as a stand for circus 
elephants, came from 
Anthony Outred Antiques. 
London; the mahogany 
screen In the background 
is by Despont. The metal 
bench came from a bus 
d^mt. His paintings, from 
Itn. NB 05. NB12. md 
NB 01. ■ Opposite page; A 
model poses for Tadeusz 
Su^tol, left, and Mark Beard 
In Despont's drawing studio. 
The blown-glass armlllary 
sphere overhead is by Dale 
Chihuly. Tho round mirror Is 
framed with salvaged coiling 
molding. The armchair 
Is a prototype by Despont.
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\
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Desponr’s art and designs 
fill his office. He designed 

the sofa and had it made by 
La Chaise de France, 

Easthampton, MA. The 
mural is by Despont, Mark 

Beard, and Chris Kelly. The 
coffee table is made from 

salvaged timber and a 
construction dolly. A set of 

Pollock chairs from Knoll 
surrounds the table. The 

sculpture is by Dale Chihuly. 
Sources, see back of book.

design. “It was therapeutic," he 
recalk. “It was a way of saying, ‘Well, 
it’s not going to stop me.

Despont had already been working 
on a series of .semiabstract studies of 
the moon, inspired by his pursuit of 
astronomy at his French vacation 
home on the dear-skies lie d’Yeu in the 
Bay of Biscay But after 9/11, that cos
mic subject matter took on new mean
ing, “In the twenty-first century, we are 
Cuming more toward the stars," he 
believes. “This is somehow where 
our future is.”The results—immense 
tableaux mixing acrylic and oil paints, 
varnish, acid, collage paper, and ink 
applied in richly textured impasto onto 
boards, canvas, and panels of lead, cop
per, and aluminum—will make their 
public debut at the Marlborough 
Chelsea gallery in September.

t n

D
espont’s scientific fasci- 
k nation with the moon recalk 
A the lunar craze of the 
H Victorian Age, and indeed his 
H colossal compositions look 
H like blowups of the first cam- 
H era depictions of Earth’s sacel- 
H lite made throu^ telescop>es. 
H “I have a great photographic 
H lunar atlas that was produced 
^ at that rime,” he s^. “Its com
posite images were taken in dif

ferent light and with artihcial cc4or, so 
I think my paintings are just as real."

“In the nineteenth century," says the 
history-minded Despont, apropos of 
his refusal to be typecast as a builder, “if 
you were an architect who did not 
paint, you would have been a really bad 
architect. The more I paint, the better 
an architect I am, and vice versa." □
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SECONDBIGHT
TAKING A NOVEL VIEW OF 
THE MEANING OF MODERN 
ARCHITECT DANIEL 
ROMUALDEZ CREATES A 
GRACIOUS LIVING SPACE ON 
MANHATTANS EAST SIDE

7

WRITTEN BY JUDITH NASATIR

PHOTOGRAPHED BY FRANCOIS HALARD

PRODUCED BY CAROLINA IRVING
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designer savvy
Daniol Romualdez’s many
referencM to The work of Adolf
Loos. indudJng the leather doors
that separate the foyer from
the living room, help establish
the sense of early modernism
that pervades the interior.

trade secrets
FLOORING The stenciled
limestone floor was Inspired
by a fleer at the Chateau
de Groussay.
FURNITURE The Regency
hall bench is from Kentshire
Galleries. NYC, and the
Kllsmes chair is 19th century.
LIGHT Romualdez designed
the sconce, which was made by
Stephen Downes Alabaster
Light Sculpture, Inc., NYC.
ART The painting is by
Donald Baechler



NOT SO
hypothetical design dilemma. A client wants a

■“ modem interior, but lives in a space that fax predates 
I f" the mid-twentieth century, the era that produced

!
■ ;| the furnishings we think of as “modem” today. What’s 
- more, because this client is an architect, it is essential 

—T—“ ,i' that the decor agree with the archi
ve'------^ tccture, in terms of period and style.

L So what’s the solution? One way out is to reshape the 
I . I problem, which is what architect Daniel Romualdez, 
If above, did in the extraordinary Manhattan apartment 
. *jj he has made for himself in a Charles Platt-designed 

,! building that dates from roughly 1910. He rede- 
f- ■;-! fined the when and where

of what is modem.
Romualdez’s place, actually two apartments com

bined, encompasses an area just shy of 3,000 square 
feet, with entry foyer, living room, library, bar, 
kitchen, dining room, bed
room, and sitting room/ofiice.
The living room still has its 
original leaded-glass window, 
which nearly spans the width 
of the room and rises a jaw- 
dropping 20-plus feet to the 
ceiling. Romualdez has filled 
the apartment with things j 
that he has had for years. They , 
happen to be things that, 
except for the highest-tech 
electronics and some concern- | 
porary art, might have last been I

Back-to-back banquettes 
In the living room help 
to bring the double-height 
space down to human 
scale by creating smaller 
areas for people to gather.

trade secrets
FURNITURE The Cannes 
banquettes, upholstered 
In RoyaJe Cream, are 
from Crate & Barrel; the 
gilded Klismos chair is 
IBth-century Swedish. The 
architect's table at the 
window is from Amy Petlin 
Antiques. NYC.
ART The sculpture over the 
door is by Lynda Bengtis.264





I THOUGHT ABOUT WHAT
WOULD HAVE BEEN MODERN
WHEN THE BUILDING WAS
BUILT, AND WHAT A THEN
MODERN ARCHITECT WOULD
HAVE DONE” —danielromualdez



considered au courant a century or 
so ago. Yet even without the obvious 
elements of today’s most up-to-date 
style—pieces by Eames, Nt^chi, and 
Nelson, for example—Romualdez’s 
interior is clearly modern. It’s all 
in the staging.

Romualdez had lived in his high- 
ceilinged apartment for roughly a 
decade before he reinvented it with 
this renovation. The living room used 
to be a duplex space, and the bedroom 
was where the library is now. When 
the place next door came on the 
market, Romualdez snapped it up, 
but he waited a few years before creat
ing the apartment shown here. *After I 
had lived in the combined space for 
a few years and gotten to know it, I 
had a .sense about how to make it 
more comfortable,” Romualdez says. 
“I thought it would be nice to do 
something more modem, but not a 
loft. The proportions of the rooms 
didn’t lend themselves to that, and it’s 
always a good idea not to fight the 
architecture. So I thought about what 
would have been modern when the 
building was built, and I tried to imag
ine what a then modern architect 
would have done with it.”

One of the then modern architects 
he thought of was Adolf Loos, and 
another was Edwin Lutyens, both of 
whom played more or less significant 
roles in the genesis of twentieth- 
century modernism, particularly in 
the evolution of the open plan and 
the reduction, and eventual extinc
tion, of applied architectural orna
ment. With Loos and Lutyens very 
much in mind, Romualdez began to 
organize the interior and reorient the

designer savvy
Romualdez cited an early-20th-century 
vogue for dining rooms that were painted 
a deep shade of red as the Inspiration 
for his own claret-colored space, which 
also has dark-stained floors.

trade secrets
FURNITUflE A 1940s French dining table sits 
next to a pair of Swedish Louis XVI-style 
chairs covered in leather.
ART The painting is by Morris Louis, who is 
represented by Paul Kasmin Gallery. NYC.
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designer savvy
Remualdez credits the color 
theories of Edwin Lutyens as 
the source for his black 
lacquered hallway and wet 
bar, and black-wailed library, 
as well as for hts decision to 
make each room In the 
apartment a different color.

trade secrets
FURNITURE A 19th-century 
Biedormeier hall chair sits 
next to a 19th-century 
Scottish console, bottom 
left. The kitchen, top right, 
features a MIele oven and 
hood, a zinc and Corian table 
Romauldez designed, and 
custom countertops in zinc. 
ACCESSORIES The rock 
crystal table lamp, bottom 
left, is from R. Louis 
Bofferding, NYC.
CARPET Library rug, Top left, 
designed by Emilio Terry.
ART The wall sculpture is 
by Nancy Rubins. A 
Julian Schnabel hangs In 
the kitchen. Drawings 
by Emilio Terry hang over 
the bar. bottom right.

rooms. “Basically, I gurred all the 
walls,” he says, “then rebuilt 
them so the rooms would flow 
naturally from one to another, 
and so that all of them would 
line up with the windows. Now 
you always know where you are,”

The public spaces open 
directly off the hub of the foyer.
Romualdez’s love of Loos is 
evident in the pseudo stoa that 
opens into the extreme space 
of the living room; “I love his 
use of classical ornament, and 
of the Doric order, in his early work. It’s a coincidence, 
but there happen to be Doric columns at the entry to this 
building. The coffered grids of the living room ceiling 
were inspired by a Loos-designed cafe in Vienna." 
Carefully arranged seating areas break the dramatic space 
into habitable areas.

The library, where, Romualdez says, small groups gather, 
is lined in black lacquered shelving, a choice that he says 
owes much to Lutyens: “Lutyens had a theory that black 
was all the colors combined. He did a room with 
black walls, and I think he did a room with each wall 
painted a different color. I wanted to try a black room, 
^rau?^i^cw I couldn’t convince a client to do one. And 
each rooni’^rhis apartment is a different color.”

AiGHT AHEAD through the foyer is the dining room, 
i^lii^sidal in shape and painted a delicious shade of 

itc between claret and pomegranate. “There 
^’■entieth-century vogue for dining rooms 
■ color,” Romualdez says. “I toyed with the 
mg drapery around the room, like Renzo 

Mongiardino did in that famous bedroom, but it didn’t 
seem modern enough. Besides, you’d see only the scalloped 
space just below the ceiling. Hanging pictures had the same 
general effect, without the fussiness of the fabric.”Joining 
the dining room to the library is a black lacquered hallway 
with a bar area on one side; the kitchen is behind closed 
doors on the other side of the hall.

red somc^ 
was an earl 
this shape:

>
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u IT TURNS
OUT I CREATED
A COCOON
FOR MYSELF, 
A PLACE TO
RETREAT
FROM DAILY
DECISIONS
—DANIEL ROMUALDEZ



, designer savvy
Romualdez used color to create a 

I different rhythm as one moves from 

I room to room, and used a different 
j material on each floor He finished several 

surfaces in cork, a material commonly 
' used in the early 20th century.

trade secrets
FURNITURE Romualdez designed the gilded 
four-poster bed.
FABRICS The walls are covered with Creation 
Baumann's Cavallo wooi, throu^ Pollack. 
Clarence House’s Oliveto linen in Genziana 
covers the headboard. The faux fur throw 
is from Scully & Scully.
ART A photograph by Christopher Bucklow 
hangs over the mantel.
CARPET Tensa rug. from Patterson. Rynn & 
Martin. Sources, see back of book.

r:

f

r I
The private spaces—the apple green 

bedroom and the cork-lined sitting 
room/dressing room/office—extend 
off the foyer, behind closed doors. 
In these rooms, as elsewhere in the 
apartment, Romualdez can cite spe
cific references for the decisions he 
made about desi^ and materials. “I’m 
stimulated by the things I read,” he 
explains, “and I loved the idea of 
Proust working in a cork-lined study. 
Perh^s that’s why I used so much cork 
in the apartment.”

Because Romualdez was design
ing the place for himself, he got to 
“scratch all my itches.” Some of those 
itches are visible in photographs. But 
others can’t be seen: what the place 
actually feels like during the day and 
at night, the changing quality and 
incredible quantity of natural light, 
the rhythm of moving from colored 
room to dark room to white room, 
the sheer luxury of the space itself. 
Even Romualdez didn’t realize the 
full effect of his work until recently. 
“I had knee surgery,” the architect 
recalls. “I spent little time at the office 
and was, for the most part, stuck here 
for a few months. I’d never spent so 
much time at home during the day. 
But it was fun to be here. It turns out 
that I created a cocoon for myself, a 
place to retreat from all the decisions 
one deals with on a daily basis.” If 
that’s not modern, what is?

■■

7

□
Judith Nasatir is a writer in New Tork.
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GARDEN FOR A CHATEAU
In the flat landscape of eastern Flanders, Jacques

created a garden of sculptural hedges that is as dramatic
when viewed from the height of the chAteau as it Is when
strolled through. Blue limestone steps lead from a moat to a
path through a yew broderie—a group of hedges clipped
In an embroidervllke partem—and a pair of rectangular hornbeam
bosques, which act as gatehouses to a pasture beyond.

LINES O
PHOTOGRAPHED BY AERNOUT OVERBEEKEBY CHARLOTTE M. FRIEZE
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F FORCE
LANDSCAPE DESIGNER JACQUES WIRTZ 

DEMONSTRATES THE ARTISTRY OE ORDER IN TWO BRAVURA
GARDENS IN HIS NATIVE BELGIUM
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As The owner wanted a landscape with few 
flowers and no azaleas, Wirtz's design 
comprises pure green architecture. He adds 
color to the January landscape with hedges of 
evergreen yew shrubs and beech, deciduous 
trees that hold their coppery fall foliage. With 
buttressed walls, the beech hedge obscures the 
view of the potager and greenhouse. Two boldly 
geometric bosques of limbcd-up hornbeam 
rise above the yew scrolls, at the right.
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garden because we wanted aour
masterpiece,” says a Belgian art collec
tor who lives in the Flemish Ardennes
near Ghent,

While another landscape architect
might feel pressured by such high expec
tations, Wirtz isn’t afraid to make bold
statements himself. A quiet and gentle
octogenarian, he has spent the past five
decades building a reputation as one of
Europe’s most distinguished and inno
vative garden designers. In his work.
trees, shrubs, and grasses are sculpted
into unexpected volumes as varied as
cubes, pyramids, battlements, and tur
rets, as well as into the sinuous hedges
that have become his signature. Wirtz
established his practice in 1948 in

Schoten, a suburb of his native Antwerp.
The firm was recently renamed Wirtz
International, and has expanded with
the addition of sons Peter and Martin
Wirtz to the team. The organization is
known for its gardens for such clients as
Catherine Deneuve, and has drawn
wide attention for its public projects.
such as one in the Tuileries in Paris. Tvo
recent private commissions in Belgium,
shown in these pages—one, the grounds
of a sixteenth-century chateau in east
ern Flanders; the other, the gardens of
the aforementioned art collector’s mod
ernist villa—offer an intimate look at
Wirtz’s designs, Both demonstrate his
approach to garden design as a musical
composition: a rational, ordered exer
cise that produces sublime emotional
responses. In each landscape, “we create
tension, then we release it," says Wirtz.
'Like music. Like a Bach fugue.”
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In the hornbeam bosques. the
tall, straight trees were planted

in quincunxes, geometric
groupings of five. The pattern

allows the branches to be
clipped in a solid rectangle. In

winter, the fallen leaves form a
perfectly rectangular bronze

carpet In a field of green.
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WE CREATE TENSION, THEN WE RELEASE IT LIKE MUSIC

Wirtz often designs while listening to music as varied as Bach and Brubeck. He met his client 
the art collector at a classical music concert, There is something symphonic in the tantalizing 
buildup before the garden is revealed on that client’s property—37 acres of rolling hills that were 
a Renaissance-era hunting preserve. At the entrance, a hedged allee of limbed-up trees focuses the 
visitor’s eye like blinders. One next passes through several “green rooms” to reach the front door. 
“Walking through a garden must be a discovery," says Wirtz, who heightens the sense of mystery 
and revelation with plantings that orchestrate the views and direct vehicular and pedestrian traf
fic on the estate. He brings hedges up to the house, where they embrace terraces and limit the 
vistas of the vallev bcltiw. The walls swirl in small arcs around the house, designed by the Belgian

A rote arbor, top. aett at a 
gateway To an allee that 
leadi to a pavilion. Beech 
hedges separate the garden 
from a moat. ■ Next to the 
pasture, above, centuries- 
oM chestnut trees, still 
producing fruit, mark the 
original drive.
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LIKE A BACH FUGUE”-GARDEN DESIGNER JACQUES WIRTZ

architect Jean Paul Descordier, defining the car park and the vegetable and cutting gardens.
“If you have the opportunity to make a bold .stroke, you have to do it,” says Wrtz, describing 

the more than four miles of hedges that link the house and the pastoral landscape. Curved hedges 
of beech make the most dramatic statement. Emanating from the house in tight rows, they spill 
down the hill around mature fruit trees, before fanning out to meet a secondary network of 
hawthorn hedges. From the tower that tops the house, a visitor sees the playfulness in Wirtz’s design. 
The beech hedges make a tribute to music, forming an immense G clef that surrounds the house. 
But from that vantage one al.so sees how the hawthorn hedges flow into the folds of the hills, assim
ilating the garden into a timeless bucolic landscape reminiscent of a Brueghel painting.

The sharply ceometric 
forms of yew cubes 

and elegant scrolls, top, 
accentuate the winter 

landscape near the 
chiitoau. ■ Coppery beech 

edged with dark brown 
hawthorn, above, curves 

around the pastures.>



GARDEN FORA MODERNIST VILLA
In the rolling hills of the Flemish Ardennes, Wlrtz scuIpKd beech, 
hawthorn, and boxwood into more than four miles of hedges. Shown here 
in September, the beech hedges are spaced to accommodate narrow paths 
and are just low enough to see over. The owners take great pleasure In 
watching their grandchildren—the tops of their heads bobbing just above 
the hedges—as they navigate the labyrinthine course.





THESE ARE LANDSCAPES EORALL SEASONS: REERESHING IN

The second garden, the 30-acrc grounds of a sixteenth-century chateau, sits on the flat pasture land of 
eastern Flanders. It was landscaped in the nineteenth century as an English-style park, and Wirtz’s archi
tectural forms respect the history of the place, incorporating the centuries-old trees and fields. Near 
the chateau, which is surrounded by a moat, are classical garden elements such as a rose arbor and court
yards enhanced Iw trees that have been pleached—their branches trained to entwine into walls.

Wirtz s more distinctive touches can be seen across the moat, in a broderie of tall clipped yew hedges 
and two rectangular bosques of hornbeam. A vast, sinuously curving, rampartlike berm defines the gar
den and acts as a backdrop to its more sculptured features, 'lire berm is covered densely in beech and 
topped by pleached lindens. Within its embrace, Wirtz created pastures surrounded by hawthorn

Tail columns mark the 
ends of each row of 
the beech hedges, top. 
■ *1 can't imagine a 
garden without hedges,' 
says Wirtz, above, 
standing at the end 
of the same beech 
columns in January.
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THE SUMMER, AND EVEN MORE STRIKING IN COLDER MONTHS

hedges (an old northern European tradition) and added solitary shade trees to give a sense of scale to 
the enclosure. At one spot, a gazebo sits atop the berm. In summer, guests take rowboats across the 
moat and head to the gazebo for drinks and to admire the view of the old chateau,

Magnificent as it is, this garden is still being refined. “ Wirtz returns regularly,” .says the owner, “ques
tioning what he designed. always striving for higher quality.” Wirtz knows that a garden is ever chang
ing. Both of these Belgian designs arc landscapes for all seasons. In summer, contrastinggreens arc 
subtle and refreshing. In colder months, the gardens arc even more striking, as brassy red leaves of 
beech and hornbeam appear, glowing in the mists. “If the garden docs not have expression during the 
winter months, it is not a good garden,” says Wirtz. These are very good indeed.

At The enTrance 
To the properTy, In The 
disTance. Top, hedges 

of hawthorn and 
beech embrace an allee 

of shade trees. ■ The 
hedges flow into The 

rolling hHls of The Flemish 
Ardennes, above.>



in some seasons, this landscape Is Imbued with an almost 
gothic atmosphere of mystery and discovery. Here, 
layers of the garden and house come Into view through 
a January mist. Wirtz designed the hedges to flow 
around existing trees from an old orchard as well as the 
young fruit trees he added. Sources, see back of book.
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the other trick collectionblueprint
(Cont. from page 178) the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art’s surprise-hit exhibi
tion of tapestries earlier this year have 
made them a hot commodity. Tapestries 
depicting grape harvests are now popu
lar status symbols among owners of 
California wineries for their tasting 
rooms, and wide-ranging collector Paul 
Allen of Microsoft has bought a magnif
icent hunting tapestry for his home in 
Bellevue, Washington.

(Cont. from page 241) the gardens on the 
Fricks’ New Jersey estate for almost 
20 years—but also because Mrs. Frick 
savored the surprisingly domestic 
rewards of these fantastical plants. Since 
an individual specimen may stay in 
bloom for weeks or even months, she 
has found orchids to be uncqualed for 
bringing the house to life. In particular, 
she recalls the striking combination 
of yellow calanthc orchids and paper- 
white narcissus with which the Duke 
of Devonshire had enriched the guest 
quarters when the Fricks stayed at 
Chatsworth, the duke’s legendary estate. 
Now Mrs. Frick always has a dozen or 
more specimens blooming in her New 
Jersey home, and more in her New 
York residence.

She’s intrigued by wild-type species 
orchids, and by the perspective these less 
refined flowers provide on the develop
ment of modern hybrids. It is the Venus 
slipper orchid, a species of the genus 
Paphiopedilum, that intrigues Booth, 
particularly the multiflora types from 
Borneo. They are especially challenging 
to grow, but the blossoms, when they 
emerge, are extraordinary, Anatomic in 
a way that would make a Mapplethorpe 
blush, these flowers sport mustaches 
of drooping petals that may stretch 
to a length of four feet.

Mrs. Frick’s orchids have been 
triumphing at orchid shows, winning 
several American Orchid Society awards 
and one of the prized First Class 
Certificates. (Only a handful of FCCs 
are awarded worldwide in any given 
year.) And Booth has been breeding 
these prizewinners, fertilizing them with 
pollen from another collector's FCC 
stud. This is an act of faith: it’s a six- 
month wait for the seeds to mature, and 
then, after they are sowed in flasks of 
nutrient agar, 8 to 12 years before the 
new plants flower.

But Mrs. Frick’s collection is already 
cross-pollinating with that of Henry 
Clay the first. Galen Lee, the horti
cultural designer who manages the 
museum’s garden and floral decorations, 
is himself an orchid addict. Plants he 
acquired to star at his institution’s spe
cial events were a foundation of Mrs. 
Frick’s collection. Now she loans him 
her new masterpieces. And why not? 
It’s all in the family.

A
mong the showstoppers of 
the biennale will be a sturming set 

i of three garden-inspired Beauvais 
^tapestries from about 1690 at 
K the stand of Left Bank special
ist Dominique Chevalier. Exquisitely 

detailed, down to the leaves of the topi
aries, the fanciful series is so irresistibly 
joyous that one wishes that some new- 
economy Midas would build a room 
in his mega-mansion to show off and 
revel in this million-euro marvel.

Unlike London dealers, among whom 
there is a more collegial atmosphere, 
their Parisian counterparts are notori
ous for their competitiveness with one 
another, as well as for their love of scan
dal and intrigue. Backbiting and under
cutting are typical among a group that 
would have flourished in the Versailles 
of Saint-Simon. For example, this year 
marks the return to the biennale of the 
involuntarily exiled Ariane Dandois, the 
Deneuve-esque dealer who specializes 
in Empire and other early-nineteenth- 
century furniture. The longtime belle amie 
of Baron Elie de Rothschild, who is the 
acknowledged father of her daughter and 
the reported backer of her business, 
Dandois was bumped from the biennale 
a few years back for allegedly over- 
restoring her pieces.

She nonetheless attributes the ill will 
of her colleagues to sexist jealousy, claim- 
ing, “Those guys are against you just 
because you’re a woman,” and overlook
ing the notable success that Madeleine 
Castaing had in the Paris antiques trade 
when Dandois was but a schoolgirl. It is 
this kind of very French subplot that 
gives the Biennale dcs Antiquaires a 
piquant undercurrent that complements 
the heady glamour and extraordinary 
quality of its goods, and .sets it apart from 
the bland internationalization of the 
new global art market.
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Now there are 2 Sfeat Programs at CSCA!

12-ntintk Ls Corden Bleu
Hospitality S Restaurant 

Management 
Diploma Program 

www.cliilnigint.coin

15-fnantb Le Cwdon Bleu 
Culinary Arts 
AOS Degree 

Program
www.calchBf.cBn

Maniing ami evBRing cIbsmb. Acctariiuil nimhir of iXICS 
Rnancial aid aviilablt fat tliaia whi caalily. asd Vatarin agpttvad.

CALIFORNIA SCHOOL OF

Culmarv ^
Le Cardan Blau /Praiiamt

1-888-900-2433
521 L Green Street. Pasadena. CA 91101

Toj) JOO BusiiKss Opponunities
■ Entrepreneur Mai>adne

DREAM HOME, 
DREAM BUSINESS!

EARN UP TO 
$15,000 PER SALE!

Why pay retail? Leant how to save you 
or your customers up to 25% on the 

total cost of a new custom built home.

* FREE Training Materials
* Nadonai Financing & Alliances
* No Building Experience Required
* $6300 Deposit Required
* Part Time or Full Time
* Company Support

For FRFJ-: C.ninr Cutak« C'M Mr. 1 Itaduts 
(800) 579-1079□ □

H WH.L-u^U■slu■\thllmc■s.coln
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Anderson Ultimate Bed Artisan Interiors, Inc.Acorn
No other items Impact your home decor more 
than your draperies and fabric accessories. 
Using designer fabrics and simple styles, 
your rooms will be dressed to impress. Visit 
our online catalog today and see how easy 
it is to express your style. 1.800.344.7384 
www.artiMn<lnterfors.cofn Free.

Ort«^f>a>kind homes designed by our architects 
to reflect your unique lifestyle. Ea^ Acorn 
features open floor plans, walls of glass and 
bright, naturally lit interiors. Our service and 
quality materials have earned us over 10,000 
proud homeowners. Order our S23 design 
portfolio and idea book and start planning today! 
BOO-727-3325 ■ www.acoms.com

Save space with a solid wood, underbed dresser, 
side tables, lighted headboard. Sleep better with 
an adjustable air mattress featuring dual 
controls, visco*elastic foam, wool filled, 
antibacterial, launderable mattress top. All items 
can be purchased separately for use with 
existing beds. 30-day home trial. Catalog $2.00 
1.800-782-4825. www.ultimatebed.com i
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The Atrium Furniture Mall BombayBaths from the Past
Large selection of quality affordable reproductions 
of old-fashioned authentic looking period and 
Victorian kitchen and bathroom faucet fixtures. 
Custom designed shower systems and faucets. 
Bathtubs, pedestal sinks, high tank commodes, 
accessories to create the look you want. 
www.bathsfromthepast.com 1-600-697-3B71. 
Free.

Our newest catalog is filled with the most 
wonderful and affordable home accents, gifts and 
uniquely designed home furnishings — all 
exclusive to Bombay! Shop onlirte at 
bombaycompany.com or to find a store 
location near you. Free catalog.

Over 20 furniture stores in one convenient 
location. Shop in a warm, elegant and intimate 
setting featunng fine home furnishings, art, 
accessories, fine bed and bath linens, exquisite 
oriental rugs. Dine at the gourmet Atrium Cafe, 
for a brochure call 336-882-5599 or visit 
www.atr1umfumlture.com

0.107

CHADSWORTH’S
1.800.COLUMNS'

Chadsworth's 1 .SOO.Coiumns®California Culinaiy AcademyBombayKIDS
Columns, pillars, pilasters and posts available in 
wood. PolyStone'*^ and fiberglass. Interior, 
exterior. A variety of sizes and styles. Our 
award-winning Idea Book features column 
projects from Classic to Contemporary. 
800-265-8667 www.columns.com Idea Book 
$20, Product Portfolio S5.

Train for careers in fine restaurants, top hotels, 
cruise ships, food magazines, and morel AOS 
Degree in Le Cordon Bleu Culinary Arts 
or Hospitality & Restaurant Management. 
Certificate In Baking & Pastry Arts. Call today! 
1-600-229-CHEF or visit www.baychef.com 
625 Polk Street, San Francisco, CA 94102.

Our newest catalog is all about (and exclusively 
for) the younger generation. BombayKIDS takes 
a ftew approach to the colorful world of children's 
bedding, accessories and great kid's furnishings 
that function and grow as they do. Shop oniine at 
www.bombaykids.com Free catalog.
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Cherry Tree Design
Inspiring Style Through Wood

Chefs Catalog
Professional Restaurant Equipment for the Home 
Chef since 1979. Chefs Catalog offers inctedible 
savings on All-Clad*, Culsmart*. Henckels*, 
KItchenAid". Le Creuset* and many more. Call 
1-800-338-3232 and mention code CC262I to 
receive a catalog. S3.00, rebated on first order. 
www.chefscatalog.com

Exclusively designed apparel and accessories In 
over 320 locations nationwide. For a complimentary 
catalog with a special savings rartificate Inside, call 
depaitment 831 at 1.888.855^4986 or visit us online 
at www.chicos.com.

Custom Shoji Screens & Hardwood Lighting. 
Made in the USA. Solid American Hardwoods. 
Beautiful, durable facings. Exceptional 
Joinery. Fully Custom Doors & Screens. Call 
800-634-3268 to order a 28-page catalog ($5), 
or visit us at www.eheiTytreedesign.com

14 IS 14.17
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Deck House Deltec Homes Eldred Wheeler
Custom post and beam homes designed by our 
architects to reflect your unique lifestyle. Each 
Deck House features walls of glass and soaring 
spaces that frame the natural beauty of your 
home site, while exotic woods and naturally lit 
interiors reflect elements of nahjre. Order our $23 
design portfolio and idea book and start planning 
today! 800-727-3325 ■ www.deckhouse.com

Build Far From The Ordinary. Add function 
and beauty to your special building site 
with a custom designed, unique home by 
Deltec. Planning Guide Available. 800.642.2S0B 
www.deltechomes.com $12.

Handcrafters of Fine IBth Century American 
Furniture Reproductions. Collector's Edition 
Catalog $4, or FREE mall order catalog. 
1-800-779-5310 www.eldredwheeler.com

ie IS 20
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Fanimation Faux Effects Inc. FramerSelect
Featuring an outstanding collection of 21 unique 
ceiling, floor and wall-mount fans, available 
in numerous finishing options and more than 
36 blade choices. Fanimation fans complement 
every d6cor, from tropical and traditional 
to retro and contemporary. Free literature. 
888-567-2055 www.fanlmation.com

Aqua Finishing Solutions™. A professional line 
of water base decorative finishing products 
manufactured by Faux Effects Inc. Order our 
full color, 40 page catalog. Only $4.95. 
Available on line ai www.fauxstore.com or call 
800-270-8871

FramerSelect guides you to a local frame shop 
whose expertise in professional custom framing 
ensures your piece ie beautifully framed and well 
preserved for years to come. Request our 
FREE brochure “10 Things to Know Before 
Framing Your Picture." 800-444-8387, or 
www.framerselect.com



Horchow Home Kemiko Concrete Stain Lexington Furniture Company
Vour world never looked better. Distinctive quality 
furniture, rugs, tableware, art obfects, decorative 
Ideas, all the things that make a house a home are 
delivered right to your door. Subscnptlon fee of 
$5.50 (Foreign $10} is applicable towards your first 
purchase. 800>«56-7000. mention code HH268H. 
www.horchow.com

Economical permanent concrete stain that will not 
fade, chip or peel. Six colors available — Interior 
or extanor use. We ship nationwide. Credit cards 
accepted. Contact our office for a free brochure. 
90$'S87-3708 www.kemiko.com

Offerirtg for over 40 years the finest rrtajor brands 
of furniture at VERY affordable prices. 
Knowledgeable reps can assist with your 
selections and provide immediate quotes. We 
offer nationwide white glove in>home delivery. 
Corttact us for FREE brochures at 859<254>S362 
or visit us on line at www.lexfumiturc.com

27262S
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Lindal Cedar Homes LinenSource Mayfield Leather 
Seating & Accentswin a Undal Home Package. Order your Lindal 

planbook set today and be automatically entered 
in the Lindal Dream Home Giveaway. You'll get 272 
colorful pages filled witfi iraight, photos, and plans 
to guide you through creating your dream home... 
plus the chance to win a $40,000 Lindal home 
package (#70007). For contest rules, visit 
www.lindal.com/contest. $19.95

Inspired collections of the latest fashion and 
traditional bedding, high thread count sheeting 
and handmade quitts. Also find an extensive 
selection of slipcovers, window treatments, 
rugs and decorative accents. LinenSource 
brings Quality. Choice and Value right to your 
doorstep. Free catalog. 868-705-9768 Dept 
29269. www.linemource.com/29826.htm

Experience the comfort and quality of Mayfield 
Leather's classic artd traditional styles. Choose 
from a variety of top grain leathers for your custom 
seating, built and shipped directly to you at great 
savings. $5.00 catalog (refundable with purchase). 
1-800-342-7729 www.mayfieldleathcr.com

3t26. 2« 3D
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Pond Filtration, Inc.Neiman Marcus Home Orlac Design
Orlac Design, when you want to show the world 
your style. An extraordinary collection of 
contemporary European classics from the beat 
known designers and manufacturers. Free 
catalog. 866-466-7422. www.orlacdeslgn.com

Elegant home accessories, fine linens, tableware 
and unique gifts are yours in the exclusive 
world of Neiman Marcus at Home. Subscription 
fee of $6.50 (Foreign $15) is applicable towards 
your first purchase. 800-B2S-8D00, mention 
code NH268H, www.neimanmareus.com

Enjoy a clear, dean, healthy pond... your 
flshi Our tHit of porxT biological fillers guarantee, 
"NO MORE GREEN WATER"! Some of our other 
products Include, pumps, pumpsocks. soll-tess 
planters and aerators. Kick back...relax and enjoy 
your pond. Catalog $150 - 888-766-3218. 
www.pendf1ltratlon.com
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SGCBCmBDuV^(KiiiraaiicasGat the touch of a button.
Gates Open and Close 
Automatically... You 
Just Push the Button
• Swing and Slide gate opener systems 

for the Do-It-Yourselfer and the 
PROfessional installer.

• Systems for BIG or Small gates - 
from low voltage solar compatible to 
heavy duty commerciol AC operators.

• Easy installation on all types of gotes: 
residential, farm and industrial - 
chain link, iron, tube and vinyl.

• Add On Ready for many optional 
occessories including: GTO Solar 
Panels, GTO Automatic Gote Locks, 
GTO Exit Sensors, GTO Wireless 
Keypads, and many other entry/exit 
devices.
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IRais & Wittus Inc.
RAIS (Art of Fire) provides award-winning 
Danish efficient wood burning flreplaces/stoves. 
With over 10 different RAiS models in steel and 
soapstone, these European classic and 
contemporary styles are designed to meet a 
vanety of tastes and requirements. 914-764-5679 
or www.raiswlttus.com Free.

&

I I 1
PROUDLY MADE 
IN THE USA
BYQTO, Inc.

33
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For more information on our Do-It-Yourself and PROfessional lines o1 gate t^raners and where to find them can...
_____ 1 .BOO-543-CATEi4283)___________________________

Families Have Saved Up To 50% On Heating Costs
And never have to buy fuel^wood, oil, gas, kerosene^ever again.
REPLACE OLD & INEFFICIENT HEAT \ i
Hydro-3 Is o unique room-t>/-room heating fc 
sv^em that can save you hundreds of doRors y 
in home heating costs. I
It can replace or supplement your electric B 
heat, gcs or oil furnoce and woodstoves.

,4iMUUiU

Smith + Noble
You're in control of every detail with an extra
ordinary selection of blir>ds, shades, draperies, 
panels and accessories you won1 fir«d anywhere 
else. Imagine, window treatments made to your 
specifications at 20-70% less than store prices. 
Plus, weH cu8torr>-crafl your order in 1-5 days — 
and deliver it free! Free catalog. 800-695-8777 
Dept. 2901 www.smittinotole.cem/rreecatalog

Your bonsfRs wflh Hydio-3
• Sash Heating Cort-Up to 50%
• Lifetime Worronty - no seivice cals
• Sate - complete peoce of mind
• dean - no fumes - no smoke
• ULlisted
• PreossemDiea - %ady to use
• No furnaces - ducts - chimnev
• Portable (llOVO or permanent (220V)
• Whole House Heating or Single Room
■ Room by Boom Control_________

Order today and SAVE! Two models to choose from; 
PERMANENT 220 Volt • PORTABLE 110 Volt

PERMANENT
220 volt

Approx. Area
__h Heot

300'sq. ft.

Discount
Piice34 Quant:ty

Hydro-3 heating works like this: nside the 
heater cose Is a seated copper tube fled 
with d harmles sicone fluid that will never 
splIJ. look, boi or freeze. Ifs permanent. You'll 
never mn out. Rurring Itvough the Hguid s a 
vQtiabie waft hydroeiwtnc element that s 
fiDiybeing suppled a oroporffonol amount of 
povi«r on in os-needed bosis. When Hydfo-Sll 
Is turned <n the silicone liquid Is quickly heated, 
ond with Its heat retention qualities, continues 
to heat after the Hydro elemenf shuts otf. 
Hydfo-3'$ room-by-room technoiogy greatly 
naeoses energy sovinQs and comfort.

$2098' 2000 //ofts
S239250 sa. ft.6' 1500wr^tts
S2192X50. ft.5' 12Xwotts
S1994' IPX wafts 150 SQ- ft.
S179IX SQ. ft.3' 7Xwotts
$16975 SQ. ft.2' 5X watts

Thermostots - CALL for options and exoct heater needed
PORTABLES (IIOV) Thermostot Included 
5' hydfo-Mox 7X -15X watts 
4' Convector - Duol watt

S219
$179
$1793' 7X watts - SHcone

Slipcovers by Mall $$15,X shipping per heater 
Total Amount

Order by; Phone • Website • Mail •
Check • MosterCard-VISA

800-627-9276 or www.hydrosil.com Acct.No. 
TO ORDER OR FOR INFORMATION

$
Sura Fit slipcovers allow you to fall in love with 
your furniture agair^. Three sizes (chair, loveseat, 
sofa) fit most upholstered furniture. Stylish, 
mactrine washable fabrics like vaivet, cheniiie and 
damask. Pillows, recliner, dining chair and wing 
chair covers available. FREE. www.surenLcom 
orcall 1-888-SURE FIT.

.Ex.

Nome _ 
Address 
Phone _

MAIL TO; HYDRO-SIL
P.O. BOX 662 • FORT MILL, SC 29715
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Log on now to request product information at www.house-and-garden.com/hg
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16. Omega Watdmi Forow 150 yearn, OMEGA 
has successfully built an unmatched leputatKXi 
tor exceptx>nal timepieces with precision, 
endurance and leading edge tachnota^.
Call 1.800.76.0MEGA, or visit 
www.omegawatches.com.

30. Robert Allen; The largest distributor of fine 
textiles for the home. Robert Allen has 17 
corporate full service showrooms across ttie 
United SMes and Canada and nationwide 
network of sales nspresentahves. In the US call 
800.240.8189 and m Canada 800.363.3020.

furniture
44. Bamhanfe It's more than a piece of furniture. 
iTs a part of ywj. The Bernhardt family has 
been crafting fine furniture since 1889. 
1.B66.881.3598. w«n«.bemhardtcom

antiques
1. “149 Anhquas": "145 Antiques' has an 
extensive inventory of seating, furniture and 
lighting ranging from French 19th century 
to mid 20th century.

45. Saket: Bill SofiM fcr Baker. Nurture a 
sophisticated, linumus style with clean lines wd 
a re^xct for traditicn infused with a modernist 
flair. Cafakg $15. B00.59.GAKER.

46. Ekmghia; Elegant and strikingly handsome 
collections of upholstered furniture, textiles, 
tables, and related accessories arc well known 
tar their sqptature shfing, biending classic with 
modem lines. $3

47. Drexsl Heritage Furnishings Inc.; 
Experience a variety of styles to a world of 
individuals. Prexel Heritage Fumahin^ 
Images & Irspvations. $5.

48. George Smbti: Manufacturers of handmade 
to order English upholstared fumrture. Classic 
and modem sofa, chair, chaise, and stool 
designs. Hand cofoured leather and kilim 
pieces. Visit www.georgesmlth.cam.
Free 30 page catalr^,

49. Harden; Our craftspeople have created 
high<|uality heirloom solid wood furniture 
since 1844. Our free 24 page brochure 
provides a nch samplir^ of solid wax) furniture 
and upholstwy. available in a variety of 
styles and finishes.

N. Henredon; Henredon Furniture is amor% 
the finest made. From lovingly detailed 
traditianBl. to sleekly scphislicatsd contemponry. 
this IS furniture for a lifetime.

51. Urson-Juhl; A great frame touches the 
entire room, adding elegance and personal 
style. For the best m custom harries, ask for 
the Craig Porurn Custom Frame Collection. 
Call 1.800.886.6126 or visit 
www.iarsoniuhl.com. Free Brochure.

52. Lexington Furniture Company: Mahogany 
and Cherry Reproductions. Lesther. Upholstery. 
Home Office, Children's and Wicker. Factory 
Direct Prices, None Brands, In-Home Delivery. 
Call 859.254.5362, infoOksrfumiture.com, 
wvM.lexfumiUire.com,

53. LIgne Reset; Discover the timeless 
design manufactured in France. To order our 
150-page catalog, or for the store in your 
area, call 800.BY.ROSET. $10.

54. Mayfiald Leather Seating & Accents: 
Mayfield Leather Seating builds a complete 
line of quality feather furniture in top ^in 
leather. Catalog $5. refundable wrth purchase, 
www.mayfieldleahwr.com 800.342.7729

55. McGuire: McGuire Furniture Portfolio, 
presenting the premier rattan designs, 
bamboo tables, solid teak, aluminum, 
laced rawhide.lightir^ and other special 
collections. $15.

56. New York Design Canter; In the counby's 
oldest building deixoted entirely to fumtshing's 
the NYDC's 100 showrooms (yovide an 
international venue for the finest furniture, 
fabrics, accessories, and related products. 
Call 212.679.9500.

57. Oriae Design; When you want to show 
the world your style. An extraordinary collection 
of contemporary European classics from the 
best known des^nes and manufacturers. 
www.oriacdesign.com 866.G0.0RIAC.

automobiles 17. Rayfflond Well Geneve: Various 
collections of classic, sporty and dress 
watches, Stainless steel, 18K gold-plated 
or 18K gold with expansion clasp. Also 
available with leather straps.

31. Stroheim & Romann; for over 135 years. 
Stroheim & Romann have been a leading 
source for exquisite fabrics, wailccMerii^ 
and dimming for the most decerning clientele. 

Cal 7ia706.7000.

2.2002 Fcrd Thundarbird: Get to Know No 
Boundaries. For more information on Ford 
ThundertMrd log onto www.fordvehicles.com

3. Acura: Power-hungry? The 260-hp Acura 
TL Type-S with 5 speed Sequential Sportshift'^ 
automatic transmission should be more 
than enough to satisfy you. For quick info, 
visit www.acura.cam.

18. Talbots: Today's classics are right at 
your fingertips. To receive your free catalog, 
simply call l.SOO.Taltiots or visit us at 
taibots.com. D^. LIMXK.

32. Zoffany: Rooted in the English craftsman 
tradition. Zoffany designs and manufactures 
fabrics, wallpapers and trimmings to the 
trade. For information, call 800.395.8760 
or visit www.zoffBny.com.

to. Wiitnausr International; Sophisticated 
timepieces from Wittnauer featunng exquisite 
Swiss craftsmanship and die finest m^enals. 
For men and women with an appreciation of 
quality and a taste for elegance.

4. Buick: For more information please visit 
www.buick.com or call I.S00.4A.8UICK financial services

33. MasterCard: For inoediMe savings register 
today for MasterCaRl^ Exclusnes online at 
www.mastercard.com.

S. Chevy Tahoe; An optional third-row seat 
that can go pretty much anywhere. When you 
sent carrying nine people, each half flips 
and folds out of the wey for extra cargo 
space. Visit chevy.comftahoe or call 
800.950.CHEV.

bed and bath
20. Anichini: A luxury linen and home 
furnishings company offo'ing bed, bath, table 
linens, f^c and upholstered furniture.

floor and coverings
34. Jeffrey Court Tile: California tile-maker 
specializing in hand pressed art tiles and 
stone mosaics for the home. Catalog set $5. 
www.kemiko.com 903.^7.3708

6. Chrysler: Love is something everyone 
should experience. To find oiU more about 
our award-winning lineup, please visit 
www.chfysier.com or call 800.CHRYSLER. 
Chrysler. Drive > Love.

7. Lexus Centfiad Pr»4)wiw(t; The Lexus 
Cerbfnd Pre-Omed Fhepam. Experience greater 
peace of mind In buying a nearty new Lexus. To 
learn more about our ground-treaking warranty. 
www.lexuscpo.com.

education
21. California School of Culinary Arts; CSCA 
offers career-focused learning led by passionate 
professionals who inspire individual werth and 
lifelong achiAnnwn. Call 888.900.2433 or 
visit WWW,calchel.com,

35. Kemiko Concreia Stain: Permanent 
concrete stain that will not fade, chip or 
potf. Six colors available for interior or exterior 
use. Economical, ship nationwide. 
wwM.kemiko.cam 903.58737X16

22. Rhodec Intematiotul: Learn interior design 
at home. DETC accredited. For $1.00 course 
catalog, call 877.2rhod« or visit our website 
at www.rtiodec.com.

36. Mohawk Carptt/Floonng: For free
Mohawk product literature or to find a Mckiawk 
dealw m your area, call 1.800.2.MOHAWK 
or vrsit www.Mohawk-fkMring.com

8. Marcades-Beru: Visit your Uerredes-Benz 
Dealer and start to live the Memedes sxpenence. 
1d find out more about the exerting Mercedes- 
Benz vehicle line-up or to locate a dealer 
near you visit www.MBUSA.com or call 
1.800.FOR.MERCEDES.

fabrics/ wall coverings 37. Saxony Carpet Company: From Saxony, 
a new Wiltoman brochure showing body and 
border pattern combinations and stock colors 
of Its USA-woven, broadloom carpets. Free.

23. Anna French; Anna French is a British 
family run business, creating fabric, lace 
and wallpaper, for adult arxf childten's 
rooms, in the disbnctiic style of the texble 
des^Tier Anna French, www.annafiehoh.co.uk.

9. Saturn: The new redesigned Saturn* 2003 
L-Senes. For more mfomiation please call 
1.800.522.5000 Or visit www.saturn.com 38. Sonoma THetnakers: is the leading 

manufacturer of handcrafted tile in America. 
For the deale nearest you. 
visn www.sonomatilemakers.com or call 
1.877.USA.TILE.

10. Subaru; For nx^ information on the full 
line of All-Wheel Drive Subaru vehicles, 
visit us online at www.subaru.com or call 
1,800. WANT. AWD.

24. BnnsetMAg & Rh: Desgner and manufacturer 
of contemporary and historically inspired 
decorative crafts, wall coverings, trimmings, 
upholstered furniture, lamps and tables.

39. Stark: Catalog contains many of the 
company's desipis and colorways, including 
fabric and furniture. Available to desipiers 
and architects for $10.

beauty/jewel ry/retai I 25. Cowtan li Tout: El^nt wovens, prints 
and waJIcavenngs. Cowtan & Tout s American 
texble at rts best. Available to die trade only in 
22 showrooms nationwide. Call 212.647.6900.

11. A Diamond Is Forever; Visit the brand new 
Design Gallery at www.adiwnondisforever.com 
to see hundreds Ol fabulous diamond 
tewelry by world famous designs. food2E. Lee Jofa: Christophs Mocre travels the world 

in an effort to unearth Toile de Jouy designs 
from historic estates, private collections, and 
antique renditioning efforts. Brochure, $1.

12. Chico'S; Exclusivefy designed apparel and 
accessories in over 325 locations nationwide. 
Visit our website or call 888.855.4486 to 
receive a complimentary catalog with a special 
savings certificate inside. wvM.chicos.com

13. OIModolo: Created in 18K white and yellow 
gold. Beeutifully set sparkling diamonds and 
intense colors. Sapphires and semi-precious 
Tories impeccably adorn the pieces.

14. Lowe’s Companies, Inc.: Let us make 
your house a home! Fcr the store nearest you 
call 1.800.44LOWES or wsit Lowes.com for 
mere intvmation.

40. Rorida’s Natural: Start your morning with 
a glass of Flonda's Natural premium and visit 
Juicy6itsNews.com and you'll find lots of 
household bps, recipes, cotqMns and craft ideas.27. Nancy Coraini; Manufacturer of fumibire. 

textiles, accessories, and rugs covm’ing all 
maior periods of design. Nancy Corzine is 
represented m 15 ma)or cities nationwide. 
Catalog $150.

41. Gevalia Katfe; Experience the pleasure 
of Gevalia Kaffe. Order a Trial Shipment and 
receive a free gift. Call 600.GEVAUA or visit 
www.gevalia.com

28. Pindler & Pindler: Offers exclusive 
deewatiwe upholstery and drapery fabrics to 
Ihebai^. Rx more informabcn regaidtng the 
exclusive Hears! Castle Coilactions. 
call 800.669.6002.

42. Millstone Premium Arabica Coffee: Taste 
what's out there, 60 nuanced var«tals. blends 
and flavois. Visit vMW.miUstone.com or call 
800.SAYJAWA.

43. RuHi's Chris Steak House; Make a reservation 
for all five senses at Ruth's Chns Steak Hoise. 
For worldwide locations and reseivatians call 
1.800.544.0808. or visit www.ruthschris.com

15. Olay Total Effects; introducing the first 
Ot^ treatment developed eciusively to help 
restore the appearance of those age zones. 
Total Effects Intensive Restoration Treatment.

29. Pollack: The F^llack textile collection is 
the epitome of innovative design coupled with 
exceptional quality. The line consists of over 
960 fabrics.
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50. Raymoml Waiitt Oetign: Raymond waites 
and sixteen manufacturers have created a 
wrid of beaAiful products under the Raymond 
Wsites name. Waites deriiiies inspiration 
from our American heritage.

70. DeltK Homes: fhantxiQh with yideo $19.95. 84. Calvin Klein; Relaxed, so^isticated. 
comfortable-Calvin Klein Home offers modem 
solutions tor bed, bath and tabletop. Newly 
added: a rug collection and table linens. 
1.800,294.7978.

Urlxm Archaeology: An histdncally accurate 
collection of bath accessories, washstands 
and lighting. A bounty of antique plumbing 
and architectural elements. A comix^nsive 
collection of handmade tile and stone.
Call 212.431.4646. or visit 
www.urbanarchaeology.com. Catalog: $6.

99. Walker Zangen Create your own unique 
vision in tile & stone vnth Walker Hanger's 
luxurious collection of Handmade Ceramic 
Tile, Terra Cotta, Stone Tile !■ Slabs, Mosaics 
and Glass. 110-page Ceramic Tile 
Catalog: $16.

71. Enkeboll Designs: Exquisite architectural 
solid woodcarvings, color product catalog 
shows capitals, moldings, on-lays, panels, 
etc. Stocked in maple and red oak.
Brochure tree. Full catalog $20.

72. Fanimatiori: Unique ceilmg. floor and 
wall-mount tans with over 36 blade options 
complement any d4cor from tropical and 
traditional to boldly contemporary. 
888.567.2055. www.fanimation.com

59. Roctw-Soboisi International collection 
of contemporary furniture. Exciting new 
concepts in leather and fabric seating, wall 
systems marble and curved glass tables, 
bedroom and dining room furniture.
CaUlog $10.

85. Chef's Catalog: Professional Restaurant 
Equipment for the Home Chet. Call 
1.800.338.3232 and mention code 
CC262i to receive a catalog. $3. rebated 
on first otter. wMw.chefscatalog.com.

86. DACOR; DACOR. Indusby leader t\ h«hend 
kitchen appliances offers ranges, ovens, 
ccoktsps, warming errens, mtenwaves, 
hoods, and outdoor grills. Contact OA^R 
800.772.7778 or www.dacor.com,

73. Faux Effects, lac.: A professional line 
of supenor water-based faux and decorative 
hnishing products. Visit www.tauxstore.com 
or call 800.270.8871.

furniture services: too. Walker Zanger:
110-page Stone catalog: $16.80. The Atrium Furniture Mall; Over 20 

furniture stores in one location, featuring 
almost 700 of your favorite lines, for free 
brochure call 336.882.7490, or visit 
www.atriumtumiture.comAxouchure.

101. Wsterworks: Bath fittings and accessories, 
unique washstands, furniture, tile and stone. 
We are the only shewroom in die country to 
offer this comprehensive selection of bath 
and kifchoi components. Call 800.899.6757 
or visr. Ota umbsite at www.waterworks.net. 
Catalog $15.

102. Wm Ohs: Exquisite old-world kitchens 
bnngii^ the sophistication and spirit of 
traditional Europe into the premium 
Amencan kitchen. Elegant, warm, 
fumiture-like. 38-page color brochure $8.

74. FramerSelact: Your guide to the best 
frame shops in America. Request our FREE 
brochum, “ 10 things to know before framing 
your picture.' www.tramerselact.com 
800.444.8387.

87. OuPoiit Corian; The inviting beauty 
of Dupont Conan solid surfaces. Over 100 
enticing colors. Seamless sink options.
Ail backed by a 10-year limited warranty. 
For retailers visits www.conan.com, or call 
1.800.4CORIAN.

St. Beacon Kill Showrooms: A tradition that 
designers, arohitects. and discemir^ clients 
count on. Our reputatxvi for quality products 
and superior service can be traced back 
100 years.

75. Hunter Douglas Window fashions:
Call 1,800,937,STYLE for a free 24-page 
booklet with all the details for choosing the 
perfect window fashions.

76. LIndal Cedar Homes; Set your dream 
home in motion with our two-book set; 
272 pages of photos, plans and insight to 
guide you. Call 1-688-4-UNDAL, or visit 
www.lindal.com. Catalog: $19.95.

77. Stone Magic: The finest collection 
of cast stone mantels. Free catalog.
Call 1.800.597.3606. a visit our 
web she: www.stonemagic.com.
Email: infoOstonemagic.com.

88. Dynamic Cooking Systems: For more 
information on DCS appliances, call 
800.433.8466 or visrt www.dcsap|^iancesxom.62. Howard Miller: The world's largest floor 

clock company, it is also one of the world’s 
most recognized names in wall, mantel and 
tabietop clocks, as well as coHector's cabinets. 
Catalog $4.

89. Jenn-AIn Jenn-Air appliances combine 
the latesi technology with exquisite des^. 
For more infonnation about Jenn-Air products, 
call 1.800.JENN.AIR or visit jennair.com. spirits

63. Lorin Marsh: Lorin Marsh imports ahd 
manufactures the finest quality furniture 
and accessories from the world wer. Offering 
a varied selection to decorate the home with 
eclectic and beaubful creations. For inquiries 
call 212.759.8700. www.lorinmarsh.com.

103. Clos du loll: Found in the heart of 
Sonoma County, CIcs du Bois crafts wines 
that showcase this extraordinary region. For 
more than 25 years, our wines have reflected 
our signature style—elegant soft, and supple.

90. Kallista: For information regarding Kallista 
products, anaumers may call 888.4 KALUSTA 
or access the Kalksta web M vmwkallistamcata

91. tmenSource Catalog: Inspired collections of 
the latest fashions and traditional bedding, 
high thread count sheeting and handmade quitts. 
6rin0ng Ckiahty, Choice & Value to your home. 
wwAv.linensource.com/29826.htm 
888.705.9768 Dept. 29269

householfd products tabletop/home occessonesgarden 76. Hydro-SII; Families have saved up to 50% 
home heating costs with Hydro-Sil. Nev^ 

buy fuel, wood, oil, gas or kerosene again. 
www.hydrosil.com SOO.627,9276

79. Lennox: Lennox provtdes heating and 
cooling products that make your home a 
better place. Whether you are buildrng, 
remodeling, or replacing. Call (800) 4Lennox 
or visit www.lemiox.corn.

104. Alt! Italica: Arte llalica's collectiom 
offer the finest in Itatun home furnishings. 
Contact our New Ybrk office at 212.213.4774 
or at wwrw.arteitallca.com

64. FendFillralion: Superior-Compect- 
Biological-Pressurized Pond Filters. Capacity 
60 to 6,000 gallon ponds. "No more green 
water*" Guaranteed! Call 888.766.3218 or 
visit www.pondfiltTBtion.com. Catalog $1.50

92. Peacock Alley: Best known for its under
stated elegance. Peacock Alley offers the 
finest bed end bath linens as well as home, 
body and baby fra^ence products. For more 
informatxxi, caM 800.810.0706.

IDS. BoRitiay: Ojr catalog is filled with the most 
wonderful and affordable home accents and 
uniquely des«ied finiahm^ Call 800.829.7789 
or vitf www.bombaycompany.com.
Free catalog.

home design materials
65. Amdaga 6 Maciiin Consarvatorln; 
Amdega & Machin Conservatories are designed 
to the highest quality to wittistand all climates. 
Fcr a full-colar tXQChure, phone 800.922.0110.

93. Rekl UC; Rohl presents a complete 
collection of classicaily styled faucets, sinks 
and shower products crafted in Europe and 
designed for the American kitchen and 
bath. Free brochure.

60. Rais l> Willus Inc.: Rats (Art of Fire) provides 
award-winning Danish efficient wood burning 
fireplac^stoves m steel and soqntone. The 
classic and contemporary styles are designed 
to meet a variety of Castes and requircmenis. 
wnvw.reisvnttus.com 914.764.5679

106. tombayKidsi A new approach to 
the colorful world of children's bedding, 
accessories and furniture that functiors 
and grows as they do. Call 800.829.7789 
or visit www.bombaykKts.com. Free catalog.

94. Run Handcraftod Cabinetry: Cabinetry 
as unique as our customers. To order 
our 100-page Folio of cabinetry design 
ideas call 800.220.7788.
Of visit vnvw.futl.net.

68. Andeisan Wlndowrs t Doon: FREE! The 
"Long Live The Home “!" idea book from 
Andersen Windows. Get room ideas, 
inspiration and more. Calll.800.426.4261 
or visit andersenwindows.com.

107. Horctiow Home: All the things Chat 
make a house a home, delivered to your 
door. Subscription $5.50. applicable 
towards your first purchase.

kitchen, bed and bath
81. Ann Sacks: Introduce yourself to Ann 
Sacks with our hie »id ^one catalog featuring 
over 160 pages of stone, glass, ceramic and 
metal hie offerxigs ftan classic to contemporary. 
www.annsKks.com 800.278.8453 
Catalog $25.

82. Baths From iha Pash Affordable custom 
design solutions for the bath and kitchen— 
authentic lookir^ oM fashioned and period 
style faucets, shower systems, tubs on le^. 
high tank commodes, matching accessories. 
vMAv.bsthsfromthepast.com 800.697,3871

83. Bnch; Bosch is the leader in dependable 
major home appliances. Bosch's Innovative 
styling and performance of their dishwashers, 
ovens, cooktops, washers and dryers are 
unmatched in the industry.

9S. Supma: Supima is Amenca luxury 
cotton, aixl is found in onty the leading 
brands of sheets and towels. If you insist 
on the best, you need to know Supima. 
Visit wrww.supima.com. FREE.

67. Chadswortti's 1.800.COLUMNS:
Ow award-winning, color Idea Book features 
column protects from Classic to Contamporary: 
For more information call 800.486.2118, 
or visit wrwrw.columns.com. Catalog: $20.

106. Uadre: Lladro porcelain sculptures are 
renowned the world ow for their original 
and authentic artrstic style. Visit 
wwnv.lladro.com or call 800.634.^^. 
Complimentary brochure.

68. Chwry TIm Design: Custom ^)i Screens, 
Hwchwod Lighting atwf Mirrors. Made in the 
USA. Solid American hardwoods. Beeutrful. 
dtnbte fKin^ Cell 800.634.3268 for a 
free brochure or vsif wwAvcherytreedesign.com. 
Catalog $5.

96. Themiailor: Supeior performance and 
unmatched desi^ make TTietmador the 
finest m cooking appliances. For a free 
brochure call 1.800.656.9226 or 
visit www.thermador.com.

109. Ntiman Marcus Home; Elegant home 
furnishings are yours in die exclusive world 
of N«man Marcus. SubscriptKxi $6.50, 
applicable towards your first purchase.

110. Swmrevskl Crystal: Austrian crystal giftware. 
collectibles, decorative home accessories 
and fashion lewelry. Visit www.swarovski.com. 
For free brochure, call 1.800.648-8210.

97. TOTO USA: No toilet performs quite like 
a TOTO. Visit a TOTO dealer lodt^, call for a 
tree brochure, 800.350.8686 ext. 3015,
Of visit www.totousa.com.

69. DeltM Hornet: Full-color planning catalr^ 
offers hundreds of fioorplans and design 
ideas for your custom designed home. $12. 
wvwv.dettechoroes.com 800.642.2508



sources
MUSIC ROOM 
Page 184

Silo. 800-355-0300. thesilo.com,

candlestick, Naga Antiques. French mahogany 
two-tier table. Robert Altman. Vintage 
mercury glass lamp, Paterae Inc. Charles 
Fames chaise. Senzatempo. Miami Beach. FL 
305-534-5588. senzatcmpo.com. Milk-glass 
Fontana Arte faceted ceiling light, Blackman 
Cruz. Three-tiered cart, glass cylinder vase, 
and white ironstone serveware, Aero Ltd. 
George Nelson clock, Phillips de Pury & 
Luxembourg, NYC. 212-940-1200. phillips- 
dpl.com. Industrial Luxe collection sink 
faucet. Waterworks. 800-899-6757. 
watcrworks.com. Paint, DKC-5, Donald 
Kaufman Color Collection. 800-977-9198. 
donaldkaufmancolor.com. Page 216, Calvin 
Klein Home. 800-294-7978. Ninctccnch- 
centuryJapanese presentation stand.
Naga Antiques. Brass and walnut lamp 
by Hugo Gnam.Jr., ca. 1930, Retro-Modern. 
Pillow, Polidon silk velvet in Acicr, Cowtan & 
Tout. Daybed by Adolph Loos, J.H. Antiques, 
NYC. 212-965-1443. Daybed upholstery,
St. Claude Strie Velvet m Moss. Brunschvng 
& Fils. Pillows. Ralph l-auren Home. 
888-475-7674. rlhomc.pulo.com. Pair of 
J^anese lacquered candlesticks, ca. 1920, 
NagaAntiques. Paint. DKC-5, Donald 
Kaufman Color Collection. Cigar flour lamp; 
Ku.ssell Wright mahogany side table, ca.
1950: spun aluminum and glas.s vase, all Aero 
Ltd. Karl Trabcr brushed aluminum desk 
lamp. Skyscraper, NYC. 212-588-0644. 
skvscrapemy.com. French rosewood desk chair 
with original leather upholstery. Blackman 
Ouz. Custom blinds. Jonas Upholsrery, Inc. 
Chrome and glas,s lamp by Jacques Adnet, Two 
Zero C Applied Art Ltd. Beta chair by Nathan 
Horowitz, Phillips de Pury & Luxembourg. 
Architectural pottery vase by LaGardo 
Tackett, R 20th Century, NYC. 2I2-343-7979- 
r20thcentury.com. Silver plate column lamp, 
ca. 1930, Paterae Inc. Illuminating alabaster 
cylinder lamp. Blackman Cruz. Cowhide rug, 
A.M. Cxitleccions, Ltd. Page 217, bath towels, 
Calvin Klein Home. Sea sponge. Waterworks. 
800-899-6757.waterworks.com. Frettc. 8oo- 
35-FRETTE. frctte.com. Nicole Farhi, NYC. 
212-223-8811. Spun aluminum, brushed pewter, 
brown glazed ceramic, fluted ceramic, and 
various pewter vases; smoked ^ass bowl; 
woven lidded hamper; raw te^ bench; Geneva 
chib chair and ottoman in Pewter silk velvet; 
Donald Desky floor lamp. ca. 1929; and zinc 
Japanese persimmon vase, all Aero Ltd. Paint, 
DKC-5, Donald Kaufman Color Collection. 
Pivoting polished nickel lamp, ca. 1925, J.H. 
Antiques. Bench upholstery of silk cut carpet. 
A.M. Cxillectioas, Ltd. French oak armoire 
with pivoting doors, ca. 1940, John Norwood 
Antiques Ltd. Italian parchment clock and 
pair of turned mahogany Tri-Ball lamps. 
Blackman Cruz. French mahogany and tubular 
steel side table, ca. 1930, Maison Gerard Ltd. 
Reproduction French Empire jardiniere. Amy 
Perlin Antiques. NYC. 212-593-5756. Pitpu 
bv Pablo Picasso ceramic dish from Villa 
Fiorentina Collection. .Sotheby's. Ceiling paint. 
DKC-5,2nd wall paint, DKC-44, T^onald 
Kaufman Color Collection. Silk and wool velvet 
cut carpet, A.M. Collections. Ltd. Page.s atS- 
219. Donald Kaufman Color Collection. 800- 
977-9198. donaidkaufmancolor.com. Throw, 
Ralph l,auren Home. Woven rattan neck 
rolls, BoduiTL 800-23-BODUM.

WHERE TO BUY IT PHOTOGRAPHY 
Page 190

The Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, 
DC. 800-CORCORAN. corcoran.org.All retail sources follow. If a company is not 

listed under its corresponding page number, 
see “Sources Through Architects and 
Designers Only,“ next page.

UNCORKED 
Pages 202-204

1998 Cheval Blanc. Golden West Wine. 
800-722-7020. goldcn-west-winc.com. 1999 
Cheval Blanc, Chelsea Wine Vault, NYC. 
212-462-4244. chelseawinevault.com.

THRESHOLD 
Page 17

Facet-cut pickle jarvase, ca. 1890, S600, 
Kentshire Galleries at Bergdorf Goodman, 
NYC. 212-872-8652. Renaissance cordial 
glass by Varga Crystal. S65, DeVine Corp., 
Neptune, NJ. 732-751-0500. Gold-leaf rice 
bowl. S85, Takashimaya New York. 800-753- 
2038. Crackled gold-leaf square plate by 
Sophie Villepigue, S128, Barneys New York. 
888-8-barneys. Background. .Shogun 
in color 268 by JAB, Stroheim & Romann.

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Pages 23, 29

Page 23, Willem van Oranje tulip, Old House 
Gardcas-Hcirloom Bulbs, Ann Arbor, MI. 
734-995-1486. oldhouscgardens.c'om. Page 29, 
Henry C. Frick 11 orchid.
1-800-FLOWBR.s. Background.
Filigranza by Saheo Hesselein,
Bergamo Fabrics Inc. Vintage 
wingback armchair.
Duane. NYC. 212-625-8066. 
duaneanttques.com. Curtains made 
tw D&F Workroom Inc.

FIRST PRINCIPLE 
Page 209

Aero Studios. NYC. 212-966-4700. 
aerostudios.com. Daybed. J.H. Antiques. 
NYC. 212-965-1443. Pillows, Ralph Lauren 
Home. 888-475-7674. rlhome.polo.com. Silver- 
leaf bowl and Studio Accessory table by 
Thomas O'Brien for Hickory Chair, available 
through Aero Ltd., NYC. 212-966-1500.

GOLDEN AGE 
Pages 210-219

Aero Studios, NYC. aerosrudios.com. 212-966- 
4700. Aero Ltd., NYC. 212-966-1500. Pages 

2to-2ii, VisageauNtzPinct hy 
Pablo Picasso ceramic dish 
from Villa Fiorentina 

\ Collection, Sotheby's,
■ NYC. 212-606-7000.
', sothebys.com. Sofa and 
? banquette made by Jonas 

Upholstery. Inc. Trestle 
bench m olive leather 
by Thomas O'Brien 

for Hickory Chair, 
conical glass vase, wood- 

fired Girl plate, Aero 
Hayward club chairs, 

Japanese zinc vase with carp 
motif, and walnut audio-visual 
cabinet, all available at Aero Ltd. 
Ninctccnth-ccntury Japanese coffee 

table from single piece of cedar and wood 
side table, Naga Antiques, NYC. 212-593-2788. 
Chib chairs' upholstery, Gros Marou linen 
chenille in Tobacco, Clarence House. Chair 
pillows, Poiidori silk velvet in Acier, Cowtan 
& Tout. French hmed-oak side table, ca. 1940, 
Robert Altman, NYC. 212-832-3490. Pair 
of brass and walnut lamps by Hugo Gnam.Jr., 
ca. 1930, Retro-Modern, NYC. 212-674- 
0530. Banquette upholsteries, Pewter strie 
velvet, by Biscs, Bergamo Fabrics Inc., and 
Boussac Fadini's Douro antique velvet in Taupe. 
Alabaster and bronze sconces by Pierre 
Charcau. Urban Archaeology, NYC. 212-431- 
4646. urbanarchacology.com. Custom cowhide 
rug, A.M. Collections, Ltd. Speakers. Wegg3, 
I..A. 310-577-9148. wegg3.e0m. Pages 212-213. 
Wcgg3, L.A. 310-577-9148. wegg.s3.e0m. Glass 
cylinder vase, Emmet chairs in Fawn velvet 
and maroon and olive striped velvet, Aero 
club chairs, and mahogany Cigar floor lamp. 
Aero Ltd. Miihogiiny dining tabic, Christie's, 
NYC. 211-636-2000. christies.com, Oak and 
brass side table, Mai.son Gerard Ltd., NYC. 
212-674-7611. maiMingerard.com. French brass 
candlesticks, ca. 1920. Blackman Ouz, L.A. 
310-657-9228. Vintage mercury glass lamp. 
Paterae Inc., NYC. 212-941-0880. Pages 214- 
215. Two ZeroC Applied Art Ltd.. I-ond«n. 
011-44-207-720-2021. 280 Modern. NYC. 
212-941-5825. Ninctccnth-ccnturyJapanese 
Keyaki wood coflee table and bronze temple

DOMESTIC BLISS 
Pages 61-84

Designer Savvy: Page 
72. Ancique.s & 
Decorations, Todd 
Alexander Romano. NYC. 
212-879-7722.

THE LUXURY LIST 
Pages 119-150IN THE GARDEN 

Pages 87-117
Page 87, bulbs available from: Old House 
Gardcns-Hcirloom Bulbs. Ann Arbor, MI. 
234-995-1486. oldhouscgardens.com.John 
Scheepers Inc. Bantam, CT 860-567-0830. 
johnschccpcrs.com. K. Van Bourgondicn & 
Sons. 800-622-9959- dutchbulbs.com. Thanks 
to: Scott Kunst; Stonecrop Gardcn.s, Cold 
Spring, NY; New York Botanical Garden; 
Grace Kennedy; Chris and Sharon Davis;
Sally Ferguson. Dig It: Page 106, McClure 
& Zimmerman. 800-883-6998. mzbulb.com. 
Van Engelen. Bantam. CT, 860-567-8734. 
vancngelcn.com.

THE LUXURY UST 
Pages 119-150

ABC Carpet & Home, NYC. 212-473- 
3000. abchome.com. Baccarat. 800-777- 
0100. Baker Furniture. 800-592-2537. 
bakerfurniture.com. Calvin Klein Home. 
800-294-7978. Design Within Reach. 
800-944-2233. dwr.com. DcVinc Corp., 
Neptune, NJ. 732-751-0500. Hickory 
Chair. 800-349-4579. hickorychair.com. 
Hermes. 800-441-4488. Kosta Boda. 
through Orrefors. 800-529-4557. Lalique. 
800-214-2738. Poltrona Frau, NYC.
Ralph Lauren Home. 888-475-7674. 
rlhome.polo.com. Saks Fifth Avenue. 800- 
347-9177. The Terence Conran Shop. 
866-755-9079. Totem, NYC. 212-925-5506.

CLIFF HANt^R 
Pages 220*229

Steven Harris Architects and Lucicn Rees- 
Roberts, NYC. 212-587-1108. Margie Ruddick 
Landscape. Philadelphia. 215-247-7290.
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SOURCES THROUGH ARCHITECTS 
AND DESIGNERS ONLY

Fabrics (in alphabetical order), Astrup, 
Edison. NJ. 752-22^-1776. Bergamo 
Fabrics Inc., Mt. Vernon, NY. 914-665- 
0800. Boussac Fadini. 866-bolssac. 
Brunschwig & Fils. 800-538-1880. Clarence 
House. 800-632-0076. Classic Cloth. 
Plainvilic, KS. 785-434-7200. Cowtan & Tout, 
NYC. 212-647-6900. Dedar Fabrics. 
800-493-2209. Dintiman Design. Petaluma, 
CA. 707-766-8326. Donghia Furniture 

Textiles Ltd. 800- 
nuNGHiA. F.dclman Leather. 
800-886-TEDV. Hinson 
& Company, NYC. 212- 
475-4100. Jim Thompson 
Thai Silk. 800-262-0336.
J. Robert Scott. 877-207- 
5130. Kravet. 800- 
645-9068. Larsen, NYC. 
212-647-6900. Maharam 
Design Studio. 800-645- 
3943. Nancy Corzine,
NYC. 212-223-8340. 
Osborne fit Little Inc., 
NYC. 212-751-3333. Pierre 
Frey, NYC. 212-213-3099. 
Pollack, NYC. 212-421-8755, 
Scalamandrc. 800-932- 
4361. Stroheim fit Romann, 
Queens. 718-706-7000. 
Tracy Kendall, Ix>ndon. 
on-44-207-640-9071. 

Furnishings (in alphabetical order), A.M. 
Collections, Ltd., NYC. 212-625-2616.
Daniel Scuderi Antiques, Inc., NYC, 212- 
947-2499. Dennis Miller Associates, NYC. 
212-684-0070. DficF Workroom Inc. 
212-352-0160. John Norwood Antiques 
Led., NYC. 212-755-7878. Jona.s Upholstery, 
Inc., NYC. 212-69(-2777. L.M.C.
Corp., Paterson. NJ. 973-279-3573. Marie 
Savcttierc, .NYC. 212-966-3023. Patterson, 
Flvnn fit Martin, NYC. 112-688-7700.
Pollack, NYC. 211-421-8755. Pollaro Custom 
Furniture, East Orange, NJ. 973-675-7557.
Stark Wallcovering. N^C. 212-752-9000.

Corner, SC. 843-761-2463. orchidview.com. 
Background, Ozone in Willosv. Knoll 
Textiles. 800-343-5665. Page 241. ‘Prince 
Edward of York,’The Orchid Zone, .Salinas, 
CA. Wholesale only, orchidzonc.com, 
Background, Golden Mean in Plarinum, 
I-arsen. Pages Z42-243. ‘Silvia’s Dream,’ Silva 
Orchids, Neptune, NJ. 732-922-2635. 
Background. Indu.strial Plastics. Pages 244- 
245. background. Ozone in Celestial. Knoll. 
Backgniund, Industrial Plastics.

Pages 222-223, Gunnel Nyman vase, 
ca. 1940, David Rago Modem Auctions, 
LambertviUe, NJ. 609-397-9374. Narcissus 
Tafi'cta pillows. Silk Trading C^. 800-679-7455. 
silktrading.com. Zebra swivel chairs, Triple 
Pier Antiques Show, int<>rmation through 
Stella Management Co., NTC. 212-255-0020. 
Low tables, Russell Simpson Company, L.A. 
323-651-3992. Shagreen anti parchment table 
covers, Dualoy Inc., NYC. 212-736-3360.
Tops made by (»rand Avenue Workshop, 
Brooklyn. NY. 718-789-3306. Sofa and club 
chairs buih byTnbcca Upholstery & Draperies, 
NYC. 212-349-3010. Pair ot'box tables 
made bvEngberg Design fit Development Inc.. 
Brooklyn, NY. 718-875-1685. Lucite lamps 
and amber Segu.sso vase by Flavopoli,
Capitol Furnishings, NYC. 212-925-6760. 
Nickcl-platcd lamp. ca. 1970.145 Antiques, 
NYC. 2I2-807-J149.145antiqucs.com.
Ceramic head sculpture, Duane, NYC. 
212-625-8066. duaneanrtques.com. Pages 224- 
225, Russell Simpson Company, L.A. 323-651- 
3992. shagreen table coverings. Dualoy Inc. 
Stcinwav fit Sons. 800-345-5086. stcinwav.cora. 
PtfTS 226-227, Michael Brtiwn Furs 
Ltd.. NYC. 212-714-2725. Nes-sen marble 
lamps, ca. i960. Lobe! Modern, NYC. 
212-242-9075. lobclmodem.com. Los Angeles 
Modem Auctions. L.A. 323-904-1950. 
lamodem.com. Bed linens made by Marie 
Savcttierc. Aldo Tiiro vellum and brass ice 
bucket. Duane. Curtains made by Osprey, 
Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. 011-52-6241-43-7976. 
Pages 228-229, bent-steel powder<oatcd 
furniture made by Ferra Designs. Brooklyn, 
NY. 718-852-8629. ferradcsigns.com. Orange 
pillows of spider silk and raffia, Mila Co., 
Observatory. South Africa. 011-27-21-447-4410. 
Vinyl-covered Isom fruit tray by Sophie 
Demenge and Michael Ryan, R»D Design, 
Brooklyn, NY. 718-349-7240. r-d-dcsign.com. 
Paul Frankl cork-rop coflfee table, David 
Rago Modern Auctions. Cube vases by 
('hristian Tortu, Takashimaya New York. 800- 
753-2038. Lucite swivel chairs. Industrian, 
Miami. FL 305-754-60-0.industriandesign.com. 
Milo Baughman rosewood sofa, ca. i960,
ABC (liar^t fit I lomc. NYC. 212-473-3000. 
abchome.com. Stained-ash end tables 
made by Engbcrg Design fit Development Inc. 
Chrome lamps, ca. 1950. Doyle Antiques, 
Hudson. NY, 518-828-3929.

LUNAR LANDING 
Pages 246<2S1

T hierry W. Despont, Ltd., 
NYC. 212-334-9444- Pages 
248-249. Wyeth, NYC. 212- 
243-3661. Anthony Outred 
Antiques. London, on-44- 
207-730-4782. outrcd.co.uk. 
Chibuly Studio, Seattle. 
WA. 206-781-8707, 
chihuly.com. Globe made 
by L.M.C. Corp. Pages 
250-251, La Chaise de 
France, Easthampton. MA. 
413-529-1927. Knoll. 800- 
343-KNOU.. knoll.com.

SECOND SIGHT 
Pages 252-261

Daniel Romualdez Interiors,
NYC. 212-989-8429. Pages 
252-253, Kenrshire Galleries,
NYC. 212-673-6644, kcntshire.com. Stephen 
Downes Alabaster Light Sculpture, Jnc.,
NYC. 212-274-9194. alabasterman.com. Pages 
254-255, pillows. Crate fit Barrel. 800- 
996-9960. crateandbarrel.com. Amy Pcrlin 
Antiques, NYC. 212-593-5756. Sculpture. 
Nancy Rubins, through Paul Kasmin Gallery, 
NYC. 212-563-4474- paulkasmingallery.com. 
Pages 256-157, Paul Kasmin Gallery, NYC. 
212-563-4474. paulkasmingallcry.com. Pages 
258-259, Miele. 800-421-4685. midc.com. R. 
Louis Bofferding, NYC. 212-744-6725.
Nancy Rubins, through Paul Ka.smin Gallery. 
Cedric Hartman floor lamp. Pollack. Silver 
Nautilu.s shell, V'crtlura, NYC. 212-758- 
3388. Kitchen cabinets. Forster, in U.S. 
through 3-D Laboratory. NYC. 212-791-7070. 
3-dlabora10ry.com. Bar sconces made by 
Stephen Downes Alabaster Light Sculpture, 
Inc. Pages 260-261, Scully & Scully. 
800-223-3717. scullyandscuUy.com. Bed built 
by Daniel Scuden Antiques, Inc.

THE LUXURY LIST 
Pag«s 119-150

■ The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manutacnirers, distributors, retailers, and approxi
mate list prices in this issue ofHonst & Garden. While 
extreme care is taken to provide correa information, 
House & Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should be 
verilied before ordering any item. Antiques, one-of- 
a-kind pieces, di.scontmucd items, and personal 
collections may not be priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY JENNY GAVACS

SISTER ACT 
Pages 230-237

Axel Vervoordt, ’s-Gravcnwczcl. Belgium. 
011-32-3-658-14-70. axel-vervoordt.com.
Pages 232-233. tea set by Pierre Culot, trio 
of terra-cotta vases, and wool and silk 
throw, throujdi Axel Vervoordt. Pages 234- 
235. coffee table, rock crystal and lead 
cundlesticks. Fabrica Micha lamps, and oak 
dining table, through Axel Vervoordt.

THE OTHER FRICK COLLECTION 
Pages 238-245

Pages 23S-239.John Mossman. Cattlcya 
Florist Ltd., Bangkok. Thailand. 011-66- 
2-948-1515. cattlcya€'cattleya.cofn. ‘Nobby’s 
Jade,’ Nobby Orchids. Chiy-yu, Taiwan. 
011-886-5-534-7787. nobbychu€^m533.hotnet.ncT. 
‘Andean Fire,’ Waldar Orchids Linwotid,
NJ. 609-927-4126. waldoH?'wa]dor.com. 
Backgrounds. Industrial Plastics, Tonawanda, 
NY. 716-695-3141. Pi^e 240, ‘Taida,’ Ontario 
Orchids Inc., Vista, CA. 760-631-0098. 
taida-orchids.com.rw. Other orchids, cliKkwise 
from top right: ‘Mantcfbr,’ Ontaro Orchids 
Inc. ‘Dixie Sun.set.’ Orchidview, Marchs

LINES OF FORCE 
Pages 262-277

Wirtz International NV, Schoten, Belgium. 
011-32-3-680-13-22. wirtznv.be.
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the testy tastemaker^ Beginning this month, our style arbiter blows tbe 
whistle on crimes of design. In this installment: Zen fashion

vintage decorating tomes, and Times Square excess by mayer rus

ERHAPS I SUFFER fromculturalandspiritualmj^pia. 
Or maybe it’s just that my chakras arc desperately in need 
of an alignment. Whatever the case, I have grown increas- 
in^y weary of the cxirrent mania for Eastern arts and reli
gious practices. I cringe at the awed reverence of those 

people who embrace every novelty sushi roll as a stepping-stone 
along the path to true enlightenment. I’ve simply had enough of 
fingshui seminars, desktop Zen gardens, inelegant stalks of lucky 
bamboo, and Chinese med
itation stones placed along
side large-screen televisions.

Another risible corrup
tion of Eastern spirituality 
was recently brou^t to my 
attention, in the form of 
a press release breathlessly 
heralding a new collection of 
yoga-inspired mannequins 
created by fashion model 
Christy Turlington. Are 
department store vitrines 
really an appropriate venue 
for contemplating the ven
erable practice of yoga?
Despite my curiosity at see
ing a synthetic version of 
Ms. Turlington assuming the 
Congress of the Cow posi
tion in the window of Saks.
I think the answer is no,

I readily acknowledge the 
true beauty of much Eastern art and design, and I do not contest 
the validity of such ancient arts as ftngshui I’m simply afraid I’ll 
one day walk into FAO Schwarz and find New Age Barbie standing 
on her head in contemplation of a Tibetan tanka.

World ofLiberace for $4 at a Dallas thrift shop; another copy of 
this admittedly indispensable document is currently available at 
a smart Manhattan boutique for S300. To be fair, my book did not 
come with a fancy glassine jacket and an “Ex Libris” sticker, but 
I can live with that.

My advice: pretend that you are building a $50 million house, 
schedule meetings with tony decorators to discuss the project, 
and steal their semiprecious volumes right off the shelf.

■ TIMES SQUARE, the 
crossroads of the world 
and home of Cond6 Nast 
Publications, was stripped 
bare of porno theaters, sex 
shops, and other ostensibly 
sleazy enterprises during 
the adminiscrarion of former 
mayor Rudolph Giuliani. 
Not being a habitue of such 
adult establishments, I had 
no beef with Rudy's monu
mental gentrification pro
gram. One recent addition 
to the neighborhood, how
ever, has given me pause: 
the Westin hotel and enter
tainment complex on 42nd 
Street, a dubious confection 
of colored glass, designed 
by the Florida-based firm 
Arquitectonica. What vexes 

me most is the building’s unapolcgetic Miami-ness, its S2u:charine 
rebuke to the New York of Taxi Driver and Midni^t Cowboy. I s^, 
come back porno palaces, all is forgiven!

■ AND, FINALLY, One more obnoxious trend that begs for 
ridicule: advertising the value and desirability of a product based 
on its outrageous price tag. I am thinking of the new $50,000 cell 
phone, which must set the high-water mark in its category. I 
imagine this portable bijou is encrusted with rubies, lined in s^Ie, 
and contains a plutonium core.

Then there is the S 120,000 shower that boasts something like 
500 showerheads and offers a wide variety of experiential options: 
waterfall, tropical mist, Hurricane Andrew, etc. The literature for 
this would-be sybarite’s delight touts not only the price of the 
shower, but also the fact that it was originally custom-made for a 
famous actor. Memo to retailers: sell it to me becaiwc it is impos
sibly chic, not because some impotent Hollywood potentate 
wants to impress his fellow vulgarians.

■ FOR OBVIOUS REASONS, vintage dccorating and lifestyle 
books by tastemakers of yesteryear (think Cecil Beaton, David 
Hicks, et al.) have long enjoyed a special place in the hearts and 
libraries of design aficionados. Some books achieve cult status. 
Remember the monograph on Jean-Michel Frank that for years 
was sold exclusively by a mysterious Parisian bookseller whose 
address was known only to Peter Marino? I myself favor campicr 
classics such as Prince Egon von Furstenburg’s The Power Look at 
Home: Lkeoratingfor Men and Dale Evans’s Say Kes to Tomorrow.

Unfortunately, chic decorating emporiums and specialty shops 
now routinely charge obscene amounts of money for books that, 
however amusing and inspirational, are decidedly not, say, a 
Gutenberg Bible. I purchased my copy of The Wonderful Private

z
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didn’t know 
she d kax'-e twins

somehow^ always 
knew she was the one
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The Thrw Stone Earrings 

for your past, present and future. 

Visit die Design Gallery at 

adiaitiondisforever.coni
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